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I.

SUMMARY

With the possible exception of the Physical Resources Division, the
University Library is undoubtedly the most complex unit on the UniBecause of its complexity, even the most selective
Versity Campus.
annual report bulks large. Appended to ¡ny brief annual report are the
equally brief annual reports of department heads within the library.
In these appendices will be found ali the data typically required to
maintain on-going records of growth and activity. A summary data sheet
is provided at the end of this report for quick reference.
In addition to the information in the appended departmental reports, I
could provide details of generalized, but significant, library activity.
For the first time this year the library has made its resourcesavailable
It has also significantly
to alJ residents of the State of Arizona.
expanded its cooperative activities with other libraries in the state.
It has implemented some of the recommendations in the Swank Survey and
has others in process, and it has established new programs to make library
and information services more generally available to all patrons as well
as initiating new programs which will ultimately help us attain this same
However, putting these important matters aside, it seems to me more.
goal.
appropriate that this summary report should focus on the eJ ornent which has
been the theme of library operations this year: administrative change.
Obviously my appointment as University Librarian, officially effective
1 August 1972, has had some effect on administrative changes in the
However, not all the changes to be noted below can be attributed
library.
to my appointment. There have been voluntary resignations and requests
for transfer, and there have been vacancies created in the normal course
of operations which have provided a chance to make new appointments.
Whether all of the administrative changes were "good" for the library,
only time will tell.
After many months of work by an advisory committee during 1972/1973, a
new Associate Librarian for Administration was appointed on July 1, 1973.
This position, badly needed to help the other library administrators with
burgeoning personmiel probiens and records as well as an ever more detailed
library budget and operations picture, will also help provide time on the
part of all administrators for better planning and more active analysis of
current operations.

Prior to the appointment of the new Associate Librarian, three other changes
occurred in the top administration of the library:
i.

2.

The position of Assistant librarian fr Public Services was vacated
and has been left vacant in order to allow the public services
department heads to experiment with group decision making.
The position formerly titled Assistant Librarian for Branch Collections
was completely eliminated in order to put all the branch library
operations on an equal basis with other public services desks.
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3.

The position formerly titled simply Associate University Librarian
had the designator "for Collections" added to it bringing together
in one person a coordinator for activities in collection development
as well as placing responsibility in one place for editorial and
publishing activity in which the library is involved.

Early in the year an unpleasant forced termination in the Fine Arts Department created a serious staffing problem in that area.
At the same time
the recognized understaffing of the General Reference Department caused
me to analyze the operation of and finally to eliminate the Fine Arts
Department.
The Chief Fine Arts Librarian became the new Chief General
Reference Librarian and one other full-time member of the Fine Arts
Departmentwas transferred to General Reference. During the year other
library departments aJso fOund themselves with new department heads.
The
untimely death last spring of Mr. John mayer left a vacancy in socia].
sciences which ha been filled since September by Mrs. Lutìe Higley,
formerly Assistant Librarian for Public Services. Also, late in the year,
the former Chief Serials Librarian was given responsibility for cataloging
of all serial publications and the new Chief Serials Librarian was promoted
from within the Serials Depnrtment.
This change was announcd car] icr in
the year with an effective date of 1 July 1973. The same effective date
applied to Mr. Donald Powell's appointment as Acting Chief Special Collections Librarian.
At the close of the year two department chiefs resigned:
in June a
Selection Advisory Committee began its work of soliciting applications
and evaluating submitted paperwork on persons to fill the Chief Humanities
position.
The Chief of Photocopy Services position, on the other hand,
will not be filled at the same level because the large microfilming projects
of the past have dwindled to a volume inadequate to justify the microfilming
operation. The Chief of Photocopy Services had been scheduled to assume
responsibility for a new department of Shipping and Receiving in the Main
Library building.
The position of Shipping and Receiving Manager will be
filled during the 1974 fiscal year.

Finally, during the year the Interlibrary Loan Section of the General
Reference Department was established as a full-scale autonomous departmental operation.
No staffing changes were made. A similar change in
status made the U. S. Government Documents Section of the Social Science
Department into a separate department. Again, without staffing changes.
And while it had long been established as a separate entity, the microforms
area of the library was given full staffing for the first time in many years.
I consider this section of the annual report a kind of interim progress
report, but the progress has been of the type known as brush fire administration.
Each of the chingcs listed above occurred in a very real sense
"in isoltion." If there is an organizational. pattern or even a specific
The
pattern-of-change in the preceding paragraphs, I fail to discern it.
library is still groping, as are most large university libraries at this
point in history, for an organizational pattern which is suitable both for
the library and for its users.
It would be foolhardy of me to predict
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what may develop at the University of
pattern is, if it is to be successful
involvement of all interested library
a new main library building less than
change us dramatically.

Arizona. No matter what that
it must be worked out with the
employees, and in any event
three years in the future will

II.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

A library is essentially a building, or buildings, and other facilities,
a collection of information sources, and a staff to arrange, maintain,
and interpret that collection.
It is pointless to argue which of the
three elements is more important; all are essential in one way or
another, and all must be present if the library is to be strong.
But
the real strength of a library organization must ultimately rest in its
people.

During the 1973 fiscal year the administrative changes mentioned in the
first section of this report, while they were intended to strengthen the
ability of the staff, must also be recognized as a burden.
In addition
to these changes chore were sorne routine and not-so-routine resignations
and changes at the operational level (i.e., below department head level).
Despite this instability and the additional workload created by vacant
positions, the staff responded with a remarkable resiliency.
The library
office received many letters during the year praising both individuals
and entire depnrtucts for their efforts. Despite new progrems, new
procedures and short staff, the cataloging department actuali) reduced
what was already an insignificant backlog of unprocessed materials.
When
a special $300,000 acquisitions fund was made available by the President's
Office, the acquisitions staff, without additional help, was able to place
orders ermeri.rg the ertire mountin less than 60 days, These end
dozens of other instances could be listed which demonstrate the real
strength of the library staff in terms of ability, training, and attitude.
Factors involved in the high morale level are:

The obvious commitment of the University Administration to develop
a truly fine library.,

The prospect of a new critically needed main library building.

The first positive signs that a campus-wide non-discriminatory
personnel policy is being developed.
The professional library staff is currently engaged in developing a more
democratized or collegial structure to help govern itself and to help
control the quality of librarians who are hired in the future and maintained
When completed and adopted, there will
in professional library positions.
be a constitution and a set of bylaws for the professional librarians
(library faculty) and there will be guidelines for appointment, promotion,
and tenure. All of these things will naturally affect, in a positive way,
the strength of the staff in future years.
In general, I believe it is fair to say the staff is already strong.
is going to get even better.

It
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III.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Many elements limit the ability of the library to perform its information
collection and dissemination role. Virtually every library problem will
receive some attention during the coming year, but those things which are
bound to be most directly in the focus of attention are:
This ratio
The ratìo of professional to non-professional staff.
has traditionally and statistically been thought to be ideal when
maintained at about 3.5 non-professionals to each professional.
Our ratio of approximately 2 to i is hopelessly inadequate,
especially in technical services areas where a large amount of
clerical work must be completed, and currently that work is often
done by very high-priced professional help.

After one year on this campus I believe it is vital that plans be
immediately made for provision of some kind of fine arts and
architecture library service in the northwest corner of capus.
When the new main library building is completed, the one mile
round trip from the various fine arts and architecture buildings
to the library will have caused such a reduction in service to
those departments and colleges that the effect will be the same as
1 i force
the Ibr:y eel leeti :i;. This
pa
o
tL
the development of 'bootieg" departmental libraries at a cost to
the University which will be much higher than would be a single
combined fine arts and architecture branch operation.

eiiIintiLg

Since the current main library building has apparently been dedicated
entirely to the future use of anthropology and the State Museum, some
alternative must be found:
Creation of a separate fine arts and architecture library
I recommend as a location the parking lot south
building.
of the current architecture building or some other northwest
campus location.
Conversion of a portion of the current main library building
into a fine arts library.
Conversion of the museum part of the current anthropology
building into a fine arts library.
Obviously a fourth possibility would be establishment of individual
branch collections in specific subject areas (art, drama, music,
architecture, etc.) but this alternative seems too expensive to
consider.

I recognize it as a long-range goal and
Alternative "a" is ideal.
therefore not a solution to the problem which will occur in less
than three >rears when the main library building is completed.
Alternative "b" has been proposed previously but apparentlY Is
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unacceptable because of the pressure for the use of the current
main library building for other campus departments. Alternative
"c" has some obvious advantages, and since the building is already laid out as a museum, it would require only minor modification to be converted into a library. This is a preliminary
I have made no measurements, looked at no floor
recommendation.
plans or taken any other action to push this proposal forward.
I hope the administration will give me approval to pursue this
concept further and provide a specific proposal during the 1974
fiscal year.
Arizona, specifically Tucson, is about as professionally isolated
Our contact with other university
as any academic setting can be.
libraries is severly limited by geography! Only a vastly increased
out-of-state travel budget can help remedy this situation.
The continuing split of the collections between Library of Congress
and Dewey classification systems drives librarians and non-librarians
Without the addition of a huge
alike to frustrated fits of anger.
number of staff members for a crash reclassification project, only
time and our slow reclassification process can solve this problem,
We have still not found adequate ways to involve the faculty and the
student body in determining how our collections shall be built and
uhat piogiams and prejects are most eedcd by our use s.

Related to number five is the continuing inadequacy of the library's
attempt to orient new students and faculty to library resources.
Video-taped programs and the possibility of a required course in
the English Department are being developed or considered as partial
remedies.
Even to provide appropriate
Management data is still inadequate.
statistics on library use would cost far more in either people or
computer time than we can possibly afford with our current budget.
Also, the statistical data available through the University's
business office continues to be inadequate for proper planning.
Of all the limitations we face, this one is perhaps the most
pervasive, but it also appears to be the one area where excellent
progress is bing made.
I believe it is obvious that items one and two above are far and away more
important to the operation of the library system than are the remaining
On the other hand, all seven will have a significant long-range
five.
Efforts to improve
impact on library services at the University of Arizona.
back
efforts to
in any one of these areas should not be allowed to hold
improve the situation in the others.
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IV.

FUTURE PLANS

A major effort will be made during the coming year to overcome the
In addition, however, three
limitations mentioned in section III.
must
receive
significant attention in order
areas of library operation
plans.
to develop long-range

The library must eventually
Systems analysis and automation.
have a staff specifically for systems analysis, long-range
planning and automation. The cost of employing human beings
continues to rise at a fantastic rate while machine and computer
costs, per time segment or operation, are actually dropping.
In any case new organizational patterns, streamlined work methods,
etc., are not being developed fast enough to compensate for rising
A systems and planning staff will save its own salary
expenses.
and other costs many times over in the long-run of library operations.
New main library building. The program for the new main library
Between now and the time the
building was done on a rush basis.
entire
library
staff will be involved in
new building opens, the
Also,
planned
into
the new main library
refining the plans.
building are areas of service which do not exist in the present
For each of these, the details of staffing, floor plans,
library.
furniture and equipment lists, etc., must be worked out during the
next 24 months.
Availability of resources. The library will make a significant
effort in the year ahead to make ail potential users aware of the
resources of the University Library system. We plan to publish
guides to various collections, to encourage use of the library
system by students and faculty not presently accustomed to using
it, and to encourage library use by citizens of the State of Arizona
who are not necessarily a part of the immediate University community.

Total

67,84i

831,, 8$

531,420

1,203

tal
lineal

H

i 914,959
232,317

2,147,276

APPENDIX B
CATALOGING STATISTICS

1972/73

Main Entries Made:
Catalog

32,045

Serials

3,631

Original Studies

3,327

Original

Printed

Catalog

116,441

198,429

Serials

35,671

49,945

Cards Added, Main Catalog:

TOTAL

421,589

Reclassifications:

Periodicals (titles)
Serials (titles)

Monographs (titles)

1,226
681

1,756
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APPENDIX C
LIBRARY USE STATISTICS

1971/72

1972/73

Home Use:

Main Loan Desk

173,590

Science Loan Desk

176,693

282,566

25,502

24,510

4,542

6,818

53,766

58,709

431,993

372,603

175,779

70,785

Science Library Reserve

24,447

26,570

Liberal Arts Reserve

22,105

Music Reserve

52,208

50,147

Instructional Materials Reserve

9,872

12,890

Special Collections

7,683

7,870

15,886

23,240

Music Loan Desk
Map Collection
Instructional Materials Collection
Subtotal

Building Use:

Main Library Reserve

Map Collection

a

b

Library Science

1,853

Oriental Studies

3,219

2,810

745,026

566,915

TOTAL

Service discontinued.
Records not kept.
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APPENDIX D
SPECIAL USE STATISTICS

1971/72

1972/73

General Reference

43,696

39,484

Humanities

14,211

18,213

Reference Inquiries Answered:

5576a

Fine Arts

6,39

Social Science

8,350

7,948

Documents

3,282

4,357

14,829

15,194

Maps

3,145

6,079

Music

3,705

4,714

Oriental Studies

1,750

1,095

123,099

102,678

Borrowed

1,443

2,415

Loaned

2,877

3,442

4,320

5,857

Science

Instructional Materials

TOTAL

Interlibrary Loan:

TOTAL

Photographic Services:
Microfi lining

Xerox Copies Produced

46,000 ft.

890,756

3l800 ft)
558,548

Discontinued as sevice December 1972.
Does not include film for 7199 matriculation records filmed for
Office of Registrar.

TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

ASSISTANT LU3R\RIAN FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES
TO THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
FOR TiE 1972/1973 YEAR

SUMMARY

The Technical Services Division had major problems this year
due to inflationary pressures on our budget for acquisitions
Dollar devaluation abroad further eroded
of library materials.
our efforts to buy comprehensively in support of the academic
program of the University. Several academic departments
were approached with requests that orders for library
material be deferred in order to give other newer programs
a chance to acquire materials they needed.
Work is going forward on plans to place more modern equipment
in our Loan Department.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The policy of giving graduate student loan privileges extending through
one (1) full semester had an extraordinary impact on our loan operations
This change in policy gave graduate students the advantage
this year.
of keeping books out for sixteen (16) weeks without returning them for
This, in turn, decreased our statistics by some 70,000
renewal.
transactions.
The library messenger service has added to our service hich e give
to our users in that books and other library material are transferred
almost the same day as cataloged to the proper location in the library
syst em.

The acquisitions budget was handsomely augmented by a special
This
Presidential subvention of $300,000 late this fiscal year.
increase made it possible to acquire much needed material whose
purchase had been delayed due to financial pressures made on our
regular state-allocated budget by inflation of domestic book prices
and dollar devaluation abroad.

The reclassification group has made major inroads in changing our Dewey
classified collections to the Library of Congress scheme this past year.
The division of our collection into two (2) parts has been a major source
This past year was the first one
of irritation to our patrons and staff.
in which we were able to have full-time staff devoted to this function.
The Serials Department was ablé to cope extremely well in the face of an
The reclassification group's typing
increased work load this past year.
work is done by this department and not only were they able to absorb
this task but also our procedures for handling of company annual reports.
The Catalog Department was able to utilize technological innovation in
order to cope successfully with its lack of catalogers this past year.
By means of the Copy Cat camera they were able to reduce the amount of
original cataloging done by the catalogers from NUC copy and give such
copy to other staff for preparation for our collections.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The Loan Department needs to upgrade its data collection machinery.
The card transaction system now in use should be replaced by a magnetic
tape device which will allow us to skip the card to tape phase of our
program. New devices are also needed in the data capture phase to
replace our old machines which have a high degree of unreliability.
Our inability to control dollar devaluation and inflation has made
great inroads in our capital budget for materials. We are forced
to purchase less material in order to protect our already ongoing
programs.
If this steep inflation continues new programs at the
Ph. D. level will have to be subsidized at the expense of other
older programs.

FUTURE PLANS

We will continue to seek vendors who give us maximum discounts on our
materials and who offer other suitable price differentials for their
services.
)

The Loan Department's machinery will be upgraded to faster, more
reliable devices to'improve service to our clientele.
The procedures in the Serials and Catalog Departments will be
studied with a view to their eventual incorporation into an
automated catalog system utilizing the technology available at
the University Computer Center.

ACQUIS IT IONS DEPAÏrMENT

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

i1IP ORT OF TE
CHIEF ACQUISITIONS LIBRARIAN

TO THE AS3ISTAÌJT LTBPARIN FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES

FOR THE 1972/73 YEAR

i

SUMMARY

One of the questions Acquisitions personnel are most frequently asked is the one which ve find most difficult to answer:
"How do you people know what books to order?" The question is
central to our reason for being and we spend our working days in
just such an endeavor (trying to determine what books to order).

But the responsibility is not ours alone to dt'mine, since
many, many hands are involved in the selection of books and other
ve ±1-io tack cf' 'monitcrirg" the requests
material. However cc
of others, as well as the job of determining how to acquire an
item vunted. The faculty, naturall, are imoortant bcoks selectors and se onceurage them to request hooks to he bought by
sendin then catalogs and brochures. They are also told that
4p an at-i emut Lo get them to
roic em Oct truE.
moni :s
as ïossihle in the matter of asking us for maxima,
feel as f
rather than ciling for conservatisM.
The Library administration annually allots about 40% of its
tc th various Library oublie service divisions
t fr
in an eftort to encourae them to select books which will meet
their needs. These librarians comprise another important segment
of the number of' persons involved with book selection whose work
we monitor.
bud

We save both faculty and librarians considerable time in
our work with blanket orders, a program in which we permit a
sophisticated book wholesaler to send us weekly lots of books
on an approval basis (with full return privileges). This
scheme permits both faculty and librarians to ignore new
"important" books in their field and have the confidence that
Acquisitions will see that the books axe purchased.
The blanket orccrs referred to above save the -time of the
librarians in Acquisitions, also, and enable us to spend our
time on the problems of acquiring foreign and domestic books
and lesser publications which cannot b e picked up through
If time permitted, for example, we could
blanket orders.
spend hours daily on our out-of-print needs alone.

The ANNUAL REPORT of the Serials Department will contain
details of their seleetionistic work and expenditures in their
funetonc in buying subscriptions, services, and. backfilec.
We share a staff person and much of the -time of one of our two
bookkeepers is devuLed te their papervork. Recent elevation of
the Documents Section to the status of a department is aknowledgeinent of their role in acquiring materials for the Library.
Thus, while the Acquisttions Department bas the major role in
book selection, it is not the only Library agency which builds
the Library's collections.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

Budgetary retrenchment made it more than an academic exercise
that we exercise budgetary overconscientiousness throughout the
year.
While fiscal control made it mandatory, we nonetheless
felt that we could justify and ennoble these controls by trying
to determine whether our cut budget is adequate for the average,
academic-level book at this institution.
The above is predicated on the thought that our "major
streìgtisu ai'e the books we buy, asw cii as the effort we spent
on helping expedite same through later processing by forwarding
information to the Catalog Department.
'Th askc tI

verdor uho send s us new, scbeThrly books in
ccniIu, books published in Great
ountrìes, as well as tuo Commonwealth
Britain arc: tc-: Tc
(except Oxford and Cambridge University Press imprints and
treatiies -n h1]es ]ettres).
The titles which he would
normally have sent were submitted on pre-selection forms and
ce cr buy pr'
be:g iicre selec-tive.
we v-

Because the allotment granted the Binding Preparation
Section had bcen increased, we instructed our foreign export
agents to stop binding our books, i.e, in previous years we had
been having our books bound at point of origin because the binding
cost was lower. To continue so to do would now "penalizeT' the
book budget, since those charges had to come from the sum alloted
for books.
In the early Spring, we informed some of the more active
teaching departments of our problems and asked them to exercise
restraint and evaluate their requests carefully before submission.
\7e asked thìe fina which microfilms and publishes the abstracts
of eu.r disc;ertations to stop sending us a microfilm copy of our
own dissertations, charges for which could not be defended.

We had thought to abandon ever-dwindling exchange program,
but compromised by reduction (by approximately one-half) our annual
purchases of the JOURNAL of the Arizona Academy of Science. Three
years ctgo we cut drastically our ANTIÎEOPOLOCICAL PAPERS mailing
list, which is the other title which we must purchase in order to
be able to use it for exchange puruoses.
Somehow the caption on this page has this year become inverted
into an impotence which is constraint and budgetary caution.

LIMITATIONS

If the annual rate of inflation in the cost of books has been
7-8%, the book budget today has 40% less purchasing power than five
years ago.
In BY 69, the Serials Department took 27.7% of the book
budget; in BY '73, Serials took 38.9% of that budget.
Again referring to the previous five-year period, by adding
federal and special-grant dollars to our legislative appropriations,
we feel we have been lucky in keeping up with inflation. Now, for
the first time in thirteen years, we have had no federal subventions
and our spec lrants have been only nominai. Our Tegisiatve
increment was especially handsome ($111,000) and compensated for
the lack cf other uollars.

ìccr,

e Lihi'ary adninis Lrctioìi apportioned the increment

away froo Accjuisitons and left us $20,000 less than we had for
On pige 3 of my BY 72 report, I touch on the devalued
FY 72
dollar 9breruJ e-id the rise in 13.5. nostege charges,
By March, 1973,
the dollar's purchasing power was 9.9% less for Australia; 10,2%
l'sr
Oet Ih'tan;
for Tdia; 3,
or Italy;
1% for Janan; P./+% for the Netherlands; 11.6% for Spain; and 9,3%
Dy late June, the West German mark had been
less fer
": ocr1rad.
devalued a second time and we are now paying 30% more for West
German books
Space limitations preclude lengthy details on the cost-plus
pricing plan invoked by our major supplier of domestic imprints
in January, but vie are now getting shorter discounts.
Thus we
find ourselves buying books at 1973 prices with a budgeted amount
approximately that BY 71, but using dollars worth about 60e.
In my BY 72 report (on page 6) I include several paragraphs
on ibe pro ecs of impementin that part of the report of the
California survey team which called for increased book-buying.
Those paragraphs are still valid and I regret that I now must
pile the umoney problem" on top of them, but the report referred
to remains our basic planning document.
Acquisitions retains the disheartening task of being
We noted
responsible for renlacing pages from mutilated books.
a dramatic rise in ttose cases this year and would like to hope
that the manned photocopy service could be restored in the Main
Should they continue to rise, we may insist on sharing
Library.
the responsibility for handling these with the Serials Department
and let them take care of replacing pages ripped out of bound
journals, which probably comprise at least 0% of the total number.
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FUTURE PLANS

By January, 1974, we hope to have come to grips with
deflning and studying " service standards" rendered by our
supplier of new, domestic books (the approval program) so
that we may justify a change to another vendor.
I would
hope that these standas (services we can reasonably expect)
would be so well defined that they could be invoked in, say,
January, 1975, should we have to revert to the original vendor.
We nten] th ress fcw a study to determine the advantages
of creating a new public service unit to process and service

jnterrtionai ir

er12J11tal doccnts.

The Col]ection Development Committee will be charged
with the responsibility of editing the drafts of acquisitions

policies prepcì by the rubic service units and integrating
them into a uniform document which will Le easily understood
by all.
Concomintantly, they should prepare the outline of
degrees oj co1lc
ng intrest cocified fur our sister state

insttHos rtb whom we have an agreement to prepare same
We should like to see the Library administration become
more "publicity cònscious" and would offer our utmost coöperation to any person who could be delegated the responsibility
for issuing press releases fr0 time to time relating to newlypurchased resources. Acquisitions (and the Serials Department)
usually have elaborate brochures which easily adapt themselves
to publicity. Such a person might also be charged with responsibility of updating the excellent GUIDE TO MICROFORMS IN THE
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY which appeared in February and which should
be updated at least biennially.
We await developments and direction as to specific titles
and/cr areas we should rurchase to duplicate the Arizona Medical
Center Library holdings--this due to strictures that Library
has placed upon use by our undergraduates.
We petition (again) for restoration of manned photocopy
service in the Main Library as a measure to reduce mutilation
of books and journals, this service being offered at no
charge, if necessary.
We would 1hie th have thc name 'Acquicitions Department"

chngcd

to

refioc thu

thc

that ve shac this rosonsib11ity

with the Serials Department, i.e., a new name stressing
"monographie" acquisitions would seem to be in order.

CONSOLIDATED EXPENDITURE STATISTICS

By Type of Income

For Books and serials:

State Funds1 budgeted

$ 777,921.25

Special Grants

64,727.44

Gifts and Memorials

2,839.23

Sub-total

For Binding

Total Expenditure

845, 487.92
80,129.12

$ 925,617.04

EXpENDITURESa BY LIBRARY DIVISIONS (State

Funds)

Fiction

2,631.51

Fine Arts

6,928.07

General Reference

1,441.21

HumiScience Division

io,922.96

SoctR1. S'n "e Denrtment

11,343.97

Spec:ial Oiiectìons Department

44)118.36

Instructional Materials Col1ecton

6,276.29

Map Collection

3,335.86

Music Collection
Oriental Studies Collection

"General Library" Books
Latin American Books

14,754.81
8,941.81

160,394.22
12,991,80

Replacements

3,490.19

Spanin and Portuguese Books

8,525.32

a.

Excludes periodicals
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EXPENDITURES BY TYPE OF MATERIAL
a

$ 217,467.41

periodical subscriptions

4,502.82

Newspaper subscriptions

68,834.10

periodical backfiles
Periodical replacements

1,042.55

Interlibrary loan costs

559.00

8,334.43

Catalog card costs
pre-made cards from other libraries
Xerox rental

5385b

$ 7,795.84

1,332.80

Fsrrninrton Plan Books
Colomola 300 ìtles
U.S

.

792.00

G

N0N PC0

T

2,175.77

Maps

647.57

Manus:
Phocrs phs

1,489.96

Magnetic tipcs

1,601.70

Microprint and microfiche

11,777.21

Microf i lin

32,175.78

Separates
Filming U. A. dissertations
Backfiles
Periodical subscriptions

Newspaer suhscriptioLs
Reo.iacemons

$

8,269.48

827.90
16,670.21
1,196.31
5,192.13

19.75

8,844.22

Musì ccres
Phonorecords

Musical

2,500.40

Spoken arts

534.06

4,915.00

Membershins

Multimedia

3,034.46

2,912.42

material (for I.M.C.)

a

Exoluìcs subscriotions on microfiiiu, q.v., lines 21-22

b.

Esciudes $1,460.00 from supply

budcet for card stock.

a

SPECIAL GRANTS

Balance of Appropriation
of July, 1970.
(5330_7580_U) fur baekfiles.
Special $3),900. 0 Apprupriation of June 24, 1971,

for purche u2

$

Spent
to Dote

Allocati on

Spent
1972/73

5,275.90

$ 5,292.65

30,000.00

7,145.12

15,120.58

52,289.67*

52,289.67

$

5,292.65

fr

the School of Library Science
departmentul librury.
(1030_2120-01)
Special appropriation 3f April 27,
f'r rcc*trc
1973, of $
development. (1015_7580_02)

300,000.00

*Almost all the remaining balance was encumbered by the end of June.
A terminal report will appear in the annual r ocrt aL FY 74.
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GIFTS AND MEMORIALS

Ava liable

William H. Hattich Memorial

$

889.22

Spent
$

734.82

Dr. Marvin P. Jaffe and

Saul D. Jaffe :corIal
Charles U. Pickreil Memorial

254.80

261.07

964, 46

472.25

Pistor-Stniey Schoiarshp
in

Agriculture

Sarah K. Schmir Memorial
Revolving Funda

Total 1972/73 Expenditures

103.03
147.23

23.22

3,095.46

1,347.8'?

$ 2,839.23

a. Made UP of donations from the Alumni Foundation end Small gifts.

'o

SIGNIFICANT ACQUISITIONS

Since 1971, when the Acquisitions Department acted as
selector for a Delta Delta Delta inaugural presentatj0 copy
of an early translation of Lavoisiers Elements of Chemistry,
some of the Library staff have been aware of President Schaefer's
interest in rare books touching the history of science During
1972-73 we have benefited directly from this interest, receiving
in Acquisitions a good Dart, we think, of the Presidentts purchases using hs oun discretionary fund. These books are now
in Special Ooliecttons and await full cataloging.

tI

uho

asxod usto supply

wn
and secondArDed with thesd and lists supplied by others,
uueueu and, :n the Brin ot 1973, forwarded
r
to the Library the core collection of which we give representative mention below:

Pro
hand books.
Doctor
''

Juvenal:

SATURhE.

1494.

Martial: EPIGRAIATA. 1490.
1481.
Plinius Sacundus: STORTA NATURALE.
OPERA.
1475-76.
Prjscianus of Caesarea:
Later items:

PARAPHRASE SUR LA PHARMACOPEE. 1627.
Bauderon:
RECHERCHES CHIMIQUES. 1781.
Bayen:
Berthollet: ELEMENTS DE LtART DE TEINTURE. 1804.
1559.
Birungucclo: PIROTEOHNTA.
TEdTIdv1INA. 1680.
Boyle:
SYSTE DES CONNAISSANCES CHIMIQUES. 1802.
Fourcrcy
Guyton de Morveau (et Lavoisier): ÌvTHODE DE

NnLTLTTRE CHIMTQLF.

l77.

GNUNDZUEGE DER MINEROLOGIE.
Kohell:
LoncilJotti: FARMACEUTICA ANT IMONALE.

1838.
1683.

A charming msce11any of pamphlets, lectures and texts from
Menao Hertzterger & So., Amsterdam, of more recent date but
of suecial interest because of their treatment of atomic
physics, modern theoretical chemistry, thermodynamics, optics
ana sonics, include works by Berget, Boll, Bohr, Doltzmaflfl,
Drill, Faraday, Fokker, Graetz, Hartmann-Kempf, Haas-Lorentz,
Harming, Hofmann, Klaus, Laurent, Maxwell, PlaneR, Pringsheim,
Stark, and Tyndall.
President Schaefer also conferred upon the library a letter
written in 1751 by Rev. Sedelmayr to the Rev. Phelipe Segesscr
while he was resident pastor ol' San Xavier Mission.

lOA

PURCHASED TO DATE FROM THE SPECIAL $330,000 GRANT OF APRIL
History of Seieiiee

poi1onius Pergaeus; CONICOfflTM LIBRI QUATTUOR...
Bologna.
1566.
Ercker, Lazarus: AUL A SUBTERRANEA.
Frankfurt.
1703.
Fanianus, Joannes Chrysipous: DE ARTE METALLICAE. Paris.
1560.
Fracastoro, Girolamo: OPERA OMNIA. Venice.
1555.
2 parts in i
vo 1.

Fragoso de Sigueila, J. P.:

DESCRIPTION ABREGE DE TOUS LES TRAVAUX

DES FONDERI 'S.

1800,
Holbrooi, J :hn Fuyards: NORTH LÍ1ERICJïN HERPETOLOGY.
Philadelphia.
1342.
¿na rev. d.
5 vols.
Huner, )a:
Fí»ND IN
R1sA.
l9u. No. 4 of 210
:

7LaKiN

i

cooles.
Kirchex, Aihinasius: "AGNES RIVE DE ARTE MAGNETICA OPUS TRIPARTIRoma.
TUM.
1654.
Maki, :ro: MONOC}?AH 0F' THE SNAKES 0F' JAPAN. n.d, 4 parts.
Meccat, Michele
MEfALLOfI-ILCA, OPU POSTUMIJM
Rome
1718-1719.

Ruffo, Doraano

IL DOTTTSSI"0 LIBRO
PL CVALLQ
Bologna
1561
Sche11eu;erg, J. 4.:
RF3 DL L1OUCIiL2 DITFRES.
Zurich.
1803.
Snape, Andrew: ANATOMY OF A HORSE, London.
1683.
Stves.on, 4oaer Louiì: ON THE ThEhìvL 1NLLUENCE OF FORESTS; FORGERY.
Edinburgh.
1873.
Literature and Fine Arts

Bible. Manuscripts, Latin N.T. Gospels. Book of Keils:

THE BOOK OF

KELLS.
Bern.
1850-51.
3 vols.
Bresdin, Rodoiphe: SIX LETTERS FROM BRESDIN TO REDON. New Gehenna.
1971.
Dante, Aiighiei: TDTTE LE OFiHE.
undjn.
i9O.
E1io, Thomas Stearns: THE WASTE LAND. New York. 1922.
Gray, TDooao: POEMS, 111es. L W. Ble, London.
1790.
3 vols.
Merke"; (1$TRRRETCIRCHE ZEITSCHRIFT FUHR CJSTCK UND THEATER.
49
vois.
Morris, 'íiiiiam: STORY OF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG.
1898.
NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FUER MUSIK. 1834-1958.
122 vois.
Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson:
TIRESIAS,
New Gebenna, 1971.
Trolloso, Anhon
THE LAST CHRONICLE 0F BARSET. (in fascicles)
1367,
London.
1888.
Whitman, v'/a it: COMPLETE POEMS AND PROSE... Phi ladelohia.
Lives and //ocks uf ArtisLs: A collection of about 35) monographs
:

and biographies of artists and ecuistors, mostly 19th and 20th
century, selected from the Lucas bibliography.
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Americana, Rare and Reference.

Acosta, Jose de: THE NATURALL AND MORAL HISTORIE OF THE EAST AND
1604.
WEST INDIES. London.
London.
Chastellus, Francois Jean: TRAVELS IN NORTH AMERICA.
2
vols.
1787.
CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX TO TI-lE MONTHLY CATALOG OF U. S GOVERNMENT
1972.
14 vols.
PUBLICATIONS, 1900-1971. Washington, D.C.
St.
Clair
Shores.
1973.
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INDIANS OF THE AMERICAS.
20 vols.
Historic maos: L collection of eight tarly ors of North America
showing various locations and piace names in the Southwest. Includes
the KLUD ma dei lieating Ga.vLfornia as a DePinsulO.

COLLECTIONS

Í collection of first and early editions of Jack London (10 items)
Browning Collection:
abeth Browning.

A group of first editions of' Robert and Eliz-

A collection of Russian history hooks. About 40 items, a few of
them rare and hard to find pre-revolutionary imprints.
Limited editionsciub.
hoi

36 items to fill in our already substantial

nc-

A collection of 112 books on the history and politics of Bolivia.

Colleclon of 560 books on nhilology linguistics, end lexicography
in

e.uT o's 1engu

A co'1'ct on of ohout 180 t tles or the h story of Argortire and
Rio De Lo Plata region, predominantly 20th csntury, ore World

A collect:on of first, carly and various
ìorints of Byron to fill
in our olrosdy extensive holdings. (30 items)
Oral History Tapes: A collection of two-track tapes of interviews
of pioneers in the Bisbee-Cochise area, taped by Mr. E.F. Schaaf
(this series will continue for another year or two.)

A collection of 20th century German belles-lettres, including many
first or early editions of Rilke, and Thomas Mann.
Irish plays: A collection of about 80 plays written from 1900-1920,
bound in 18 volumes.
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COLLECTIONS IN MICROFORMAT
U.S. Bureau of the Census. ARIZONA CENSUS OF 1970; Population
and housing, 4th count--Summary tapes (tabulations not available
in the printed Census reports). Microfilm, bought coöperatively
with the State Dept. of Library & Archives and the Arizona State
Univ. Library.

SPANISH DRAMA OF THE GOLDEN AGE. The University of Pennsylvania
Library's Collection on microfilm. With printed index.

Indian RIghts Assoeiaion publications, lG3-l9Ol.

(Microfilm).

Shurz, Carl: liANUSCRÏPT. Microfilm of the holdings of the
papers in the Library of Conrcss,

AUCRIPTS AÌD BFÛAD3IDES
The Manuscripts of Mary Louise Mabie (and others)

Vili, F

.cec: ";)ecrto n'nhor 7" (Brod
Prieta, Sonoro, in 1915).

rilted at Agua

A Collection of nine broadsides on Central and Southern Pacific
Railroad issued from 1E94-1097,

COLLECTIONS SUBSIDIZED BY NON-LIBRARY FUNDS
The Instructional Materials Collection benefitted from an
arrangement whereby they were able to order about $3,000 worth
of material for use by the Indian Internship Program.
These
dollars should be added to the other statistics on the pre-

cedings pae.
In March, the Department of Special Education offered money
for the purchase of material, and one of the members of the Social
Sciences Department was appointed a liaison person to coördinate
the spending thereof. By the end of the year, about 500 monographs, 180 dissertations on rnicrofiln and 27 ERIC computersearch printouts had been ordered (at a list cost of $4200).
These funds should be added in tue preceding fiscal statistics.
This project will carry over into next year.

.L.)

Engltsh Literature
Alexander, William : THE HISTORY OF WOMEN. London. 1779. 2 vols.
London.
1667.
Allestree, Richard: THE GENTLEMAN1S CALLTNG.
London.
FEMALE
SEX.
1721
AN
ESSAY
IN
DEFENCE
OF
THE
Asteil, Mary:
2nd ed.
London.
1629.
TWO
BOOKES
OF
SR.
FRANCIS
BACON.
Baccn, Francis:
1565.
ENGLA.NDE.
Antwerp.
THE
HISTORY
OF
THE
CHURCH
OF
Beda Venerabi1s:
1770.
Surry.
ETHIC AMUSEIVIENTS.
Bellamy, Daniel:
3 vols.
Bronte, Charlotte; SHIRLEY. London. 1849.
3 vols.
l85.
London.
Bronte, Charlotte: VILLETTE.
1915.
Chicago.
LITHUANIA;
A
DRAMA
IN
ONE
ACT.
Brooke, Rupert:
1728.
London.
Broome, WilUam: THE OAK AND THE DUNGHILL.
London
Buckingham, John Sheffield: THE WORKS OF JOHN SHEFFIELD.

172.

2

EARL OF
Buc1cnghâm, John $hefficid: THE WORKS OF JOHN SHEFFIELD,
2nd
ed.
2 vols.
1729.
London.
MIJLGRAVE.
2
l75
TULE
::T:T
:-L::
::
i
:r
Burton,
Duhlin.
AGENT.
Carleton, W1] -am: VALENTINE 1ÌCCI!UTCHY, TilE IRISH
.

.

.

vl3

.

184.

:3 v(Js.

1902.
Carroll, Charles: THE TEMPTER OF EVE. St. Louis.
CHARACTER
B/VJ
TEATE,
FAITHFUL.
Case, Thomas: THE MORNING-EXERCISE
1655.
London.
LONDON, J 656.
OF CRUELTY,
London. 1Ç72.
RINLi'.
:Lb
CF
lliE
Ai\C1HNT
Coïi
MOONSTONE. London. 1868. 3 vols.
Collins, 1Ti1:ie:
CIHCH, A TRAGEDY. London. 1677.
Devenant, Charles:
CONFESSIONS OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM EATER. London. 1882.
DeQu4ncey, Thomas:
1698.
Lonoon.
TRE OA!ÄPAIGNERS.. .
D'Urí'oy, Thomas:
2nd. ed.
London.
1693.
THE MARRIAGE-HATER MATCH'D.
D'Urfey, Thomas:
1693
THE RICHMOND HEIRESS. London.
D'Urfey, Thomas:
1797.
Bristol.
ICELANDIC POETRY.
Edda Saemundar:
London.
A TALE.
Edgeworth, Maria: HARRINGTON, A TALE AND ORMOND,
3 vols.
1817.
4 vols.
1825.
London.
Edgeworth, Maria: HARRY AND LUCY CONCLUDED.
1802.
London.
ESSAY ON IRISH BULLS.
Edgeworth, Richard Lovell:
2 vols.
1820.
London.
MEMOIRS....
Edgeworth, Richard Lovell:
3
vois.
1859.
ondon/EdiflbU1g.
ADAM DLDE.
Eliot, George;
4 vols.
1752.
London.
AMELIA.
Fielding, Henry:
1826.
Edinburgh.
THE
LAST
OF
THE
LAIRDS....
Galt, John:
PETVJEFN
HENRY AND
Griffth, Pchard: f SFBIYS CF GENUINE LETTERS
4 vols.
London. 1757-66.
FRANCES.
AND MORAL ON OLD MAIDS.
Hayley, William: A PHILOSOPHICAL, HISTORICAL
3 vols.
1785.
London.
Hayley, W11am: PLAYS OF THREE ACTS WRITTEN FOR A PRIVATE THEATRE.
1784.
London
6 vols.
1785.
London.
POEMS AND PLAYS.
Hayley, \'dlliam:
1678.
London.
Hobbes, Thomas: DE MIRABILIBU PECUI.
1927.
New york.
INß CLOTHES TO TIIi JEW.
Hughes, Langson:
1942.
New
York.
Jarrell, Rand11: BLOOD FOR AgTRANGER.
1822. 3 vols.
London.
OSMOND.
Kelty, Mary Ann:
1773.
ÇY
THE
VEIL,
THE
ORIGIN
Langhorre, Jon:
2 vols.
1774.
THE LIFE OF THE LATE EARL OFCHESTERFIELD. London.
,
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Marsh-Caldwell, Anne (Caidwell); MOUNT SOREL. Loñdon. 1845. 2 vols
Melbourne, Caroline (Ponscnby) Lam'b: GLENARVON. London. 1816. 3 vols
MAN SUPERIOR TO WOMAN.
London. 1739.
Morris, William: THE WATER OF THE WONDROUS ISLES.
Hammersmith. 1897.
Nm, Anais: THIS HUNGER. New York. 1945.
Opie, Amelia (Alderson): NEW TALES.
London. 1818.
4 vols.
Orbeian, Savva Su'l.khan: THE BOOK OF WISDOM AND LIES. Hasnmersnijth
1894.

Pope, Alexander: OF THE CHARACTERS OF WOMEN: AN EPISTLE TO A LADYS
London.
1735.
Rossetti, Gabriele Pasquale Giuseppe: GABRIELE ROSSETTI.
New York. 1902.
Rossi, Pier Víncrizo:
thSCiüZIONE Dl ROMA ANÏICA; DORIZIONE DI
ROMA MODERNA. Rome.
1727.
2 vols.
ShaFe;ucare, V. :LUîi:
V1NUS AND ADONIS. Stratford-on-Avon. 1905.
Sinollett, Tobias George:
TRAVELS THROUGH FRANCE AND ITALY. London.

]7Y.

ols_

2

Southe, Robert:

TUE LAY 0F THE LAUREATE.

Sout, Uber U:

MA1)OC.

London.

London.

1816.

18u5

THALABA THE DESTROYER. London. 1801. 2 vols.
Southey, Robert:
Spencer, John:
A DISCOURSE CONCERNING PRODIGIES WHEREIN THE VANITY
2nd ed.
OF PRESSAGES BY THEM IS REPREHENDED....
London.
1665.

Swit, J:n; TUE 'MNAGEMENT OF TUE FOUR lAST YEARS VINDICATED,
London.

1714.

Tennyan, A±fred Tennyson: TIFtESIAS. New Gehenna. 1971.
2 vols, in 1.
"Trollope, Anthony: MISS MACKENZIE.
London.
1865.
London. 1781.
2 vols.
FLELOENTS OF ELOCUTION.
THE
STATE
DUNCES.
London.
Whitehead, Paul:
1733.
SPECIMEN DAYS AND COLLECT. Philadelphia.
Whitman, Walt:
1882-3.
Wal1cer

John:

Spain, Portugal, and Latin America
Andrade, Jose Ignacio de: MEMORIA DOS FEITOS MACAENSES CONTRA OS
2nd ed.
PIRATAS DA CHINA. Lisboa.
1835.
Comision directiva dei censo: TERCER CENSO
Argentine Republic.
NACTONM. Buenos Aires. 3919. 10 vols.
Buenos Aires.
1907
LAS BARCAS.
Banchs, Enrique:
Buenos Aires.
LA URNA.
1911.
Banchs, Enrique:
Barcena, Mnue1 de la; MANTF1STO AL UTUIDO. Puebla. 1821.
Barros, Andre de: VIDA DO APOSTOLICO PADRE ANTONIO VIERA. Lisboa. 1746.
DISSERTACIONES HISTORICAS DEL ORDEN
Campomanes. Pedro Rodriguez:
TEMPLARIOS. Madrid.
1747.
Colon, Cristohal: CODICE DIPLOMATICO-AMERICANO. Habana. 1867.
Gerouno ne Frnc
THE HTSTOTF OF TTTE UNITING OF TItE
Conetac
1600.
KINGDOM OF PORTUGAL. London.
Cortesao, Armando:
CAÎLTOGhAFIA E CAhTOGRAFOS PORTUGUESES DOS
Lisboa.
2 vols.
SECULO5 XV E XVI.
1935.
2nd ed.
CRONICA DE DON ALVARO DE LUNA. Madrid.
17N4.
Cuadra Zavala, Joaquin: DE LAS SUCESIONES INTESTADAS. Managua. 1967-68.
Diago, Francisco: ANALES DEL PEYNO DE VALENCIA. Valencia.
1613.
Buenos Aires. 1953-54. 6 vols.
DICCIONARIO IIISTORICO ARGENTINO.
i
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Doni, Antonio Francesco:
LA ZUCCA EN SPANOL. Venice.
1551.
Duane, WilHam: A VISIT TO COLOMBIA, IN THE YEARS 1822.AND 1823.
1826.
Phfladeiphia.
Enríquez dei Castillo, Diego: CRONICA DEL REY D. ENRIQUE EL
2nd ed.
1787.
QUARTO. Madrid.
THE EPHEIJIERAL AND THE ETERNAL OF ÌVXICAN FOLK ART.
Mex.co
2 vols.
1971.
Eri11a Y Zuniga, Alonso de: LA ARAtUCANA. Madrid. 1733-35. 2 parts
in 1 vol.
San Francisco. 1855.
Figueroa, Jose: THE MANIFESTO.
Gage, Thomas: A SURVEY OF THE SPANISH - WEST - INDIES. London.
1702.
Galartì e Tairau1e, Louic AricìE Marie Vctor de:
TAPLEAU T)E CAYENNE
Paris.
OU DE LA GUTANE FPANCAISE.
1799.
Garcia de [i1jo,
.
O.i?A DIflIIL'L AL REY DL ESPANA. . . Allo
New York.
1860.
1576.
Giov, Paolo: LA VTTA DI CONSALVO FERRANDO DI CORDOVA. Venice. 1557.
Hackett
NBPATT1T' (
b T'XPL9TT tON WHICH hAILED FitOli JNGLAND
IN 1J17 TI JCTN T
SOUTH 1\L:CBTC.N PITRTOT3. london.
181e.
LA ULYNEA DE HOMERO. Antwerp. 1556.
Hornerus:
La Porte, Joseph de:
EL VIAJERO UNIVERSAL O NOTICIA DEL MUNDO ANTIGUO
Y NUEVO. Madrid.
1'796-1801.
43 volS.
Ljunctcdt.ìdvw: 4N HTSTORICAL SKETCH OF THE PORTUGUESE SETTLE-

)iO

MENJ.S IN CHI NA.

Magg, B1o:,,

I3OS,OXI.

Lod: }PO

18ú.
PINAMA TO PERU; THE CONQUEST OF PERU BY

THE PIZARROS.... London.
I92.
Norbert de Bar:
ORAISON FUNEBRE DE MONSEIGNEUR DE VISDELOU JESUITE.
Cadiz.
1742.
Odriozola, Manuel de:
COLECCION DE DOCUMENTOS LITERARIOS DEL PERU.
Lima.
9 vois.
1863-76.
PADRE ANDRES DE RADA.
Palafox y Mendoza, Juan de: CARTAS .. A EL RMO.
Madrid.
1768.
Pazos Kanki, Vicente: LETTERS ON THE UNITED PROVINCES OF SOUTH
AMERICA. New York.
1819.
Pezuela y Lobo, Jacobo de la: ENSAYO HISTORICO DE LA ISLA DE CUBA.
181+2.
New York,
Portillo, Esteban L.: APUNTES PARA IA HISTORIA ANTIGUA DE COAHUILA
1886.
Mexico.
Y TEXAS....
Rivadeneira, Pedro de:
VIDA DEL P. IGNACIO DE LOYOLA.. .Y DE LOS
PADHES I1AESTRC DIEGO LAYNEZ, Y FRANCISCO DE BORJA.... Madrid. 1594.
Robinson, J. H.: JOURNAL OF AN EXPEDITION 1400 MILES UP THE ORINOCO.
1822.
London.
SPEECH OF ... ON THE PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF ... XICO.
Smith, Truman:
Washington.
1848.
ESTUDIO JEOLIJ 1005 I TOPCGRA' 1003 DEL DESIERTO I PUNA
Sundt, Lorenzo:
:LO%I:. 2 vois.
DE ATACAMA. Santago de Chili.
Taylor, Tsidore Justin Severin: A PICTURESQUE TOUR TN SPAIN. Paris. 1827.
Tovar, Juan de: MANUSCRIT TOVAR. Graz, Auztria. R1972.
Vaxconcellos, Simso de:
CHRONICA DA COMPANHIA DE JESU DO ESTADO DO
2nd ed.
Lisboa.
1865.
2 vols.
BRASIL.
Vicente, Gil:
OBRAS COMPLETAS.
REIMPRESSAO FACSIMTIADA DA EDICAO DE
1562.
Lisboa.
1928.
Vindel, Francisco: EL ARTE TIPCGRJFICO EN VAINCTA. MALLORCA Y MURCIA
DURANTE EL SIGLO XV. Madrid.
1946.
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Western and General American History
Anderson, Alex: THE SILVER AND GOLD OF THE SOUTHWEST. St. Louis.
1877.
Gospels. Harmonies: A HARMONY OF THE GOSPELS
Bible.
N.T.
Andover
1834.
NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS.
Douglass, Frederick:
Boston. 1845.
1927.
Fridgc, Ike: HISTORY OF THE CHISUM VAR. Eieera, TX.
SKETCHES
OF
HISTORY,
LIFE
AND
MANNERS
IN
THE
WEST.
Hall, James:
Philadelphia. 1835. 2 vols.
1897.
Humphreville, J. Lee: 20 YEARS AMONG OUR SAVAGE INDIANS. Hartford.
Moelihausen, Ba1dun: TAGEBUCH EINER REISE VOM MISSISSIPPI NACH DEN
KUESTEN DER SUEDSEE. Leipzig. 1858.
Monroe, James: A VIEW OF THE CONDUCT OF THE EXECUTIVE, IN THE FOREIGN
Philadelphia. 1797.
AFFAIRS OF THE UNITED STATES....
RIGHTS OF MAN: BEING AN ANSWER TO MR. BUR'S ATTACK
Paine, Thomas:
2nd ed.
11)1.
London.
ON
iE FFtì'NC RV0LUTION.
Pike, Zebulon M Montgomery: EXPLORATORY TRAVELS THROUGH THE WESTERN
1811.
TERRITORIES OF NORTH AMERICA. London.
Pinkerton, William Allan: TRAIN ROBBERIES, TRAIN ROBBERS AND THE
1907.
Jamestown, Va.
"HOLD-UP" MEN.
1861.
Silversmith, J: TRE MINERtS COMPANION AND GUIDE.... San Francisco.
Smet, Piexre Jean de: LETThfS AND SKETCHES \uITtI A NARRATIVE OF YEARS
Philadelphia. 1843.
RESIDENCE AMONG THE INDIAN TRIBES....
Sprengel, Mattias C.: GESCHICHTE DER REVOLUTION VON NORDAMERIKA.
Speyer.
1785.

Travel in the Orient and in Africa
Adamec, Ludwig W.: HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL GAZETTEER OF AFGHANISTAN.
Graz, Austria.
1972Bazancourt, Baron de: LES EXPEDITIONS DE CHINE ET DE COCHINCHINE.
2 vols.
1861-62.
Paris.
1861.
Cave-Browne, John: THE PUNJAB AND DELHI IN 1857. Edinburgh.
2 vols.
5 vols.
1972.
BIBLIOTHECA INDO-SINICA. Hildesheim.
Cordier, Henri:
VOYAGE EN CHINE OU JOURNAL DE LA DERNIERE AMBASSADE
Ellis, Henry:
2 vols.
1818.
ANGLAISE A LA COUR DE PEKIN. Paris.
FOUR TREATISES CONCERNING THE DOCTRINE, DISCIPLINE AND WORSHIP OF
THE MAHOMETANS. London. 1712.
2 vois.
1788.
London.
Grosier, Abbe: A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CHINA.
MOGOLS
Guignes, Joseph de: HISTOIRE GENERALE DES RUNS, DES TURES, DES
ET DES AUTRES TARTARES OCCIDENTAHE.....Paris. 1756-54. 4 vols,
Heinse, Johann Jakob WiThela: ARDItIGHELLO UNI) DIE GLUECKSEELIGEN
2 vois.
1792.
Frankfurt & Lenzií.
INSELN.
Lorimer, John Gordon: GAZETTEER OF THE PERSIAN GULF, OtMAN, AND CENTRAL
2 vols, in 6.
London.
1970.
ARABIA.
ILLUSTRATIONS
TO
THE EPITOME OF THE ANCIENT HISTORY OF
McLeod, N.:
2nd
ed.
1878.
Kiyoto.
JAPAN....
JOURNAL
DE
LA
CAMPAGNE DE ChINE, 1859_1860-1861.
Mutrecy, Charles de:
Paris.
2 vols.
1861.
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NOUVELLES DES MISSIONS ORIENTALES. Amsterdam. 1789.
Park, Mungo: TRAVELS IN THE INTERIOR DISTRICTS OF AFRICA1

London.

1799.

2nd ed.
PEKING AND THE PEKINGESE.
Reniile, D. F.:

Rochon, Abbe A1exis-Mare de:

London.
1865e
2 vols.
A VOYAGE TO MADAGASCAR AND THE EAST

London.
1793.
INDIES.
VOYAGE AUX INDES ORIENTALES ET A LA CH1NE...
Sonnerat, M.:
Paris.
1782.
3 vols.
THE TALE OF GENJI SCROLL. Tokyo. 1971.

Art and Mucic
TESTO DI S. MATALON. Milano. 1963.
AFFRESCHI LOMBARDI DEL TRECENTO.
CATALOGUE
DE
LtOEUVRE
DE JEAN POUGNY. Tuebingen.
Berainger, Herman:
1972.
Manu5er-Trts.
Bible.

Codex Durmachensis
Gospels.
Lutin.
N,T.
(BOCK OF DURROW).
EVA GELICIU: cUATTUnC CODEX DURMACIiEI:sIs.
Olten. iu. 2 voï5.
Boinet, Amedee Charles Lein: LA MINIATURE CAROLINGIENNE, SES ORIGENS,
SON DEVELOPMENT, Paris. 1913.
London.
1817.
Bombet, L. A. C.: THE LIFE OF HAYDN....
oTr'TsTLTcHE ALTAR IN SEINER GESCHICHTLICHEN
F?
Braun, Jose:
ENTWICKLUNG. Muenchen. 1924.
New Gehenna. 1969.
SIX LETTERS TO REDON.
Bresdiri, R000Lphe:
Brown, Louise Norton: BLOCK PRINTING AND BOOK ILLUSTRATION IN JAPAN.
London,
192..
LE
Bibliotheque Royale de Belgique. Mss (9511):
Brussels.

BREVIAIRE DE PHILIPPE LEBON, BREVIAIRE PARISIEN DU XV SIECLE.
2 vols.
Bruxelles.
1929.
ed. by V. Leroquois.
London.
1804.
THE COSTUME OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE.
EARLY
MUSLIM
ARCHITECTURE. London.
Creswell, Keppel Archibald Cameron:
1969.

2nd ed.

DER DARMSTAEDTER HITDA-CODEX, Berlin. 1968.
Degenhart, Bernhard: CORPUS DER ITALIENISCHEN ZEICHNUNGEN 1300-1450.
Berlin.
1968-.
3 vols.
Verona.
1971-72.
Duerer, Albrecht: THE LITTLE PASSION.
THE GREAT AMERICAN SHOOTING PRINTS. New York. 1972.
Elman, Robert:
8 vols, and index.
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POPULAR MUSIC, New York. 1972.
Foskett, Daphne: A DICTIONARY OF BRITISH MINATURE PAINTERS. London.
1971.

2 vols,

Gesner, Konrad: VOGELBUCH. Zurich. 1969.
1970.
ENGRAVED AMERICA. Philadelphia.
Glaser, Lynn:
BREVIARIO GRIMANT, ed, by M. Salmi and G. L. Mellini.
Grimani breviary:
2 vols.
Rome.
1971.
Groslier, George: LES COLLECTIONS KHMERES DU MUSEE ALBERT SARRAUT.
Paris.
1931.
Ingram, Charles:
THE RISE AND PROGRESS 0F THE PRESENT TASTE IN PLANTING
PARKS.,..
London.
1767.
Krautheiner, Richard: CORPUS DASTLICARTJLI CHRTSTIANARUM. Rome.
1937-70.
4 vols.

Lenz!, Luigi Antonio:
Vfl 3.

STOhIA PITTORICA DELLA ITALIA.

1795-96.

2 vols.
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Leroquafs, Victor: LES PONTIFICAUX MANUSCRITS.... Paris. 1937
3 vols, and portfolio.
Mancini, Franco: FESTE ED APPARATI CIVILI E RELIGIOSI IN NApOLI DAL
VICEREGNO ALLA CAPITALE. Naples. 1968.
McGovern, Melvin P.: SPECIMEN PAGES OF KOREAN MOVABLE TYPES.
Tokyo.
1966.
Nordhagen, Per Jonas: FRESCOES OF JOHN VII (A.D. 705-7) IN
Roma.
1968.
SANTA MARIA ANTIGUA IN ROME.
New Haven. 1971.
THE PAMPLONA BIBLES, ed. by F. Bucher.
2 vols,
Planche, James Robinson: A CYCLOPEDIA OF COSTUME. London,
1876-79,
2 vols.
Poulsen, Frederk: ETRUSCAN TOMB PAINTINGS, THEIR SUBJECTS AND
SIGNIFICANCE. Roma, R1970.
1752.
A TRE&TISE OF MUSIC. Lr'rdon.
Rameau,
Sociedad Espanola de Amigos dei Arte, Madrid: EXPOSICION DE
ENCUADERNACIONES ESPANOLAS, SIGLOS XII AL XIX; CATALOGO GENERAL
Madrid.
ILUSTÌtADO POR iRA'JCISCO HUESO ROLLAN1).
1935.
Stegmarn, Cari Martth VOfl: ARCHITECTURE OF THE RENNAISSANCE IN
New Yoc. 1924. 2 vols.
TUSCANY.
STORIA DT MILANO. Milano. 1971-72. 17 vols.
Terentius ACer, Publius: ANDRIA, WITH 25 ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALBRECHT
Verano.
1972.
DUERER.
Toynbee, Jocelyn M. C.: This i-iAURIANTC SCHOOL. Roma. 111967.
/ vols
Rome
e
IDO-TTBirICA
1°32
Verviiet, Hendrik D. L.: THE BOOK THROUGH FIVE THOUSAND YEARS.
1972.
New York.
Vogel, Jean ±iiilippe: LA SCULPTURE DE MATHURA. Paris. 1930.
I SARCOFAGI CRISTIANI ANTICHI. Roma. 1929-36.
Wilpert, Josef:
5 vols.
2 vols.
1960.
Yashiro, M. Yukio: ART TREASURES OF JAPAN. Tokyo.
Zorzi, Giangiorgio: LA VILLE E I TEATRI DI ANDREA PALLADIO.
1969.
Venezia.

Tucc' (u
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Monurnenta and Reference J3oks for Science and Humanities
Bbehtlingk, OttD: SANSKRIT VIRTERBUCH. Wiesbaden
f1966. 7 vols.
Center for Research Libraries: CATALOG. (Newspapers) Chicago.

1971-.

3 vois.

LE CABINJT DES MANUSCRITS DE LA BIBLIO
Delisle, Leonod Victor.. :
As'Y:rdarr.
R196Ç. 4 vcs .
THEC1JE N!TIOì'TALE.

.-

DICTIONNAIRE DE SPIRITUALITE .ASCETIQTJE ET MYSTIQUE, DOCTRINE ET
lO vols.
HISTOIRE. parís.
1932.
DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY, by S. P. Sen. Calcutta.
1972.
4 vols.
(ENKYKLOPAIDIKON LEKSIKON).
ELEUTHEROIJDAKE SYNCHRONOS ENCYKLOPAEDIA
R1qyn._ri1
2
At!'r
5 vols.
ENCICLOPEDIA DAiTESCÀ. Rome.
The
Hague. 1971. 16 vols.
EVREÏSKAIA ENTS1KLOPEDIL.
Pnilaieiphia . 1837-50.
1tilct ifi jrajS
c. o.
FRIL)

14 vTs

Ga1]u, G2ore;
3 vols.

TflE GALLUP POLL$: 1935-1971.

LA GRANDE ENCYCLOPEDIE.

Ksri.

Grimm, Takb Lur
;)L:

(LAR0UsSE).

Haenel, Guav Jedrich:

Paris.

New York.

1972.

DUTSC1JE5 'ÏOERTERBUCH

21 vols.
Leiozig. l854

CATALOGI LIBRORUM IVÌANUSCRIPTORUM.

lb1'u.

Graduate School of Business. Baker
Harvard University.
j(j
LJ vois.
3UE:;ii
London.
Edward: THE MAP OF EUROPE BY TREATY.

Hertale,

4 vols.
relations area

Leipzig.

Library:
1875-1891.

files, Inc.: INDEX TO THE HUMAN RELATIONS AREA

Human

FILES.

1972.

Nevr Haven.

29 vols.
IRISEI ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND CELTIC SOCIETY.
1972. 4 vols.
WORLD
DRAMA.
MCGRAW-HILL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
NOVENO CENSO GENERAL DE LA
de
estadistica.
Dirccion
general
Mexico.
30
voIs.
1972.
POBLACION. Mexico.
(24 vols, and 4
MEGALE HELLINIKE ENKYKLOPAIDEIA. 28 volse
CATALOG OF MAPS
L.
Cleaents
Library.
'J1L11EJì
Michigan.

Un:raity.
Boston. 1972. 4 vols,
TO'L F UT;RUS O02LFTHS... Paria.

0F AMERICA TO 1860.

221 vols.

vol. suppi.)

1844-1890.

CATALOGUE OF TRE GREENLEE COLLECTION.
Newberr.r Library, Chicago:
2 vols,
Boston.
1971.
1972. 9 vols.
REVIEWED. Neir York.
Reiman, Dc'asld H,: THE ROMANTICS
m
,
)17
-'
f
. I
o.

C. E, Vu liThov ,

london

r: :c9ir
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BASIC DOCUMENTS OF AFRICAN REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.

Sohn, Louis B.:
1971-1972.
4 vols.
Dobbs Ferry.
U. S. DocaoLoont of Housing 00g Urban Dve1opment. Library and IriforDICTIONARY CATALOG. Boston. Jan. 31, 1973.
matian i)ivisìon:
U. S. Librory of Congress: FAR EA6ILEN LANGUAGES CATALOG. Boston.

1972.

22 vois,

THE AShLEY LIBRARY, A CATALOGUE OF' PRINTED BOOKS,
MANU ottIPTE AiU AUTOGhAPH BETT lBS COLLECTED BY THOMAS J. WISE.

Wise, Thomas James:

FolkesLone.

Rl9?l,

il vols.

20

Unclassified Rariora
Accademia Della Crusca, Florence: DIFESA DELLtORLANDO FURIOSO.,.
1586.
Ferrara.
Aelianus, Claudius: VARIAE HISTORIAE LIBRI XIV. Rome.
1545.
Berenger, Jean Pierre: RACCOLTA DI TUTTI I VIi'GGI FATTI INTORNO
&les. 179O17)4. 11
AL MONDO.
Boucher, AdoThhe: HISTOIRE DRAMATIQUE ET PITTORESQUE DES JESUITS,
2 vois.
Paris.
1845-1846.
London,.
1611.
Casaubon, Isaac: AD FRONTONEM DUCAETJM EPISTOLA
TRjVFLS IN GREECE, PALESTINE,
Chateaibr iand , Fraricois Rne AugusLe
2 vois.
1812.
LDnöon.
EGYPT AND BARBARY.
)TA!'iT1.T !\ ND THE eR'T('

CHRISTOit'7T

LOfl1O).

LA DJ&
j

I í'

J.

!iigiui r.:

Dante,
London.

J4iAN

!î)

O1V1NE VISION OF DANTE

OR L

NGLI, L:non,

1928.

LE PRLÌE QUATTRO EDISIONI DELLA DIVINA COvDIA.

1858.

Dedekín, Friedrich:

Dogenos, Laevtiu:
Fabri. i, Johai

London.
GROEIANUS.
1739.
VITAE ET 8ENTRNTIAE PHILOSOPHORUM.

irer

131F[TOTI-ÌrCA LATINA

Hamburg

Venice.

1734-l74
Graz.

DE ARTE VENANDI CUM AVIBUS.

Friedrich II. Emoeror of Germany.
l,'e).

1972.

ik44.

Da1vbe,ii!Ii:
ALiti i

Los Angeles.

THE THIRD PPdIT OF TuE INSTITUTES OF THE LAWS OF ENGLAND

Coke, Edward:
....

TUA. prt9'TT!MA

¿ voJ..).

Guarini, Giovanni Battista.

IL PASTOR FIDO.

Venice.

1602-1603.

2 vols, in one.
Guicciardi-ni, Francesco:

1579.
THE HISTORIE. London.
1677.
London.
THE PRIMITIVE ORIGINATION OF MANKIND.
Hale, Matthew:
1670.
FABULARUM LIBER. Amsterdam.
Hyginus, Caius Julius:
1772.
London.
Lucretius Carus, Titus: DE RERUM NATURA.
Maithus, Thomas Robert: PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. London.
1820.

Muratori, Lodovico

.Lf/..

Antonio:

DELLA PERFETTA POESIA ITALIANA.

Venice.

LAMINDI PRITANIT [PSEUD] DE INGENIORUS
Muratori, Lodovico Antonio:
T
LI
Oribasius Sardianus: COL1IENTARIA IN APHORIMOS HIPPOCRATIS.,. Paris.
J

1533.

Pervigiliurn,

The llogue.

Veneris:

PERVIGILIUM VENERIS, EX EDITIONE PITHOEI.

1712.
J

TC

I R3LJ

I CEUSTO,

Pindarus: ODES OF VICTORY, Stratford. 1929 .1930. 2 vols.
1687.
ITINERARTTJM, Amstrda!n.
Rutilius, C laud ius Nmmat!snus:
1498.
Sidonius, C. Soilius iodestus: EPISTOLAE ET CARMINA. Milano.
Stcuart, Dcnham James: AN INQUIRY INTO THE PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL
j)flQOfl , 1/u/ . ¿ vols
E8ONOMY.
Biblioteca
Vaticana: COLLECTANEA VATICANA IN HONO.REM
Vatican.
.
CARD. ALI3AREDA A BIBLIOTECA APOSTOLICA EDITA. Roma
ANBELMI
*

192. 2 vols.
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Science (in Reorint and Original editions)

Jjistory p

Agassiz, Louis: CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED
2 vols.
Boston,
1857-1862.
STATES.
Apianus, Petrus: ASTRONOMICUM CAESAREUM. Amsterdam. Facsimile of
2 vois.
1540 ed.
New York, Facs5p5p in
Audubon. Jhn jarries: THE RIRDS OF A!ERICA.
six oarts.
Beneden, Pierre J. van: OSTEOGRAPHIE DES CETACES VIVANTS ET FOSSILES.
2 vols.
Paris.
1880, 1868-1879.
Copernicus, Nicholas: DE REVOLUTIONIBUS ORBIUM COLLESTIUM. New York.
h19'12.

Cortesao, Armando:
l9()u- . C) VOIS.

Daudi, Fc;b;

PORTTJGALIAE NOMUMENTA CARTOGRAPHICA.

Lisbon.

HLTÛi;E WTURLLE, GENERALE ET PARTICULIERE,
ç
V)15
Descaro. icc: iìOTTU3 DE HOHINE, ET DE FORMATIONE FOETUS BOUND
¿
Lb:
rdam.
i686.
IId i

p'r

)C3

.L

''

GESCHICHTE DER KARTNER LANDWIRTSCHAFT.

Dinklage, Karl:

''

1966.

Einstein, Albert:

AETHER UND RELATIVIT)tTS-THEORIE.

T

Faraday, Micha1:
JThne

T

Geraru, Jim:
Gc

rr

LciH 1J1RÍALL.

C

CfiY
Lnuon.

'cr s

i63.

T rr

'

Berlin.

1920.

l(.

o

CHEMICAL MANIPULATION.

i

Klagenfurt.

London.
1827.
1544
3 vols.

R1Y2

-

Gilbert, William: ON THE MAGNET AND NOTES ON THE DE MAGNF.TE...by
2 vols.
S. P. Thompson. 1900-1901.
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von: SAMMLUNG ZUR KENNTNISS DER GEBIRGE.

Karl&ad.

1807.

Gregory, Davi«:

ASTRONOMIAE PHYSICAE & GEOMETRICAE ELEMENTA.

Oxford.

1702.

Harvey, William:
2 vols.

EXERCITATIONES ANATOMICAE....

Rotterdam.

1660.

Hernane, Fncoci:

CUATRO LIDDOS DE LA NATURAI,EZA Y VIRTUDES MEDICMorelia. 1888.
INALF DE 6A5 PLANTAS Y AN:LMA LES DE TA NUEVA ESPANA.
Paris. 1799.
Laplace, Pierre-Simon: EXPOSITION DU SYSTEME DU MONDE.
2nd cd,
Newton, La aac;
PHILOSOPHIAE NATURALIS PRÏNC IPIA MATHEMATICA. Cambridge.
1972.

Porta, Giovanni Battista della:
London.
1658.
Sa1ushì v, Thomas;
2 vois.
1967.
ociv ici

uen:

MATHEMATICAT. COLLECTIONS AND TRANSLATIONS.

RARA Aru.fllLlaIICA.

Trilli, Michael Angelo:
1723.

NATURAL MAGICK...IN TWENTY BOOKS.

boston.

london.

1908.

CATALOGUS PLANTARUM HORTI PISANI.

Florence.
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Current Science
ENVIRONMENT INDEX 71. Bethesda.
1972.
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology; BIOLOGY
Bethesda.
DATA BOOK.
1972-1973. 3 vols.
Hilado, Carlos J.: HANDBOOK OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT. Westport.
1972.

International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center; BIBLIOGRApHy OF
Metuchen.
WHEAT.
1971.
3 vols.
Jaeger, Charles;
ROCK MECHANICS AND ENGINEERING. New York.
1972.
OCEAN ENGINEERING, ed. by R. D. Terry. North Hollywood. .1966io69.
4 vols.
U. S. Nct anal A. r cultural I Threrv:

1ATTONL ACJRICULTURA L LIT3PABY
Totowa.
1972.
20 vols.

CATALOG, 196b-L)70 CUMULATIVE EDITiON,
WHO'S WUC IN ECOLOGY.
1573.
Scientific Congresses

IFAC Symnosium on Multivariable Control Systems: PROCEEDINGS.
2nd ed.
Amsterdam.
1971.
International Clean Air Congress, 2d, Washington, D.C., 1970: PROCEFI)INGS

w Yo"

l

I

International Conference on Transoortation and the Environment,
Wanincton,D.C. 1972: PROCEEDINGS. New York. 1972. 2 vols.
International Conference on Vacancies on Inerstitials in Metals.
by
PD NTEP.TiTILLS IN L:ETALS, PROCEEDINGS...
A. Seeger. Amsterdam.
1970.
International Congress on Acoustics. PROCEEDINGS, 7th. Budapest.

vcvi

.

1971.

PROCEEDInternational Congress of Entomology, 13th, Moscow, 1968.
Portland.
INGS.
1972.
3 vols.
3rd,
International Congress on Hormonal Steroids. PROCEEDINGS.
The Hague.
1970.
197f.
INFORMATION
International Federation for Information ?rocdssing.
2 vols,
1972.
PROCESSING 71; PROCEEDINGS. Amsterdam.
PROCEEDInternation1 Gzographical Congress, 22d, Montreal, 1972.
1972.
INCLUDIITG PAPERS AND REGIONAL MONOGRAPHS, Ottawa.
INGS
Internalional IUPAC Congress of Pesticdd Chemistry, 2d, Tel Aviv,
Vols, with varying titles.
New York.
1972.
PROCEEDINGS.
1971.
International Symnosium on Solar-Terrestrial Physics, 1970. SOLAR1970.
TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS, PROCEEDINGS. Amsterdam.
Plenary Meeting of COSPAR, Leningrad, 1970. SPACE RESEARCH 11 [eleveni.

Berlin,

1971.

Symposium on Persocctives in Marine Biology, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, 1956. PERSPECTIVES IN MARINE BIOLOGY, PROCEEDINGS.
Berkeley,
1958.
World Petroleum Congress, 8th, Moscow, 1971.
7 vols.
1971-1972.

PROCEEDINGS.

Berlin

STAFF
Robert R. Poland, Chief Acquisitions Librarian
Andrew L. Makuch, Collections Development Bibliographer
Miss Frances Flick, Acquisitions Librarian
Mrs. Jeanne Briner, Acquisitions Librarian
Miss Constance Diamos, Accountant I
Harry E. vonBergen, Library Assistant I
Patrick G. Murphy, Library Assistant I
Mrs. Patricia Pringle, Library Clerk II

Mrs. Ptrîca Ehepard,

okkepr I

Mrs. Martha Kaplan, Library Clerk I, 3 July 1972Mrs. Suella James, Clerk Typist I, 1 March 1973Dr. Arnulfo D. Trejo, Latin American Bibliographer
(to 1 February 1973)
Mrs. Frances Adams (transferred out 1 March 1973)
Mrs. Anna Fiala (to October 1972)
Mrs. Diana Flynn (1 November 1972 through 30 June 1973)
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SUMMARY

During 1972/73, the department lost six of its nine full-time catalog
It was difficult to find replacements and several positions remained
open for long periods.
The total loss of professional catalogers' time
amounted to 29 months (1971/72: 6 months). Fortunately, the other Staff
members showed an unusual stability with only one resignation in a group
of 21 people. The number of original titles cataloged dropped from
13,882 to 9,353: however, the LC catalogers matched their performance
of the previous year.
The "backlog" remains negligible; at present, there
are about 6,700 uncataloged books in the department (1971/72: 7,400).

No longdelayed projects were started or carried out:
The department is in the process of writing its new cataloging
manual.
Practically everything has changed since the last manual
was issued.

Prom October to December 1972, the Catalog and Serials staff and
ix volunteers from other departments interfiled main and added
entries in the Public Catalog. The large amount of time spent on
a relatively medium-sized task makes it clear that the much larger
project of refiling the whole catalog in strictly alphabetical order
will never be carried out.
Considerable attention was paid to the question of converting the Public
Catalog into a true Union Catalog containing the holdings of all official
campus libraries.
Three separate reports written by professional staff
members dealt with the problems and costs of duplicating the Instructional
Materials Collection, Music Collection and Arizona State Museum catalogs.
It was decided to file a main card for all new Music Collection records and
tapes and for new Instructional Materials Collection books and audiovisual
materials ìn the Public Catalog. Another improvement is the recording in
the catalog of duplicate copies located in the Government Documents Department.
In April, the department
Contacts with other libraries were strengthened:
began sending to the Library of Congress National Union Catalog an extra
card of all newly cataloged books with a publishing date of 1956 or later
("full reporting"). The exchange of catalog cards with the Arizona State
University Library, long opelative for Chinese and Japanese materials, was
extended to certain groups of new books and to Arizoniana cataloged as
originals.

An important organizational change is the transfer of the supervision of
the Science Bindery to the Bindery Section of the Catalog Department.
No significant changes in cataloging procedures were introduced but it is
hoped that discussion of the new manual will lead to many simplifications
and improvements of the department's work. The University Librarian's recent
decision to give to the Catalog Department firm control over the format of
cards sent in by other departments and branches will be of great help.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The
The major strength of any organization is the quality of its members.
Chief Catalog Librarian believes that the present staff as a whole is
the best the department has had in six years and he would like to express
to sections and groups his appreciation for their fine performance.

We know from professional literature, conversations and sometimes from
experience that many large catalog departments struggle hopelessly with
cataloging, typing and filing backlogs and resort to all kinds of temporary
solutions in order to bring their books on the shelves and their cards into
Perhaps the greatest strength of this department is its
the catalogs.
This may be partly due to the fact
ability to master the flow of work.
that the library cannot afford a massive acquisitions program; however, to
a larger part it is the result of cooperation and good will, willingness
of the professionals to assume a great deal of clerical duties, willingness
of the sections to perform well under stress, willingness of all to share
the work and to assume new responsibilities.
The Public Catalog is at times much criticised; in particular, it is pointed
out that it contains too many misfiled cards. A meticulous count taken
during the last three months shows a much brighter picture: in 60 working
days, 38 filing mistakes were discovered and sent to the Catalog Department.
It seems that the Public Catalog is another of the department's major
strengths although we were seldom encouraged to believe so.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The ratio of catalogers and LC catalogers to other staff members is unThe four sections work under too much pressure and there is not
enough student help for operating the Xerox copier and the Copy Cat camera,
or for filing the flood of cards sent by the Library of Congress.
During
the last year, the problem was less acute but this will change again when
The department needs three
all professional positions will be filled.
additional clerks o a cürresponding number of help on wages.
Insufficient
staffing and funding affect all library departments but for the Catalog
Department it is particularly unfortunate that no extra money can be made
available for the reclassification project. Staff added in 1972/73 and
increased wages funds for the coming year will all be absorbed by the
Recataloging and Reclassification team.

healthy.

The last annual report mentioned "a new set of rules which simplifies the
treatment and distribution of catalog cards." These rules have been eroded
and the department is back to the bewildering inconsistencies of former days.
It is an absolute necessity that Catalog and Public Services immediately
establish procedures acceptable to both parties and that these procedures,
In particular, the Catalog Department wants to deal
be put in writing.
more uniformly with the other departments and should not be burdened with
an unreasonable number of requests for exceptions and special treatments.
The lack of uniformity and the constant demands for changes are detrimental
to the Public Cntic, create confusion and too often put the Chief Catalog
Librarian in a position where he cannot answer intelligently questions
regarding existing procedures.
The small increase in the bindery budget and higher bindery prices will
force the department to continue limiting binding requests to those
strictly necessary.
During the last year, the backlog of Arabic books has grown to over 3,000
In 1973/74, the department will be able to pay more attention to
volumes.
Arabic and Persian materials but cannot take care of the perhaps 1,500
remaining lJrdu and Hindî books.
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FUTURE PLANS

The principal areas of concentration in 1973/74 will be better communication
with other library departments and more uniformity in general procedures
and cataloging rules.
The Chief General Reference
The cataloging manual will be completed.
Librarian has kindly agreed to act as an adviser in all matters pertaining
to Public Services.
A Catalog-Serials Committee will ensure cooperation between the two
closely related departments.
It is strongly suggested that Technical and Public Services meet
regularly to discus questions uf common interest.
The department supports the suggestion that qualified cataloging staff
spend a reasonable amount of time in the area of the Public Catalog
Direct contact with catalog
asiting patro:ts in the use of the catalog.
users is the most efficient way of assessing the usefulness of our work.

The newly appointed librarianresponsible for the maintenance of the
Science Division catalog will spend a period of time in the Catalog
In order
Department to acquaint himself with procedures and problems.
te ensure more uniformity in the Public Catalog, the Instructional
Materials cataloger will again work in the Catalog Department. The
necessity and possibility of similar arrangements with other departmental
catalogers and catalog supervisors will be discussed at a later date.
The search for new equipment for faster retrieval of cataloging information and for the production of finished sets of cards will continue.
The Cardset system and different microfiche systems hold interesting
possibilities for the future; at present, they cannot replace the
depository card file, the Copy Cat camera or the Xerox copier.
A strong appeal is made to all parties concerned to investigate possibilities of closer cooperation between Acquisitions verifiers and
Catalog searchers in order to eliminate duplicate work.
The scattering of LC catalcgiAg among six oir stvcn staff menbrs has
some advantages and, in terms of performance, is satisfactory. However,
frequent staff changes force the LC supervisor to spend far too much
It is planned to form a small LC
time in training new LC catalogers.
cataloging unit which may eventually become a new section of the Catalog
Department.

New bindery policies are presently being discussed and will be announced
in a memorandum.
It is desirable that a system of priorities in cataloging Oriental books
The Library of Congress does not require that all PL-480
be established.
materials be cataloged or even kept.

The overcrowded author/title catalog will be expanded.
A small and carefully selected reference collection for the Catalog
Department has been ordered. The location of basic reference works
on upper floors and in other buildings makes this purchase an absolute
necessity.

APPENDIX
CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Cataloging Statistics*
July 1, 1972 - June 30, 1973

Titles

Volumes

32,045

35,916

2,026

1,222
2,352

Microfilms

53

53

Microficlles**

28

138

Tapes

i

i

Kits

2

2

Phonodiscs (Spoken arts)

148

261

Analytic entries

176

New titles
Original
Printed

9,353
22,692

Additions
Added volumes (Continuations)
Added copies

Reinstated***

73

73

34,552

40,018

Withdrawn***

1,201

3,241

Reclassified

1,756

2,312

TOTAL ADDITIONS

Cards added
Original
Printed

116,441
198,429

314, 870

* Includes Instructional Materials, Library Science, Music scores and
Arabic-Persian-Urdu collections; does not include Maps, Music records
and Chinese-Japanese collections.
** Does not include microfiche units sent uncataloged to
and Government Documents.
Includes serials.

Social Sciences
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CATPL0G DEPARTIVNT
Class numbers assigned by LC classes
July 1, 1972 - June 30, 1973

A
B
C

D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L

97
1,222
193
2,508
761
1,584

6173,449
239

341

2

806
1,652
1,308
2,656

Q
R

2,340
485

8

467
1,221

M
N

T
U
V
z

no
26
705

3_07(
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CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Preparations Statitics*
July 1, 1972 - Juiie 30, 1973

Rep a ir s

Old books
New books
Miscellaneous
Pam-binders
Signs
Cut page
Records, etc.

2,569
723

2,335
50
286
446

New books processed
Covernrnet Documents
Orientai Collections
Maps
Special Collections

202
939
51
2,668

Filin

2,499

Music

Red rope folders
Pam-binders
1-iancl -lettered

645
619
273

* Does not include labelling and pocketing of new books or
reclassified books.

CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Bindery Section Statistics
July 1, 1972 - June 30, 1973

Journals Bound

8,216

Monographs bound

6,376

Buckam

4,55e

Restorations

23

Scholarly

329

Plasticbind

349

Special Cases

228

Theses

889

Monographs by size:

Journals by size:
10"

3,050

12"

4,162

14"

744
9"

1,098

886

10"

1,140

16"

87

12"

1,161

18"

4

14"

328

19

16"

67

18"

22

Newspaper

:i.o

CATALOG DEPATNT
Bindery Statistics
July 1, 1972 - June 30, 1973

pendituxes

Items

Periodicals
Books

Books restred
Scholarly-bound
Theses

Newspers
kraarouìd Loxcs aid

peoii

0,827

$ 42,216.35

4,695

,6O7.95

23

328.50

340

558.85

689

4,489.00

2G

421.50

15

1,214.00

4

5.00

228

411.80

358

501.20

cases

C1n shell boxes

Cases for 0renta1 books
perma-bound

17,180.09
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

14O5

80,054.24
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CATALOG DEPARTMENT

Various Statistics
July 1, 1972 - June

Titles cataloged

30, 1973

for branches

lnstr. Mat.

714.6

Library Science

774.

Music Library

1,055

Jrierital Col.

1,67

Titles cataloged for Oriental Collections (by

Arabic

language)
1,14.0

Persien
Urdu

Total

436
1,617

Cards sent to
BIbi. Ccnter, Denver
NUC (April-June, .1973)
ASti ("Abel books", April-June, 1973)

32,000

3,500
97

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

GENERAL REFERENCE DEPARThENT

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

CHIEF GENERAL REFERENCE LIBRARIAN
FOR THE
1972-1973 YEAR

1.

SUMMARY

The General Reference Department continues to serve as the first point of
contact between the library users and library materials; it is here that
To encourage this
the search for library information logically begins.
contact, orientation is provided for individuals as well as for organized
groups; instruction is given in the use of the card catalogs and a broad
spectrum of other reference tools; and referrals are made for detailed
work in other parts of the library. Above all, it is the task of General
Reference to provide friendly and knowledgeable assistance, as needed.
Though uninterrupted, the work of the department was marked by several
major chaìiges through tìe course of the year:

In Aigust of l72, General Reference was moved from its former
cramped location to spacious new quarters in a remote part of the Main
For the first time in years, shelving and seating space
Library building.
are adequate for the needs of the department. The circulation pattern around
the card catalog has also been improved, and there is room for projected
expansion.
In January, 1973, the Fine Arts Department was dissolved as a
separate entity and merged with General Reference, a procedure which
strengthened the staff with the addition of a librarian, an experienced
library assistant, and graduate help.
In May, the fine
General Reference area; a
effectively served by the
extensive training and an
personnel.

arts reference collection was moved to the
move which enabled its users to be more
It has, however, involved
professional staff.
increased wqrk load for some of the departmental

The continuing projects of the department have proceeded without pause.
These include the indexing of the Arizona Daily Star; compilation of
thesis and dissertation lists; maintenance of an art-exhibition catalog
file; development and maintenance of other bibliographical and indexing
tools; and the selection of library materials in the fields of reference
and fine arts. Several staff members have found time to complete
academic courses, and have also kept an active interest in various
professional organizations at the local, state and natìonal level.
Questions answered:

General Reference, 1972/73
(1971/72
Fine Arts, July-flec, 1972
71/72
(Sept. -June,

39,484
43,696)

S,76
6,600)

2.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The strength of the department lies in the knowledge and skill of the
staff, which is supported by the fine nucleus of the General Reference
collection. While each of the six members is to some extent a specialist
in language, literature, history, the sciences or the arts, they are
mutually supportive, as befits the general nature of the work of the
department, and can collectively and individually summon an astounding
range of bibliographical expertise to the assistance of the library
patron.
Fully half of the staff is new to the department this year, and special
mention should he made of the patient guidance with which Miss Elizabeth
It is with her help
Franklin has shared her experience and knowledge.
that the departliLent has functioned smoothly through a year of stress.
We commend, too, the cheerful loyalty of our graduate assistants and
the responsible judgement they have exhibited at the reference desk.

3.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

It will be noticed that the number of pertinent queries answered by
the department this year has dropped by ten percent. We attribute
this to the fact that we are far less accessible than formerly, when
the reference desk was just a step away from the lobby.
Expansion
into a larger area was essential, but ingress to the new location is
unfortunately both awkward and inconspicuous, with the result that
the present approach through the newspaper lobby is ugly at its best
and undeniably dismal at its worst. The possibility of reorganizing
this area into an attractive and efficient entrance for General
Reference will be explored.
The other major limitation with which we work is an internal matter
Reclassification of the several reference
of classification.
collections is in progress, however, and we have no choice but to
await our turn,

4.

FUTURE PLANS

The department expects to continue to refine its service, not only
We
within itself, but through increased cooperation with others.
continue to draw on the largely untapped reference potential of the
catalog department, particularly for help in obscure languages, and
we are sure that this spirit of cooperation will be encouraged.
Several meetings with our reference counterparts in the other Arizona
universities have also begun to bear fruit, and we expect to see a
rewarding exchange of inforatioi through these sources in the future.

We feel that Lhu seeral reference departments within the University
of Arizona Libvary systen itself are less isolated than before, and
attribute this increased feeling of mutual concern, in part, to the
Through this,
formation of the experimental Public Services Group.
and through other committees, experience is being deveoped and plans
are being formulated for the eventual reorganization of reference
services which will be required when the library expands into its
new building.

giJIvlANITIES DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNflAL REPORT

OF THE
HW4ANiTïE

LIBRARIANS

TO ïkLL LLBJuiiN
FOR THE 1972-1973 YEAR

Summary

The Humanities Department has now completed its first full year in the
ew quarters of the Science/Humanities Library where the emphasis of the

department has been on service. There has been more cooperation with faculty
on collection d3velopment. Work is being done to build areas of new studies,

new major subjects and new graduate programs. Tours and talks have been given

to several classes and bThliographies have been Drepared. The staff has resurrected The Fo! o. a Humanities publication of reviews of current books. Two
editions were issued: "Latin American Literature in Translation" and "African
Literature." The illustrations by an artist staff member heightened the
interest considerably.

This year the department took over the selection of fiction and dropped
this section from the Abel orders. Current book reviews from several sources

were used for making selections. Science fiction continued to be of major
interest.

-

Displays which drew pleased comments were those on Latin American literature,
recent recordings, chess (during the Bobby Fischer contest), contemporary poetry,
mystery and detective stories, and old and valuable books from our shelves.
Evidence of growth occurred in severnl areas. Approximately 9,1400 new
titles were added to the collection, with the emphasis on romance languages
and literature. Some 1400 albums of the spoken word are now in the collection, and

the use of these is continually growing. This year
staff and fn2ulty and 272

1)4)4

albums were circulated to

eue ucd in the listening rooms. The number of

recorded reference questions incrensed from the previous year as shoun by the
following statistics:

1971/72

1972/73

114,211

18,213

Major Srengths

Staff.

Good staff relations in the department itself and with the

students and faculty is our major strength. Faculty members from several
departments have been consulted in book selection. Tours and talks have been
given to English cinsses, a Spanish bihilography class, a Medieval philosophy
class, a reference class in library science, and one staff member served on
a panel which spoke to doctoral students in education. Bibliographies were

prepared on drame srd the theater, on filnis, on Humanities materials for

language arts, on Medieval philosophy, on Humanities materials helpful for
doctoral students in education, on teaching English to Indians and Mexican
Americans and on women.

Reference librarians worked with students taking the CLEP (College Level
Examination Program) exams. Suggested reading lists were prepared as guides
for the student in each exam.

An information desk was added to the fifth floor so persons needing
assistance there could be helped more readily.

Collection.

The reference section (especially in bibliography) compares

favorably with Winchell and other reference sources. Other areas of strength
include Latin American literature, folklore, and a good basic collection in
English and American literature.
Quarters.

Bright colors, spacious sections and excellent air conditioning

make the Humanities Department a pleasant place to study, relax, and work.
Although shelving space is adequate at the present time, it will not be
long before more is needed because of the growth of the collection.

Major Limitations

The break-up of library materials.

This is our major limitation. It is

best illustrated by the materials in psychology. Social and educational
5ychology are found in the Main Library, psychiatry is found in Science or
the Medical Library while "pure" psychology is in Humanities. Both the

journals and books are scattered through the different buildings.

In order to overcome this handicap the telephone is frequently used to

aid persons in locating materiaL The staff has prepared lists of journals
cited in Psychological Abstracts, Readers Guide, Social Science and Humanities
Index, Education Index, British Humanities Index and the PMLA Bibliography,

with the classification number given for those the library has regardless of
location.

Incomplete catalog. The staff is constantly contributing to the completion
of the catalog. An additional half-time person was hired last July specifically
to type cards, file, etc. Librarians are covering more hours during the day
and on week-ends so that graduate students can spend more time providing
clerical assistance with the catalog.

Incomplete Holdings. Breaks in journals hinder research, and this has been
remedied in part by ordering back-files for the gaps as soon as discovered.
Additional fimds recently made it possible to fill in gaps of many serials.
Mutilation of journals.

Torn pages and articles hinder reference work.

Staff members have attempted to use all possible sources so students are
not limited to using one article for an assignment.

Pu.ture Plans

We are looking forward to the new library when the Humanities Department
-jji be reunited with the fine arts books, social sciences and. general
referefl

collections.

We are determined to finish the backlog of cards for our catalog even
though it may be discarded in the next move.The catalog is most vital to
our reference work in Lhî3 Luildirig even houh it is a temporary setting.

This year, wiki

iìe "subject specialists" in mind, four staff members

have taken courses in Italian, Spanish and literature keeping the ideal of

the new library in mind where knowledge will be more important than the name
of the position. They intend to continue these studies. We believe subject
specialists will he needed there as weil as persons with general knowledge.

We would like Lo iaie The Folio a regular quarterly publication. Much
interest is shown by each staff member to do so.

We have a good collection of the major contemporary poets, but no effort
heretofore has been made to collect the young unknowns who may become
well known. This coming year the department will work with the Poetry Center,
loçal poets and the English department in determining what to order.

The department will feel the loss of Patricia Turner, Chief Humanities
Librarian, who resigned at the completion of this year to return to the
Uhiversity of Minnesota. Her good influence will continue to be felt for a
long time.

We look forward to progress and continued service under a new leadership.

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS COLLECTION

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
CHIEF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS LIBRARIAN
TO THE

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
FOR THE
1972-1973 YEAR

SUMMARY

If circulation figures reveal use of library facilities, then it
can be said that use ofthe IMC continued to grow in the year 1972-1973.
From circulation of 63,608 items in 1971-1972, circulation in 1972-1973
increased by 7,991 items to 71,F99 with the busiest months beingNovember,
February, and March. Trade and textbooks dominated circulation figures,
but growth in use of reserve materials, audio-visual software, and audiovisual equipment also occurred. Permitting faculty to place on reserve
personal copies of required readings explains the rise in reserve circuMany of these personal copies represent the request of the falation.
culty that outstanding books on methods of teaching subjects be available
in the IMC to stùdents as requested in the draft of the new acquisitions
policy.

Once again an attempt was made to have approved a new acquisitions
faci1ty members from the College of
A cormt'c cnmrnsed c'
policy.
Education and two librarians from the Main Library and headed by the IMC
chief librarian reached agreement regarding duplication of outstanding
The need to place such materials in the
methods and curriculum books.
Although
the committee finished its work
IMC was acknowledged by all.
in February, no action to implement the policy has been taken.
Two urojects started by the TMC ithrarian were not carriéd through.
After planning for acquiring oral history of Arizona, the cost to the
University a'peared too great to support although the scale of the project
A questioncould have been severely reduced thus making costs feasible.
naire was developed to survey in local schools the processes by which
the use of media occurs. This subject is relatively undescribed in the
literature. While local support for the survey was not given, there is
evidence that state officers are interested in this kind of survey.
Two book exhibits were held in the IMC and an exhibit of innovative
instructional materials developed by regional educational laboratories
Sales representatives are displaying
was held in the Kiva Auditorium.
more of their materials in the IMC.
Indian Internship Project continued to use the IMC to acquire materials about Indians for children but with less money this year than last.
For the first time Indian students participatèd in approval of selections.
Special Education expects to make funds available for some instructional
materials.
Telepoles were installed increasing the electric outlets in the
public area from two to ten.
Interest in individual study and adult learning caused the librarian
to develop relations with Continuing Education and the psychometrist of
Student Counseling so that reading guidance could be given to persons
preparing to take College Level Examination Program tests. The recent
grant by CLR to College Entrance Examination Board for its CLEP activities
indicates the initial project on the TTniversity of Arizona campus is
timely. While the services of librarians in the library system have not
been requested frequently to date, the likelihood of increased activity
is high.

Orientation to materials in the IMC was changed from focus on location
in the library to use of materials in teaching a particular subject.
Faculty a well as students benefited.
To meet information needs of Indian children on San Carlos reservation

whose instruction was guided by a staff from the CUege of Education the
librarian prepared a tape to contain communication about materials between
children and librarian.
At the close of the year two staff persons left the IMC.
The new
year will require replacement and training.
Total holdings increased by 5,824 items from 34,030 in 1971-1972 to
39,854 in 1972-1973. An effort was made to improve the textbook holdings
so that they would be up-to-date and more complete. Weeding of curricu]m
guides caused the removal of all guides published before 1968. Of nonprint items the greatest increases were in filmstrips, kits, tapes and
transparencies.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The collection is regarded by the faculty of the o1lece of 1Thieti.on
as a major element in the training of teachers. Student teachers need to
know the diversity of materials that exist and to learn how to select
materials for particular students learning particular aspects of a subject.

MAJOR LTMITAT IONS

There are no funds at present to meet the audio-visual needs of
faculty who use that form to teach College level courses. Punds are spent
Consideration
only for materials on an elementary or secondary level.
for meeting this need in the time that remains before the Media Center
The purchase of audio-visual
in the new library opens should be made.
materials on this campus needs to be centralized and a catalog of holdings
developed.
If another professional librarian was made available, more time could
be spent assisting classes and evaluating the use of acquired materials.
The present librarian tried to work with a class but found too little
time available to do adequate work.
The fact that the Acquisitions Department allowed no discount to
the IMC is not supportable.

'TJThTE PLANS

If funds were available, the ÏMC should acquire a videotape player
and computer terminal so that material developed for them could be
acquired to denorctrabe to tdcnt touchers their role in education.
An Eric terminal to have access to SDC bank would be appreciated
Since persons in the Education College responsible
by nrmerous people.
for considering ways and means have not acted, the librarian recommends
that the library system examine the feasibility of such an installation.
Funds for materials are never sufficient to build a collection
Thus more will
representative of instructional materials being produced.
be said.
After two years there is still hope that a current acquisitions
policy can be adopted.

HOLDINGS OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS COLLECTION
1971/72

print
Curriculi.nn guides

Trade books
Textbooks
Total

1,490

1,499

16,666

16,763

8,646

12,302

26,691

30,645

43 titles

Periodicals
C. Vertical file drawers

6 drawers

65 titles
10 dravrers

Non-Pr in
A.

Artprirts

B.

Fi]mstrips

C.

2,938

3,069

Kits

h4

147

D.

Maps, including globes

63

69

E.

Pictures

2,721

3,097

F.

Phonorecords

928

1,063

G.

Single concept films

21F

223

H.

Slides

436

441

I.

Tapes

49

114

J.

Teaching devices

19

20

K.

Transparencies

273

411

L.

Viewmaster reels

57

67

8,339

9,309

25,C91

30,545

0,39

9,309

34,030

39,854

Total

Total holdings
Print

Ncn.print
Total

CIRCULATION

Reserve

Circulating
Print materials

A-V equipment
A-V software

Total

1971/72

1972 h3

9,872

12,890

F3,736

F8,709

39,322

40,379

2,268

4,479

12,146

13,8F1

63,608

71,.r99

INTERLIBRARY LOAN DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
INTERLIBRARY LOAN LIBRARIAN
TO THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
FOR THE 1972-1973 YEAR

r
T

I.

SUMMARY

There has been a very
both in borrowing and
egories have risen in
side and the least in

noticeable increase in activity over previous years,
in lending, as can be seen from Table III. All catvolume, the greatest increase being on the borrowing
photocopy requests from other libraries.

Last summer the library was awarded through the State Library a Title III
LSCA Grant to fund a new member of the interlibrary loan staff who would
coordinate all business generated by the Channeled Arizona Information
Network <CHAIN).
This new "CHAIN agent" has allowed the library to give
grêatiy expanded service to people everywhere in Arizona.
Requests from
Arizona libraries are now processed and answered in twenty-four hours.
The improved service, along with some publicity, has encouraged a great
íncrease in the use of interlibrary loan throughout the state.
Unfortunately, the funding from the federal government has not been renewed and
the state legislature tabled a bill for regional libraries which would
have continued funding. The University Library is therefore faced with
supporting the CHAIN position from wages.
The establishment in January of an interlibrary loan fund with the Business Office has allowed u
obtaining photocopy f'om
other libraries.

groter flexibility in

In November the department opened interlibrary borrowing to undergraduates.
Such borrowing is limited to public libraries and universities that have
agreed to lend to undergraduates. This new policy has, however, had no effect on the overall volume of business.

II.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

A great deal of effort has been spent on making the new position of Agent
for the Channelled Arizona Information Network (CHAIN) fulfil its potential.
The position has been funded by a LSCA grant administered through the State
Library and Archives. The University of Arizona Library, being the strongest library in the state, should play an important role in the new statewide network, which for the first time has given the library a staff member
specifically responsible for making the library's resources available to
residents of the state as a whole (as opposed to availability just for people
who can come into the library in person).
This gives the library the opportunity to become one of the prime statewide services of the university.
Mrs.
Maureen Hibbs, who assumed the CHAIN agent position in September, was stationed in the Science Library, rather than in the interlibrary loan oftice.
This positioning, together with the exclusive use of a copying machine, also
financed by the CHAIN grant, allowed a dramatic speed-up in answering requests
for material from the Science-Humanities Library; the turn-around time dropped
from a previous average of 13.7 days to 1.4. Publicity for the new service
included sending out brochures, both for librarians around the state and for
the public, visits by the interlibrary loan librarian to libraries in regions
served by the University and an interlibrary workshop held in Miami, Arizona.
As can he seen from Table II. the volume of requests from Arizona libraries
has been increasing throughout the year. We can probably expect even greater
demand next year.
The establishment of an Interlibrary Loan Fund with the Business Office has
given us greater flexibility in providing photocopy for our patrons.
The
libraries with which we have deposit accounts, although excellent in respect
to holdings, are either expensive or fairly slow in filling photocopy requests. Attempts to establish deposit accounts with cheaper or faster libraries have been unsuccessful. With the new fund we can more or less
choose whichever library best fills the needs of the particular patron.
The deposit accounts still receive the majority of our requests, both because of their comprehensiveness and because of the convenience of payment.
In November, limited interlibrary loan service was opened for undergraduates.
Since the national interlibrary loan code of 1968 bars undergraduates from
academic borrowing, the service is limited to borrowing from Arizona libraries, public libraries and certain university libraries outside the state
which have agreed to lend to our undergraduates.
There have not been many
undergraduate requests since the service was inaugurated.

III.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

After only one year of operation, the federally funded CHAIN project has
seen its funds cut off. The library will be forced to fund the position
of CHAIN agent out of its own wages budget for the next year.
As well as
serving the people of Arizona in general, the agent has also played an
important role in the cooperation between this campus and Arizona State
Since March, when the ASU interlibrary loan stopped sending
University.
a person every Thursday to page their own requests from our library, the
CHAIN agent has been handling all requests from ASU.
The major problem in serving our own faculty and students remains the
slowness in response of the libraries from which we borrow.
All efforts
to speed up the delivery of our request (by TWX, for instance) have only
negligible results in comparison with the long period during which our
request is processed or waits to be processed at the other end.
Membership of the University in the Center for Research Libraries would improve the situation since the Center promises to send material in three
days by airmail.
The recent grant to the Center makes membership even
more desirable since it enables the center to provide a much broader
range of periodicals.

IV.

FUTURE PLANS

Through a reapportionment of tasks among the members of the department, we
hope to achieve a more even flow of work.
However, interlibrary loan is
subject to seasonal heavy demand. During the busiest periods of OctoberNovember and February-March we are not always able to process requests as
soon as they come 5n.
Extra student help during these months would be a
great help.
Perhaps we could borrow help from another department of the library.

We foresee an increasing amount of cooperation between the University of
This will atean greater demands on the
Arizona and irizona State University.
Since the CHAIN agent is at present handling all the reILL department.
quests trom ASU, it is vital that this position be kept.
The pròcess of
ordering a book or xerox from ASU should be streamlined. Microfilming the
catalogs of the two libraries is perhaps the first step, although it would
be unnecessary if access by telephone or teletype to ASU's catalog were
(The WATTS line leaves much to be desired as a means of access).
easier.
It has been suggested that a microfilmed catalog would allow the patron to
photocopy the required entry on the microfilm and have this photocopy transmitted to ASU. However, this would require telefacsimile if we wanted to
keep the advdntaP of fast transmission that we now have in the TWX. The
justification for telefacsimile elsewhere in ILL is at present dubious.
The
main cause o1 dclay in obtaining photocopy is the processing time at the
other library. Mailing accounts for a relatively small portion of the total
time delay in obtaining photocopy through interlibrary loan.

TABLE I

REQUESTS SENT TO OTHER LIBRARIES

FILLED

Book and Microfilm Requests
Photocopy Requests

1178
965

TOTAL FILLED

2143

UNFILLED REQUESTS

272

TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS SENT

2415

REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM OTHER LIBRARIES

FILLED

Books loaned (no. of requests)

1809

Photocopy sent (no. of requests)

1633

TOTAL FILLED

3442

UNFILLED REQUESTS

1410

TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS RECEIVED

4852

COINED TOTAL OF FILLED REQUESTS (RECEIVED & SENT)

5585

COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL REQUESTS (RECEIVED/SENT, FILLED/UNFILLED)

7267

42

72

TOTAL REQUESTS
FILLED

TOTAL REQUESTS
RECEIVED

AVERAGE TURNAROUND TIME

3.6

4

24

PHOTOCOPY

REQUESTS FOR INFO
ON HOLDINGS

18

BOOKS LENT

SEPT.

1.6

85

84

53

46

7

OCT.

1.4

61

124

103

46

57

NOV.

1.1

74

110

86

57

29

DEC.

1.2

131

244

181

116

65

JAN.

1.2

12

141

110

49

61

FEB.

CHAIN STATISTICS

TABLE II

1.1

180

195

154

69

85

MARCH

1.3

140

212

180

66

114

APRIL

1.4

127

256

196

50

146

MAY

1.3

74

256

179

93

86

JUNE

1.5

1028

1694

1284

616

668

TOTAL

4806
1646

COMBINED TOTAL

Unfilled Requests

3

Extens ion

3123

1777

Photocopy

TOTAL

1343

129

Books

LOANED

Canceled Requests TOTAL

1683

788

Photocopy

TOTAL

895

1970-1971

Books and Microfilm Requests

BORROWED

1431

4320

2877

O

1557

1320

138

1443

612

831

1971-1972

July 1, 1970 * June 30, 1973

INTERLIBRARY LOAN REPORT

TABLE III

1410

5585

3442

o

1633

1809

272

2143

965

1178

1972- 1973

LIBRARY SCI ENCE COLLECTION

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REFORT OF TI-lE

LIBRAR SCIENCE LIBRARIAN
TO ThE UNIVENSIIT TTBRAIIIAN

FOR THE 1972 - 1973 YEAR

1. SUI"IMA.RY

The Library Science Coflection, located in Education ))i, is a
branch library which primarily serves the faculty, staff, and
students of the Graduate Library School. In its second year of
operation, the library is staffed by one full-time librarian and
four part-time student assistants. The library operates sixty one
hours per week during the fall and spring semesters and fifty three
hours per week during the summer session.

Resources housed here include a model general reference collection,
monographs and seri.qls in the field of library and information

science, a small historical juvenile literature collection, and
laboratory tools for the cataloging and classification courses.
Current and retrospective collection building was a year-lon
project, especially in the subject areas of book selection,
censorship and intellectual freedom, information storage and
retrieval, library automation, and library management. To
supplement these cataloged resources, various files of uncataloged
materials were also organized and processed. Close ceopera tien
between the faculty and librarian enabled the collection to grow

specifically in terms of the instructional and research needs of
the graduate program.

Use by the Graduate Library School faculty and students increased
this year, as they became aware of the range of services
available to them. The library staff completed numerous projects
which increased user access both to the staff and the collection.
Faculty and students in programs other than library science who
would find relevant materials in the Library Science Collection
were encouraged to use the facilities and resources.

2.

MAJOR STREMGTHS

The Collection

A basic collection in the areas of cataloging and classification,
history of books and printing, reference services, public
libraries, school libraries, and university and college
libraries is housed in the Library Science Collection. Weak
arais n the collection which required immediate building were
defined early in the year. Purchases of both retrospective and
current materials in the fields of book selection, censorship
and intellectual freedom, infonriation storage and retrieval,
library automation, and library management were made to
broaden the available resourcos.

Standard biographical tools, dictionaries, directories,
acyclopodias, periodi cal

ndas cr

revi ecîing media are
ntainod in a model general reference collection. These resources

are analyzed by the students in reference courses. In addition,
t1 core coJJecion movidas nswers to most reference questions.
Its relevance to the work of the faculty and graduate assistants
in the Collega of Education was brought to their attention.
Phone and in-house use of these materials by the College of
ldi tian han gr:etl increech

'Lo hundïed periodical titles are currently received. These
provide up-to-date coverage in library and infonnation science

and its related fields, as well as access to the activities of
state library agencies and associations. Backfiles of major
periodicals provide a historical perspective for the user. A
large collection of annual reports represents all types of
libraries throughout the United States and Mexico.
The Staff

This year the Library Science Librarian position was increased
from half-time to full-time. This enabled the librarian to
provide additional reference services, to better coordinate the
routine aspects of the libraryts operation, and to increase
contact with the faculty, staff, and students of the Graduate
Library School.

Four student assistants provide all other staff coverage. Only
graduate library students are hired to fill these positions, as
their interest in and knowledge of library science better equips
them to assist their fellow students. These positions also
provide practical experience which supplements classroom work.

All clerical tasks were systematized and responsibility for them
distributed among the student assistants according to their

înterest and abilities.
Our Users
The

latíonship bet;con the Library Science Collection and. the

3

MAJOR STRENGThS (continued)

faculty, staff, and students of the Graduate Library School
which it serves, is open, friendly, cooperative and productive.
The librarian participates in all faculty meetings and
activities, and this year served as a member of the Physical

Resources Committee which prepared a portion of the self-study
report required for accreditation by the american Library
Association. The librarian is acquainted with all faculty arid
most student users which allows her to poll them on a variety
of matters, involve them in the book selection process, and
inform them of new books and journal articles of interest. This
ycar the library became the informal oa uniation ceuior cf
the library school. To formalize these conmiunicatzLons, a joint
newele bter was in.. tìated.

With the addition of posters and displays, gift leisure reading
matter, a typewriter for student use, and other such services,
the library has developed into a pleasant and convenient spot

.for faculty arid student use. Projects which increased user
access to both the staff and the collection were the major focus
of the year. A stack shift was made, shelves were labelled and

sins installed, current peri rdicals were put on display, a

book return chute was installed, the furniture and equipment
rearranged, and numerous infcrnial tours were given to students.
Fifteen drawers were added to the card catalog, so that cards
for library science moncgraphs located at the Main Library
ould be filed. Finally a visible index for periodicals was
begun, a periodical check-in file set up, and an information
exchange center organized.

3.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The Collection
Approximately l87

titles in the field of library science are

housed in the Main Library.

These books were processed prior

to 1967 arid classified in the Dewey lcimal Classification.
Selected. titles have been rerlssified and moved to the
Library Science Collection. In .ddition, a main entry card
for these items is filed in the Library Science Collection card
catalog. However, the fact that the library science monographs
are located in two buildings at either end of campus remains.
Both faculty and stadenti hae been paiient and uiuIerstnding
about this inconvenience, but the problems it causes are
numerous. When space permits, these titles should be weeded,
those of inirnedi ate value reel assif ed and moved to the Library

Science Collection, and those of lesser value stored until
time and budget permit their reclassification.

A section of books which was reclassified from the óO1s to
Z)
through Z2O is also shelved at the Nain Library. The
subjects representea. there are primarily shorthand and typing,
neither of which 1 s rei evant to the Graduate Library Schr'oi
curriculum. As space permits, part of this section could be
moved to the Library Science Collection. However the possibility
of permanently locating some of these titles in the Nain Library

In either cane, their location needs to
be clarified on the locator sheet, in the card catalog, and in
the minds of the library staff.
should be considered..

A final split collection is the historical juvenile literature
collection. The Library Science Collection has the Recifern
Collection, which consists of 227 items. All other examples

of this type of literature are located in the Special Collection

These books are now used by the Graduate Library
School and College of Education faculty for courses in
Children's Literature and Foundations of Education. A new
Department.

course, Historical Children's Literature, mill greatly increase
the need for and use of these materials. Responsibility for the
selection, processing, and storage of these resources needs either
to be centralized or distributed among several departments.
Space

The Library Science Collection lacks space for storing, supplies
and equipment. In addition there is no room to shelve
superseded editions of library science reference toils which
we are expected to retain for historical purposes. There is no
workroom for the staff either. Typing, new book processing,
bindery preparation, and other technic.l service staff' functions
must be performed mithin the study area. The assignment of a
near-by storage closet to the Tbrary Science Collection would
begin to solve this problem.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS (continued)
A cataloging and reference laboratory area i also needed.
Currently the Library Science CollectLon, which measures 271711 X
3811J211, is used for individual study, group laboratory work,
and infoirial meetings.

In July, the College of Education may provi de funds to
partition part of the adjacent classroom and construct such a
A door would be cut between the two rooms and the
laboratory.
librarian would have responsibility for both.
The natjon1
bibliographies, classification schedules, and subject heading
lis& i:uid ie moved into the lab.
This moe would free eight
sections of shelving, which would begin to solve the problems
with the
creaLed by the split collections discussed in A.
completion of this lab, the noise level and congestion in the
library would al so decrease.

FUTURE PLMJS

Nonographe on the evaluation of materials, research techniques in
library science, and special libraries should be added ininiediately.
B5ckfiles of selected periodicals could be added gradually as space
permits. Library and infoiiiation science periodicals in Spanish could
be added now. Other foreign language journal s should be ordered on a
selective basis as space and ftmds permit. A section of books for
practice evaluation and revîe by students in the book selection
course could be developed. A tape collection of Graduate Library
School speakers could be housed in the library. Finally, a vertical
file of guides and handbooks from major libraries in the country
should be organized.

Information about the Library Science Collection and its resources
should continue to be distributed to the College of Education
facu:Lty.

Other campus departanents which would find relev ant

rials in the L3C (Journalism Loparaicnt ase of aphio nf Ls
materials for example) should be contacted and encouraged to use the
facilities. School and public librarians in the anca could be
encouraged to up-date their skills and knowledge by using the LSC.
Cooperstion with other library school lthraries should be increased,
so that ideas, problems and solutions may be exchanged.
un

Interest has been expressed to organize informal discussion sessiis
beinen the librarian and the students. Current periodical a ti cies
could be used to focus attention and discussion upon subject matter
not Uírectiy covered in course work.
Upon completion of the laboratory adjacent to the library, the space
and facilities available to the Library Science Collection should be

re-evaluated so that they will be used to their fullest potential.

Then furniture, equipment, and possibly the collection, should be
rearranged accordingly.

Bibliographies or other special projects could be undertaken in
connection with upcoming Graduate Library School conferences.

As the collection grows, the monthly acquistions list could be
arranged by broad subject arcas, to facilitate use by the faculty
and students.
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APDIX A
1971/72

HOLDINGS

Nonographs

1972/73

1887

14800

(titles received)

1714

200

Redfern Collection

227

227

Non-book materials

O

o

183

2636

Periodi ci s

CIRCULATION

Home use*
REFERENCE QtTES1ONS

(REcoRDS NOT KEPT)

991

RESERVE BOOKS
Sumner II

(records not kept)

titles for

)4

courses

Fail

1O

Spring

19 titles for li courses

292 titles f(r 17 courses

28 titles for 14 courses

66 titles for 6 courses

Summer I

titles for 9 courses

132 t tlos for 12 ccurso

*does not include table use in the library, reserve book use, or
photocopying of both circulating and non-circulating materials

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

LOAN DE1ARTIENTS

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
HEAD OF THE LOAN DEPARTMENT

TO THE
ASS iST ANT L IBRARIAN FOR T ECHE ICAL SERVICES

FOR THE

1972/73 YEAR

SUH1ARY

Since February, 1972, the Loan Department in both the Main and Science_
Humanities Libraries has used an automated circulation system for bok&
being checked out on regular and extended loans.
Undergraduates and
non-University borrowers may keep books for two weeks, while graduate
students are extended end-of-classes privileges each semester.
Current1y,
nd their
f-ú1-t: «e fncult:r/rtsff
cuers bave unreetrieted 1 ono periods,
Books are renewable as often as desired unless another patron has requested them.
They may be recalled from extended loan after two weeks.
The system provides a daily circulation list which a patron may use to
discoer if tha books he :arts are Uein
sei Uy
her patrs, are in
other parts of the Library, i.e., Reserve Book Room, Interlibrary Loan,
Bindery, Repair, or are missing and awaiting replacement.
In such cases,
the patron nay request that the hook Le recalled and held for
when it
returns.
Books end neriodicils ria'r be pleced on limited loan by mrofessors and
librarians in the Reserve Book Room of the appropriate Library or Branch.

Overdue notices are automatically produced arid mailed weekly as a courtesy
to pr-oe.
nc? 'r uceTi
oniled monihy
onn
Department personnel have worked closely with the Accounts Receivable
Offen t. comply with the requirements of their new system for encumbering
students.

Branch libraries continue to use manual processes for charging and billing
materials they circulate. Billing is processed through the Nain Library
Loan Department.

An experiment was tried in keeping both Libraries open for 2t hours during
exams spring semester. Statistics from hourly head counts and numbers of
books checked out indicate that the buildings were used primarily as study
halls. The heavier use of the Science-Humanities Library points out the
need for a study area in the center of campus
Further investigation is
needed before n decision might he reached that the Library is the best
location for this purpose.
The Library's

messenger,

under the aegis of the Loan Uepártment, picks up
books, coaputer data, etc., as requested, between the
Library and its branches, and elsewhere on and off campus.

and delivers mail,

MAJOR LIyTTAT TONS

The automated circolation system is an off-line, batch-processed system.
Therefore, the daily circulation list is out-of-date when received each
morning and 2h hours behind by the end of the day. This can be inconvenient for hth the pabron and the staff. An on-line system would give an
instant response to the location of any book in the system,

The Librarys encumbrance procedure is too dependent on the activity of the
Accounts Receivable office. Our records are cleared by the return of the
paid encumbrance card from Accounts Receivable.
ben their new system has
The
stabilized, ue hope that a better method of coordination will result.
Library croaran has already been altered to bring it in line wTth.the requirenents of that office.
The Library has been using the Social Security number as a patron TI) number since the inception of aur autonated circulation sstem in June, 1971..
This naa y. .:.:uILLd oi; ;::1ïc:c
ouc of fi roçacies b buau our
files and those of the Registrarts office, and thus the student lID cards.
h

Utht.

'1fh

:th

O

t: the foci?

curity number as the TI) number in the fall of 1973, many of our problems
will be aUeviacd. }icrc also, houd inei-uliic cooperabiori and cordi
nation is necessary.

The Loan Department currently has six non-students working full time on
1-Ju cantccc: poa itiens, plus one fulltiac
wages
huc arc ton
and f nur half-time contracts for monitors
It is strongly urped that at
least two of these wages positions becoee contract positions, as they have
been, and will continue to be, on-going full-time positions. One of' these
is the keypuncher. The jb has been at least a full-time one for four
years. Ït requires a skilled keypuncher who can work quickly and independently. The low wages the Loan Department budget can allow for this prevents the hiring, or keeping, of a keypuncher of the caliber needed.

IAJOR STREbGTHS

To provide more equitable service to graduate students, end-of-classes
loan privileges have been expanded from teaching assistan and research
assistants to include all students working in graduate level programs.
Overdue notices are automatically generated and mailed on a weekly basis
the rguiar seasThns arid twice weekly during the sumeer Encetobrance notices are generabed and mailed monthly for all new fines and
fine chanes. TIese notices differ markedly from the encumbrance notices
sent from the Accounts Receivable Office because they identify each book
for which a fine is owed, showing when it was due, when it was returned,
and the aaount of the line.
duriíìg

Tn October, 1972, the decsion was made
periodicals to aLl Libra:y »aul
foi'
or rraro:i
b tw hoaro befw'o cl cs oc.
and occasionally graduate students, had

to expand the circulation of bound
ai ada of two 'roar dwring bbc day
Prevl ously, only fcecl ty members,

been granted this privilege.

Although circulation has increased from
O,O9 in fiscal 1971/72 to
in 1972/73, the wages budget increase has been minimal. Some of
the student assstan time that was formerly used filing slips at the Loan
rrOo od to ib'. Caba1 o DewLmon b far preliminary fU.ing ob'
Desk is
This is done mostly at night when we must have people
cross references.
staffing the desk bwb use is USually light.
The Library mes ormw-r sermice has ex2edited b'e delivery of mail, booRs,
computer data, etc., within the Library system and on and off campus. Two
This has henefitted others on the campus
complete rounds are made daily.
and in the community as well as the Library.

FUTURE PLANS

We are looking forward to the replacement of the Standard Register Data
Collection equipment with Colorado Instruments equipment as soon as a
satisfactory contract can be signed. The new equipment will not only be
wre reliable, but it is adaptable to an on-line circulation system. The
on-line system is the main goal of the Library's Loan Department, for it
will prrducc iusant reporue to many qì sions which are curï'on'ly Jelayed
for at least 2 hours. It will also ralease many hours now spent process
ing hold requests and checking for holds on returned books,
Loan Department personnel have been concerned with the present philosophy
-f r

rr f

cl r

r

f3

It

-

r'

be a more equitable way to handle these situations,
One approach being
used is to clos' the mop-holes available to natrons, This nc1des a
return to searching for overdues. a rocediire which had been abandoned two
years ago due to lack of nersonnel. Also, each book is now checked twice
for the discharge card before being shelved. Overdue notices have been
reworded to state more fully the Libraryts fine policy. A rewriting of
the policy itseli is under consideration.
Experimeetatioc is enderway with the use of microfiche car:is and roaders
to replace the printed daily circulation lists.
If the format of the
fiche can de norm clearly defined and de±ivery time stabilized, they will
eliminate reams of paper printorts that are created now ony to he discarded (recycled) at the end of the day. The other aspect, hich interests
Computer Ponter personnel, clo, is the savings n time and, therefore,
money spent on the compuber printer. Furthermore, it will allow us to
store the daily circulation lists for longer than one month at a time.

ADDENDUM
Circulation Statistics
1971/72

1972/73

173,590
176,693

282,566

Home Use

Main Loan Desk
Science-Humanities Loan Desk
Instructional Materials Collection
Map Collection
Music Collection

53, 766

4,542
25,502

58,709
6,818
24,510

431,993

372,603

175,779

70,785
26,570
(closed)
12,890
23,240
50,147
7,870

Building Use

Main Library Reserve
SciencciJnir.ïritiPs Reserve

24,47

Liberal Arts Reserve
Instructional Materials Reserve
Map Collection Reserve
Music Coilaction flcserve
Special Collections

22,105
9,872
15,866
52,203
7,683

TOTAL

307,393

191,502

739,386

564,105

Part of this drastic reduction in circulation nay be attributed to an error in
calculation of Main Library Reserve Book Room statistics which has been compounded
over a period of several years.
Overall, Reserve Book Room use has declined by a
net 3,000 between the two libraries.
This was noticeable during spring and first
summer sessions when fewer books were placed on reserve by professors, also.
The drop in regular loans may be attributed to extended loan privileges to all
graduate students, thereby eliminating renewals every two weeks.
This is the first year that all circulation statistics in Main and ScienceHumanities have been machine counted.

MAP COLLECTION

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

CHIEF MkP LIBRARIAN

TO THE UN1VESITY LIBRARIAN

FOR THE 1972-1973 YEAR

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

At the beginning of the first semester a map information leaflet was distributed to departments of the University which use cartographic materials. As a result the number of map readers increased substantially a n d
the department's circulation statistics broke all previous records. A n
increasing number of maps in various disciplines were used by faculty members and graduate students who were conducting research programs. Numerous requests were received for place name verifications, and for precise
descriptions of geographic locations to insure accuracy for publication
purposes.
The resources of the department were used to plan scientific
expeditions, and to select locations for observing the eclipse of the suri.
Nonuniversity patrons made extensive use of the department, and in some
instances the reference service that was given has been of direct benefit
to the people of Arizona. A planning consultant preoared an environmental study of the eastern part of Arizona for the purpose of determining tI
proper construction area for an electric power line. Consulting geologist
relied heavily on the U. S. Geological Survey's geologic mapping in their
search for new mineral exploration areas. Graduate students and fa e y Ity
members from out of state colleges and universities were frequent users of
the collection, especially Mexican mappIng. Reference assistance, map acquisitions information, and interlibrary loans were made available to the
map librarians at Hayden Library, Arizona State University.
The UA Map New Monthly continued to be issued in ar effort to inform map
users of newly acquired materials. Map exhibits were prepared for the Ail
University Resource Fair, the Main Library lobby and the Map Co 11 e e t ion.
The staff also participated in the Orientation Program for new library employees, conducted tours for individuals and visiting groups, gave t elephone reference service, answered requests for information that were re ceived through the mail, and lectured to classes.
Technical processing moved forward in an efficient manner. All of the new
maps and books were sent directly to the Map Collection from the Acquisitions Department for processing and cataloging.
A considerable amount of
time was required to mount, repair and laminate damaged maps. Of all the
new books acquired during the year the one that towers above the ot hers
in importance is Portugaliae Monumenta Carthographica by Armando Cortesao
and Avelino Teixeira Da Nota.
This atlas folio, a study of early Portuguese mapping, is considered by authorities in this field to be an o u tstanding work in the literature of cartography.
The Library's collection
of southwestern historical resource materials has been greatly en ri e hes
by the acquisition of eight early maps dated from 1597 to 1763. These
show the first printed indication of places in the southwest that h a d
been named by Coronado, Niza's Seven Cities surrounding a mythical lake
in New Mexico, the Rio Grande f) cuing into the Gulf of Mexico with cl e s -

crípiive information about the regions around Taos and S nte Fe, and California is shown as an island.
"Passage by land to California" by Father
Kino is of special importance because this map ends the myth of California as an island.
The professional staff members contributed to library and cartographic
publications, and attended local, state and national library me e t i n g s
and annual conferences.

MAJOR STRENGTHS
The University Library is most fortunate in being a federal government depository for the maps published by the U. S. Geological Survey.
Included
in this collection are the topographic quadrangles for the fifty states at
scales 1:24,000, 1:62,500, l:250,00 and 1:1,000,000.
Of importance t o
both faculty and students in the Colleges of Mines and Earth Sciences are
the several series of maps which cover geology, hydrology, oil and gas investigations, geophysics, minerals and miscellaneous related subjects. The
new geologic atlas of the moon and lunar topographic maps are also privided by the Survey. To supplement these maps the Library has purchased several thousand geologic maps which were published by foreign geological surveys, congresses, societies, official government mapping agencies, institutes, and the United Nations.
In addition to the Survey's repository the U. S. Defense Mapping Agency
Topographic Center has made available through the depository program, that
was established by the Army Map Service in 1947, over twenty five thousand
maps of foreign countries.
Most of these sheets are large saale topographic sets which were published by the Army for use in theatres of war. The
11orld War II napping covers the Pacific Area and all of the Luropean countries that were involved in the war.
New mapping at the scale of l:250,Ooe
has recently been received for Pakistan, India, southeast Asia, Europe and
the countries of the Middle East.
These are excellent cartographic works,
which the Library would not be able to acquire otherwise.
It is a matter of considerable pride to the University Library that this
department has one of the largest collections of Arizona maps in tho state.
0f importance to historican is the fact that studies can be made of this
area from the early Spanish period to statehood.
Detailed topographic mappingat cäles 1:24,000 and 1:62,500 is available as well as other physical maps including raised plastic relief maps at the scale of 1:250,000.
Thematic atlases and maps cover a wide range of subjects such as geology,
climate, vegetation, public lands, Indian reservations, mines and mineral
resources, soils, irrigation projects, postal routes, military post and
all forms of transportation. Arizona counties, cities, towns and g e o graphical regions, such as the Grand Canyon, are mapped in detail, Aerial
photographs are also available.

Because cartographic research can not be conducted without accompanying xference tools, emphasis has been placed on the acquisition of those books
which sup:ort exhaustive investigations.
Facsimiles of outstanding early
cartographic works thematic and general carto-bibliographies, national
and foreign map library catalogs, general cartography books, gazett e e r s,
cartographic journals and serials, yearbooks of cartography and geographic
dictionaries are available for reference and resea:ct purposes.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Several factors have hindered the systematic growth of the Map Collection.
The lack of floor space needed for expansion purposes has been a problem
of great concern. This situation involved space for additional reading
tables, and for staff work stations. Much of the processing and cataloging has of necessity been done in the reading room where the maps could
be spread on the public reading tables. This procedure is understandably
disturbing to those patrons who are attempting to concentrate.
Insufficient shelving for atlases and other cartographic works has become
a critical problem. Valuable volumes must be stacked one on top of t h e
other, and for some books no shelving can be provided. Because many o f
the atlases are over sized and heavy, the volumes are not properly p r otected by being housed in this manner.
Although a solution to some of these problems can not be found immediately
the staff of the Nap Collection has submitted to the University Librarian
a proposad floor plan which would furnish sufficient space in the new Library building to improve the over all arrangement to the department,

FUTURE PLANS AND GOALS

the University LiBecause the Ìp Colleótion is a public service iv
brary, it Is the goal of the staff to provide a
d service to t h e
University community and to the citizens of the
To accomplish this
goal lt is the intention of the staff to work i c*«'atlon with the fculty in acquiring those materials which will st':
search and currict
';zlications the staff
ulwn development. Through the various departmE
ìvailability of new
Will make a greater effort to inform map users
maps, atlases and reference tools.
'

The staff's proposed departmental plan for the
rary building provides for an enlarged technical processing
snclosed map stack,
a public reading room, offices for the departzmut r\.
the reterence liIn recomme d&r thi proposed f lo o r
rarian, and the catalog librarian.

8eci2

plan to the University Librarian the staff conir
needs of the map users, the location of the tex c
in an area outside of the public reading room, te
stack, and adequate shelving for the reference
enclosed stack, a future change of policy to cl
could be executed without an additional constrtt

,

'

te following: the
prceaeing section
ty of the m a p
suggesting a n
ck to the public

\nditure.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX

Acquisitions Statistics
Bound Volumes

.

.

1972/1973 Additions
.

Sheet Maps

.

.

.

.

Total

252

6,245

1-Joldings of the Collection

Aerial Photographs

14,578

Bound Volumes

1,860

Globes

9

Sheet Maps

102,985

Total

119,432

Public Service Statistics

Reference
Inquiries Answered

6,079

Circulation
Library Use
1-lome Use

23,241
6,818

THE YEAR' S WORK OF THE MAP COLLECTION 1972.-1973

At the beginning of the first semester the staff prepared and distributed
map information leaflets to departments of the University that have a need
for cartographic materials. Leaflets were posted on the public bulletin
boards of the Student Union, Science-Humanities Library, College of Agri...
culture, R. O. T. C. and the Liberal Arts College.
Sufficient copies were
given to the Department of Geography and Area Development and the Geosciences Department so that classroom distribution could be made to students.
The increase in map users soon became evident.
Lectures describing the contents and services offered by this department
were requested and given to classes in education, library science, R.O.T.C.
and special institutes and programs.
Students used maps for specific class
assignments in agricultural economics, hiotory, anthropology, foreign languages, government, international law, library science, cartography, geology, architecture, Oriental Stuòîes, hydrology, methods of geographic research, studies in hthman, urban and physical geography, as well as for individual assignments, theses and dissertations.
The resources of the Map Collection enabled the staff to make a contribution
to many of the research programs conducted by the faculty. Requests were
made by the University of Arizona Press, Arid Land Studies, the News Bureau
of the University, Arizona and the West, and members of the teaching faculty for verification and precise descriptions of geograDhical locations
Maps from thisdepartrnentwae
to insure accuracy for publication purposes.
taken to Chile by a member of the College of Earth Sciences, who made the
Numerous maps were used by
trip in the interest of scientific research.
the faculty and staff of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory to select locations for observing the eclipse of the sun, and also for selecting a possible observatory site in Africa. miring the year the News Bureau of KUAT
TV borrowed a number of wall maps to use in public affairs discussion programs. Many faculty members borrowed thematic maps for classroom discussions and lectures.
The Map Collection continues to be used extensively by non-university paThe service provided to these special borrowers has been in many
trons,
ways of direct benefit to the people of Arizona. An example being that of
a planning consultant who spent considerable time prenaring an environmental study of eastern Arizona for the purpose of determining the proper construction area for the electric power line from the Four Corners area t o
Tucson. Many employees of local real estate firms used topographic maps
Consulting geologists and minto study possible land development areas.
Ing officials borrowed heavily from the department's collection of geologMany other questions csme across the reference desk in a miscelic maps.
lany of categories.
The UA Map News Manthly continues to be issued by the reference librarian
Special series on atin an effort to inform map users of new materials.
lases, Australia and Mexico, reflecting the extent of holdings in these
areas, were gratefully received by map patrons.
The staff served on the Library Committee for the All-University Resource

Fair.

Maps relating to agriculture were displayed at the exhibit hail in
the Student Union, carto-bibliographies were made available and informa tien regarding the availability of cartographic materials was provided. T}
staff also participated in the Orientation Program for new library employ..
ees, conducted tours for individuals and visiting groups, provided tele phone reference service, filled interlibrary loan requests, answered reference questions received through the mail, prepared map exhibits for the
department and Main Library lobby . . . to mention some of the activities
that kept the four of us busy this year.
An indication of the increased amount of public service given by the staff
this year can be shown by a comparison of statistics for the last two years.
1971/72
1972/73
Reference questions answered
3,745
6,079
Library use circulation
Home use circulation

15,866

23,241

4,542

6,g18

Technical processing moved forward in an efficient manner. As in other
years the new sheet maps were sent to this department directly from the
Acquisitions department to be checked with the original orders. After the
orders were processed the catalog librarian prepared the master catalog
cards, which her student assistant reproduced on the Catalog Department's
zerox machine.
The Library received a
Many of the items were
pairing and lamination
heavily used maps also

number of large collections that also included maps.
in a very bad state of repair, thus mounting, re required a considerable amount of staff time. The
needed constant repair work.

Keeping abreast of new world mapping in many disciplines is a time conswning undertaking.
Hundreds of inquiries were sent to all parts of the world
seeking acquisitions information so that the Library's Acquisitions Department had only to piace the orders without furtÌr verification.
Letters
were also written to state, national and foreign governmental niapping:agencies requesting free maps.
A number of excellent titles were presented to the department by faculty
members and special borrowers. Among those who very generously donated
personal collections was Dr. Ln Stanislawki, the former Head of the Department of Geography and Area Development, University of Arizona.
The Ubrary's benefactor, the U. S. Geological Survey, provided 3,859 topographic quadrangles and geologic series sheets for its depository collection.
Since the Survey's packing and shipping procedure is such that depository libraries often fail to receive all available maps, it is necessary to continually check holdings with the monthly Publications Lists of
the Geological Survey.
Missing titles were listed and submitted to the
The old
Denver and Arlington Distribution Sections for claiming purposes.
quadrangles are inventoried yearly for sheets which may have been stolen
or otherwise lost during the year.

:3

Of all the new titles acquired during the year the one that towers above
the others in importance is Portugaliae Monurnenta Carthographica by
do Cortesao and Avelino Teixeira Lì Mta. This 5 volume atlas-folio,
a
study of early Portuguese mapping, is considered by authorities in this
specialized field to be an outstanding work in the literature of cartography.
The Library's collection of southwestern historical resource materials has
been greatly enriched by the acquisition of eight early maps dated from
1597 to 1763. These show the first printed indication of places in t h e
southwest that had been named by Coronado, Niza's Seven Cities surrodjg
a mythical lake in New Mexico, the Rio Grande flowing into the Gulf of Mexleo with descriptive information about the regions around Taos and SantaFe,
and California is shown as an island.
9Passage by land to California ' by
Father Kino is of special importance because this map ends the myth of California as an island.
Although the number of departmental holdings can not qualify this collection
to be rated as a large map library ( i. e,, Library of Congress or the New
York Public Library) it is now on a par with many of the other medium sized
university map collections in this country.
It should be noted that the departínent has only been in existence since 1957, funding has been 1imitedd
the department has always been operated by a small staff,
The ground work
has been laid, so that the collection can be developed into one of the better cartographic resources centers in the southwestern states.
The a d d itional space for maps which the new Library building should provide, will
enable the staff to work toward this 'oal. The staff has appreciated the
Interest and support which the University Librarian has shown and expressed
since he assumed his position in July 1972.

NOTABLE ACTIVITIES OF THE STAFF

Bahre, Stephen Alan
Attended: Arizona State Library Association Conference, Scottsdale,
Arizona, October 1972; Census Users Conference, Tempe, Arizona,
January 16, 1973; Computerized Library Networks Institute, LARC
Phoenix, Arizona, March 29, 30, 1973.
Member: Arizona State Library Association; University of Arizona

Library Staff Association; Western Association of Map Librari,
Offices Held: Vice-President, University of Arizona Library Staff
Association.
Participated in: Arizona Academy of Sciences, 17th Annual Meeting,
Tucson, Arizona, May 4, 5, 1973. Presented two papers for the Geography Section of the Academy.
Published:
"Arizona Maps in the Map Collection, University of Ari-

zona Library: The Territorial Period 1863-1911", Bi bliographic
2,

Bulletin, iJrivers!ty of Arizona Library, Vol. 2, No.
October
1972; Maps in Arizona and the West, Spring and Suimner issues,1973.,

Blakeley, Mary Lloyd
Attended: American Library Association Annual Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, June 24, 25, 25, 1973.
Committee: Member, Library Committee, All-University Resource Fair,
University of Arizona, December 1972.
Member: American Congress on Surveying and Mapping; American Library
Association, Arizona State Library Association, Southwestern L i brary Association, Special Library Association, Western Association
of Map Libraries.
Published:
"New Mapping of Western North America", Western Association of Map Libraries Information Bulletin, Vol. 4, No. 1, November 1972; Vol. 4, No. 2, March 1973.

Cohea, Linda Diane
Attended: American Library Association Annual Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, June 26, 27, 28, 1973; Census Users Conference, Tempe, Arizona, January 16, 1973.
Member: American Association of University Professors; American Library Association, Arizona State Library Association, Special Libraries Association; University of Arizona Library Staff. Association; Beta Phi
a.

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

NICROFORMS SECTION
MAIN LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

CHIEF MICROFOH!S LIBRARIAN
TO THE
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN

FOR THE YEAR 1972-1973

S1»1MARY

The Microforms Section of the Main Library is located in Room 301 and
the cage area on the 5th tier of the main stacks. It functions as an
extension of the main stacks, being a repository of research materials
which are, in most instances, unavailable in hard copy. In general, its
subject scope includes the social sciences and related areas. The holdings include microfilm copy of newspapers, journals and other periodicals; :are books and otiy puLïicctions; unpublished theses and disser..
tations; and microfilm copy of manuscript materials, such as official

despstches and reports, territorial papers, state and municipal records,
family papers and private correspondence. The holdings are arranged as
follows; 1) microfilms of newspapers, which are shelved alphabetically
by titic 2) srialy accesoned film rolls, 3) film relis which nro
cataloged under Dewey or LO numbers, these films constituting continua-.
tions of hound volumes located in the main stacks, and h-) microfiche
and microprint cards, which are further subdivided into a serially
accessioned section and a section for cards acquired with previously
assigned Dewey and LtJ catalog numbers.

Since January 1, 1973, personnel have been permanently assigned to the
Microforrrs Section of the Main Library. Thus, the information reflected
here

of fise
24,000
carc

:sea iargc1y on the section s operation during the latter half
1972/"7:3. The thtai holdinçs by the end of June amount to over

olls of iìm and some 10 lïnear íeet of fiche and microprint
r

j

iri

V'is

incluced

twer'
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and a total of over 600 rolls of film, generated from adds
and now acquisitions. Increased purchasing this spring will substantially ncrcase the acquisition figures during the coming fiscal year.
Student use of the facilities has also increased, particularly among
acquisitions

the undergraduates. Contributing factors have been encouragement on
part of their professors, the presense of personnel in the area to
aist new students and the inipetus given to primary research by the
increasing availability of published calendars and indices to the
major newspapers and National Archives microfilm publications. Another
attractive factor, especially among the candidates for higher degrees,
arises from the acquisition of heretofore unused research materials.
Through past raicrofilming projects in the civil and mission archives
of Sonora, the University Library has generated an invaluable body of
documcnatioì relative to the history and ethnology of the Far Southwest and orthwest ilexico. The B0nercft library and even the General

Archivo of Mexico have been among the institutions who have recently
requested copy of our Sonoran films.

With rgrd to physical facilitios but for the

present need for two

microfiche storage cabinets our equipment is adequate to meet the
work bed during the coming year. Twenty-two microfilm, fiche and
microprint viewing units are available in ioom 301 and at convenient
locations in the main tcks. Five additional units now in temporary
storage can be made operable with minor repairs, should the need arise.
General upkeep coste have not been high, and the Recordak servicing

agency hero has ordered ps sufficient for another year or

more.

MAJOR STRENGTHS
The knowledge explosion of the past two decades has confronted university libraries, government archives and industxL ri research laboratories
'apidly compoundwith a tremendous problem in organizing and tc
"owth of the
ing load of data. The impact is evident in the r oiL
iug rate despite
Mioroforms Section, which has proceeded at an
Cec o end
the recent establishment of regional Federal itt untry. Not only
t
improvements in interlibrary loan systems soro
p up with the
has microfilm, fiche and microprint enabled us
know1ege xplosion in all fields, at very low qcri'i Ion and storage
of such an immense body f rcarLh data in
costs, buts the amassIi
r es and indices to
microform has necessitated the publication of
ts to
commercially a'valable microfilm series, as we:
iodices to
give serious thought to the compilation of computeri t
microfilm series which we have produced during our rst iield trips to
Sonora.
'

The impact of the above develomients is clearly evident in the increasIng reliance ponthe Microfoxns Section by both graurte and underaverage of four
graduate students. During March ("tern paper tuiie),
persons, and often as many as six, could be fo:nd iIting the microfilm
viewersat the peak hours of the day (io to U.00 AM nd 2 to 3:00 PM),
their number decreasing slightly during the peak horrs f the evening
the facilities
(7 to 9 :00 PM) . Where undergraduates made littie uocin past years, they now constitute over half of the :iilar patronage.

As indicated above, open encouragement by their prots and, increased
e; ì1g equipiient
assistance In locating materials and operating the
have been important factors, while the availability cf ruides and
indices to newspapers and unpublished government rccts in the General
Reference Departhent and the Microfoì'ms Section he rought a wide
range of documentation within easy accéss at the regil " classroom and
seminar levels. Toward increasing the research pctnt1sl of the collocic-t1 eoidition of the
tion, we are, in the course of surveying the p
films, making a special point of noting the locticn of unpublished
. iploinatic and
registers of letters received, wherever they occur
domestic despatchea.

ir

d calendarSpecial emphasis is also being given to the catalog
cran archives
i
ing of naciofilms made by the University Libra
ted considerover the past ten year3. Not only have these f
0earch in the
able attention from other institutions interes
hey have become
United States Far Southwest and Northwest Mexi.
: "øft Library have
the means by which the University Library and thc B
come to agreement upon filling out our respecti'r h' .ngs in Sonoran
"izon in this
rew
documentation on microfilm through exchanges.
Northwest
area has recehtly opened with the establishmen c
.aco's National
Regional Center at Hermosillo, under the auspi
the civil and
Institute of Anthropology and History. Microfa.
¿
Jifornia
will, be
ecclesiastical archives of Sonora, Sinaloa and es
v'otion,
and
the
among the various responsibilities under their ju'
Microforms Librarian and representatives of otur cdemio departments
irectors of the
are now attending planning sessions with the pjc
. uture programs.
Northwest Regional Center relative to this and cth

r,

3
MAJOR LIMITATIONS
Our chief problem is that of maintaining service and surveillance over
the collection. Routine visual inspection of the holdings and searches
for missing film rolls are made extremely time consuming because the
whole filin library is presently shelved in 12-roll containers, thus
requiring the opening and reshelving of some 2,000 containers, if a
complete search is to be made. Present gaps in the serially accessioned
filma, reu1tng from the transfer of science and humanities films to
the Science Library, also complicate searches, requiring further checking in other departments to detennine whether a missing film has been
transferred, borrowed or mislocated. Toward expediting searches, we are
now compiling a shelf list of all films here and in the Science Library.
UP II P5
of C(
L. OOCO WiE» t'C
I'c,
C ,Ldi
e2.i
V13w1
(wooden b1ock) to flag film rolls which have been transferred or temporarily remcved on 1oeri outside tHe seetion Groat improvement could
also ho obtained by placing a telephone at the desk in the mioroforms
reading room (Bm. 301) and enclosing the desk area, which would enable
the microforms librarian to relocate there. Then, with an additional 30
hours of student assistance, a schedule could could be worked out for
full time service throughout the day and evenings.
-

With regard to equipment, the present need for two microfiche cabinets
has already been mentioned here. As for the film rolls (over 24,000 at
pacepresent), the future acquisition of the University Microiiflns

saver" cb1nets, which hold nearly 2,000 rolls of 35mm fim nil
greatly expedite the general management of the film library, with considerable savings both in time and space. In regard to viewing equipment, while our Recordak MPE viewers are wearing out, they are still
more serviceable and better adaptable to library use than the modern
motorized equipment. Our serviceman recommends that we keep them, and
he has back-ordered enough parts to insure service another year or more.
To get a botter idea of the present condition of the film library, maintenance priorities and futuro upkeep costs, we are making physical
inspections in selected areas, particularly among the older films. The
following is based on an assessment of over 4,200 rolls of film:
Replacement Cost
Items Rendered Irrepaible:
$120
12
Film: Fair j?] wear and tear
40
4
Mutilated (sections cut out)
60
6
3toien or long missing
50
Reels: (metal & plastic, rusted or damaged) . .

i5

$235
Items Dama'ed But Serviceable:
Film; Ltagcnal rips repaired with tape
Reels: Iletal, repairable but not recommended
for further use

19

$190

335

$275
Thus, the total upkeep of $510 for these f1m (i.e., 4,200 rolls at
a little over eleven cents an item) is actually quite low, considering
the fact that they were acquired, in some instances, as early as 1938
and maintained under open stack conditions most of the time since then.
Since the majority of the remaining films were acquired more recently,
the unit upkeep cost on them should be much lower than eleven cents.

FUTURE PLAÎS

The impact of the so-called laìowledge explosion is clearly evident In
the Microfonns Section, where microfilm, microfiche-- and now, the
advent of "ultra-microfiche," threaten to overwhelm the student with
a growing array of primary documentation, field reports and other raw
data, the scope and content of which defies organization into manageable cataloging categories. Here, the real gravity of the problem
confronting us is seen to be less the matter of acquiring and maintaining materials and. more that of assisting students in plotting a productive course through a sea of data in the limited time available
to them.
The Nationel Arehivee nd various cemnercia]. nublshors have recognized
the necessity of offering guides and indices to their publications in
miorofonn. As mentioned above, we also making a point of noting the
presense of registers of letters in certain film series. Beyond this
endeavor, the microforms librarian is presently drafting a costsharing proposai tor presentation the the iiational Endo.naent for the
Humanities to secure funds to commence calendaring work on the backlog
of Sonoran microfilms generated by the University Library and the Arizona Historical Society during past microfilming projects in Sonoran
civil and mission archives. Comniittments of support have been received
from the Laboratory of Tree Ring Research, who are interested in
gathering hïìtorical doc uxentatioxi to better calibrate tree ring data
secured in Northwest Mevico. Cneo the calendaring work is completed,
it has been suggested that computerized indices be compiled for each
film series. While we may not be able to secure funds from NEH, we
should pursue this project by whatever means are available to us,
for much of Arizona's history is presently buried in various parish
archives along the northern frontier of Sonora.
With regard to exchange of Sonoran films with the Bancroft Library,
this involves the official gazette of Sonora, a nearly complete run
of which can be assembled from 1859 through 1900, between the holdings now available here and at the ]3ncroft Library. This has already
been discussed in correspondence uith their director of the microfilm division, and will be followed up during this summer. As for
the years from January, 1901, forward, these issues are available in
the goorrinicnt

building &t Eerncsillo, and provisions will ho made

to microfilm them in cooperation with the Northwest Regional Center
during the coining year,.

UNIVERSITY- OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

MUSIC COLLECTION

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
CHIEF MUSIC LIBRARIAN
TO THE

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
FOR THE 1972-1973 YEAR

1.

SUMMARY

Effort was directed toward developing the quality of service through
new means of acquainting borrowers with library facilities and through
improving and broadening the collection. Reference service to library
users increased 277. over the preceding year. Music Collection holdings
consist of scores, sheet music, reference books, records, tapes and
During the year 5,353 items were acquired and processed,
microcards.
which brings the collection to a total of 65,105.
Users' interest in the activities of the Music Collection was gratifying.
Gifts of music and records totaling 3,231 items were added. A notable
collection was received consisting of manuscripts and personal papers
of the California composer, Claude Lapham. Commitments were made by two
Arizona composers, Robert McBride and Richard Faith, to place their
original manuscripts and related papers in the Library.

The music faculty toured the Music Collection individually to become
familiar with new services. Community groups visited the Library.
Library Science classes were instructed in the acquisition and handling
of specialized music materials.
Throughout the year the staff gave enthusiastic and energetic support
It carried on individual studies,
to Music Collection activities.
published bibliographies in the field of music, toured other libraries
handling related work and attended workshops and national professional
meetings.
Continuing problems are the lack of clerical staff and the need for
adequate room to carry on library activities within the present quarters.
A further cause for concern is the absence of a plan to construct a
divisional library in the Fine Arts complex where all research materials
relating to the fine arts and now scattered throughout the Main, Music,
Humanities and Architecture libraries could be brought tcigether.

2.

MAJOR STRENGThS
Developing Library Service

Because it was felt that the faculty was not making maximum use of the
services and prepared indexes and catalogs which had been added in recent
years, a program was developed to promote a closer working relationship
with the music teachers. During the year, letters were written to each
member of the faculty inviting them to visit the library.
New services
were explained as each faculty member toured the library. Time was provided for the professor to discuss his needs with the Librarian and to
suggest ways in which the library could be of greater service to him.
Teachers were again urged to aid in the selection of materials in their
Since the inception of the Music Collection, all
specialized fields.
members of the music faculty have actively participated in building the
collection.
Facilities for the Preparation of Taped Assignments
Small portable tape decks were purchased to provide music teachers with
an opportunity to record fragments of musical compositions along with
their personal commentary. These tapes may be placed on reserve for
use in class assignments.
The Collection
Added to the collection during the year were
total holdings of the Music Collection to 65,877.

pieces, bringing the

Notable additions were 200 compositions of classical music either composed or printed in Poland. Special emphasis was given to the areas of
flute and harp music.
Gifts

Thirty-seven lots of gift materials were received during the year numbering approximately 3,231 items.
An outstanding gift received during the year was that of the manuscripts,
letters, programs and memorabilia relating to work of the California
composer, Claude Lapham.
Arrangements have been made with Arizona composers, Robert McBride and
Richard Faith, to receive their original manuscripts, letters and personal
papers relating to their compositions.
A collection of one hundred recordings of music by Belgium composers
was sent to the Music Collection as a gift by the Consulate General of
Belgium.

Equipment
The photocopy machine has received heavy use.
mately 20,000 copies were produced.

During the year, approxi-

A change maker was installed.
Disp lays

In keeping with its efforts to display art work produced in the College
of Fine Arts, paintings by Douglas Denniston, professor in the Art Department, were hung during the spring and summer months.
A revolving exhibit case has been purchased and placed in the foyer to
acquaint users with new music, records and reference books..
Staff Activities

The professional staff visited the Music Library at Arizona State
University. Plans were made to further cooperation between the two
Libraries.
The staff visited the Fine Arts Department at the Tucson Public Library
in order to become acquainted with the Public Library collection and to
learn of other music materials available in this community.
A bibliography of avant-garde flute music, prepared by Charles King in
collaboration with Philip Swanson of the music faculty, was published in
the June issue of Woodwind World.
Miss Phillips taught special classes in the preparation and use of
materials in art and music at the School of Library Science.
In April, the National League of American Penwomen (includes composers)
and their guests scheduled a half-day meeting in the Music Collection.
The group toured the library and Miss Phillips spoke on the subject,
"A Library Without Books".
Charles King and Elsie Phillips attended the Music Educators National
Conference annual meeting.
Charles King attended the Music Library Association summer conference,
Las Vegas, Nevada.

Mona Frontain attended the six-week training program covering elementary
aspects of automation and systems analysis conducted by the University
Library.

3.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS
Space Problems

Much has been said in past reports to call attention to our need for
additional space. Specifically, we are in need of space for score
and
record storage, for work and storage space in our work area.
Listening services require extensive expansion. We have sixteen listening stations as opposed to 108 at Arizona State University music library.

We have seating space for twelve more students than we had at the inception of the branch in 1959, when student enrollment was 11,772, or
l287 less.

Personnel Requirements

A problem of long standing is the lack of non-professional personnel.
It has been ten years since a non-professional position has been added
to the staff. During this period, the circulation has advanced from
29,766 to 74,657, or 1507G.
Stock, which has to be processed and circulated by the staff, has increased from 29,023 to
877, or l277. The
annual wage budget allotted was $2,500, or 21% of the requested amount,
$11, 850.

Assistance from the Work-Study Program diminishes each year.. In the
past, it has enabled us to pad out a thin staff schedule; but as we
receive less assistance from this source, as Federal minimum pay levels
rise, and as we continue to receive an inadequate wage budget, we will
be forced to resort to a cut in library hours0

Need for Expanded Facilities
Although the Music Collection acts primarily to provide service to the
School of Music, because of its location it frequently becomes a point
of liaison between the University Library and other departments in the
Fine Arts complex.
Since the music books are serviced through the Main Library, the repercussions at the time the Fine Arts Department was dissolved, during the
past year, were strongly felt in the Music Collection.
What appeared
as a loss of service resulting from the transfer of the Fine Arts staff
from the Fine Arts Department caused serious concern among both faculty
and students. Later, removal of music reference books from the core of
that circulating collection to another floor of the Main Library brought
forth still stronger discussion over what appeared as a diminishing,
c1lection and service.
Not only is the music faculty concerned but apprehension exists in the
minds of many in the Fine Arts College in regard to the time when fine
arts materials will be moved farther across campus. A well-developed
professionally serviced collection in this area is strongly recommended.
The Music Collection should incorporate the music beoks which are now
in the Main Library; it, in turn, should be incorporated with other

fine arts and architecture materials in a separate facility in order
that the faculty and students may enjoy a professionally staffed library
in their area. Although this need has existed throughout the past decade
and a critique for a branch library in this area was prepared as early
as 1960, no steps have yet been taken toward making plans for a divisional
library of this kind. During the intervening years, major alterations
have been made to the Main Library, a Science Division Library has been
built, extensive additions have been made to the Science Library and a
Recently, at considerable expenditure
new main library is now underway.
of time and effort, a report was prepared which offered an interim plan
to provide a very acceptable departmentalized Fine Arts Library in the
Then, shortly thereafter, plans were
present Nain Library Building.
announced to allocate this space to the Department of Anthropology.
The library should feel particular concern over the time which may elapse
before a Fine Arts library is built since land shortages on campus may
It should
preempt the use of an appropriate site for other purposes.
take immediate steps to at least plan a facility which is in keeping with
the size and caliber of this University.

4.

FUTURE PLANS

Freshman Orientation

A need has been felt to acquaint new students with the collection and
services and to offer instruction in the use of basic music reference
books. Although a.seminar in research techniques is provided for
doctoral candidates no formal assistance has been provided for students
faced with four years of undergraduate music classes. Arrangements now
have been made for the professional staff to instruct all incoming
students in freshman theory classes in the use of a music library.
Music Holdings Represented in Main Catalog
Beginning July 1, a main catalog card for each record in the Music
Score holdings have been
Collection will be placed in the main catalog.
represented there since the inception of the music branch.
Music Periodical File

A card file of all holdings of music periodicals in the Main Library is
This will be placed in a separate section of the card
in preparation.
Cued card covers are being used to designate those copies of
catalog.
which the current issue is available in the Music Collection. This will
provide additional research assistances particularly for the graduate
user.

Equipment
Arrangements have been made with the Physical Plant to provide replaceFixtures currently in use
ments with baffles for all lighting fixtures.
have had unshielded f lourescent tubing which has caused eyestrain for
the staff and library users.

An attractive bench for the hall outside the library entrance has been
acquired through the generosity of the Dean of the College of Fine Arts.
This will provide seating space for students who need to wait for the
library to open, etc.
It is felt that an attractive, comfortable environment is very much a
pait of the supûrior service which should be provided for students.

Respectfully submitted:

Chief Music Librarian

MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT
July 1, 1972 -- June 30, 1973

CIRCULATION STATISTICS
Building Use
Records
Tapes (included with
records)
Other

41,169

Records
Other

7,438
17,072

8,978.

Home Use

Total Circulation

74,657

STOCK STATISTICS

Added
Scores
Sheet Music
Teaching Materials
Collection
Classroom Collection
Records
Tapes
Microcard
Pamphlets

Total Holdings

REFERENCE SERVICE

Withdrawn

Total Holdings

2,008
2,086
236

15
O
11

20,073
13,690
15,768
1,146
13,761

6

0

942

9

0

0
O

O
75

5,353

158

i

506
775

36

65,877

4,714

ORIENTAL STUDIES COLLECTION

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
ACTING CHIEF ORIENTAL STUDIES LIBRARIAN
TO THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
FOR THE 1972-19Î3 YEAR

SUV1ARY

Movement and change were the order of the year for 1972-73 for
the Oriental Studies Collection as well as the library in general.

Branch libraries became departmental collections, and their catalogers
were placed under the supervision of the Catalog Department.
The title for department heads was changed from head to chief, Mr.
Liu becoming Chief Oriental Studies Librarian.

Ms. Mchorter's title

was changed from Catalog Librarian to Oriental Studies Librarian.

Also,

in keeping with the University Personnel Office classification and job
description guidelines, Mr. Chan and Ms. Putzar were given classification of Library Clerk I.

This year there were a number of personnel additions and changes
in the Oriental Collection.

In August Mr. Gene Hsiao, MALS graduate

from Florida State University, joined the OSC as Catalog Librarian in
Chinese.

Miss Khalida Parveen came from Pakistan to catalog books in

various Middle Eastern languages.

Mr. Al-Hassam ani. Mr. Artef Ziko

worked in processing Arabic language materials.

In March Ms. Teresa

Negley, who had been working in the Japanese Collection for over five
years, resegned, and Ms. Edward Putzar took her place.

This Spring the

Oriental Collection was able to hire two part-time student assistants,
one a native speaker of Mandarin Chinese.

In the Oriental Studies Department, Dr. William Schultz replaced
Dr. Earl Pritchard as head of the department.

To further the coordina-

tion of library concerns among the faculty, Dr. Schultz appointed a
departmental library committee consisting of one faculty member from
each major language area, with John B. Liu, Chief Oriental Studies
Librarian, as chairman.

Beginning in January

1973,

Mr. Llu was on a six rhonthts sabbatical,

during which time he did research and supervised the publishing of his
book, weitten in Chinese, entitled:

Resources on the history of books

and printing in China, compiled and edited by J.B. Liu, and published
by Lung Man Press, Hong Kong.

It will be published in August 1973.

An historical highlight for Oriental Studies Collection was the visit
to our library by the Chinese Gymnastic Team of the People's Republic
China on their first tour in the U.S.

We were the only library visited

during this tour, and they eagerly examined the Chinese Collection and

of

were obviously delighted with welcoming speeches in Chinese by Dr.
Schìltz and a third year student, David Schmidt.
Through a special grant from the University to the library,

Oriental Studies was able to obtain some important large items for
the collection.

These included an addition to Dr. Schultz' gift of

last year entitled, Ss

k'u ch'ian shu ch'n pn san chi_1tOO vols.,

also the Catalog of the Far Eastern Library, Univ. of Chicago, author!

title catalogs of Chinese and Japanese collections, Census of India to

1960, and The sacred books of the Jams

and Hindus.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

In line with the long-range goals of the Oriental Studies Department, the Oriental Studies Collection will build in strength in
specialized areas rather than to spread out its limited budget over the
entire subject spectrum.

In its supportive role for the study program of the Oriental Studies
Department, OSC is particularly strong in Chinese and Japanese monographs, periodicals, and newspapers in history, literature, and reference.

The Oriental Library has and will continue to acquire in greater

depth in those areas needed for specialized stJy and research for
graduates aiu lacuity.

As a depository library for Arabic language PL-J480 materials, we

are acquiring around 2,500 items annually. The greatest depth is in
literature, with history and reference materials following, although
all

CcL5 are reprtsented iii Lie iterials sent.

Because of the number of personnel with Chinese and Japanese
language specialty, our strength in reference is in these areas.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

I. Personnel--The Oriental Studies Collection is lacking qualifled personnel to process Hindi and other Indian language materials.

At present we only have Hindi materials in the amount of aroun
volumes stored in the basement.

1,500

It is frequently mentioned that the

Oriental Library reflects and supports the development of the Oriental
Studies Department study programs, but this is not an honest reflection
when there are no Hindi or other Indian language materials on our
shelves in sìprort. of the J eng established and steadily growing program

of South Asian studies.

The Oriental Studies Collection also needs a native-speaking,
professional catalog librarian for the Japanese collection.

II.

Book selection aids--There is a pauc:J;y of annotated

bibliographies, booklists, etc.,from the Orient.

Lt only here,

but in Oriental libraries ail over the U S , tîere
and quicker means for selecting from the overv'

a need for bette?
amount of pub-

n

lishing coming from the Middle East and Asia
III

Periodicals--At this point in the hLtory of the Oriental

Studies CoJùi

n,

a review of the selection

f journals and

1ic

ed, with perhaps

newspapers in the fox major language areas is ìn

a survey by the Oriental Department Library Commattee for Íaculty
opinion included.
IV

cholarly journal

We are lacking in back issues of

Faculty cooperation--There should b

ffective way

a rtx

of coordinating the faculty needs and acquisitiofls of library materials.

In terms of acquisitions, long range and short term goals

should be determined by the Oriental Studies Dept. LII:' ;.ry Conunittee

based on the direction and strengths of the study p
major areas in Oriental Studies--Cnina, Japan,
Middle East.

Faculty from these areas should

cu
:

selection and to tránsmit these needs to the Crii*
rarians so that the librarians may begin search f

.

axas of the tour
..a, and the

arly to
tu&ies libpeccLfic materials

as soon as possible in the year, and so that f i':: cu provide thé faculty

with selection aids such as reviews, bibliogr
Another limitation is that there is no re

z'nd booklists.

stem for coimnuni-

cation among the Oriental Studies faculty, th

brary acquisitions

personnel,and the Oriental Studies aquisitic.

.nnel for coordina-

ting Western language

nd vernacular material

,ions

Although

the Oriental Studies Collection collects only

ar materials, the

librarians should be avare of Western languag

t ions.

majority of Oriental Studies students are West

uage studenta, and

thematerials required to serve theirneeds inWeie

The lorge

language ideally

should be coordinated with these vernacular xn

The deelsion to

separate vernacular and Western language Orlei.

4es mAterials should

be reviewed from time to time by such a group

a.boye-mentioned fac ulty

main library, and Oriental

Studies

acquisitions

5

FU.LURE PLANS

Already the Japan area faculty has met to discuss its
immediate needs and the long range goals for library acquisitions.

They have begun efforts to present a coordinated desiderata list in
priority order to the Oriental Studies Department Library Committee.

Plans are for the China, India, and Middle East facüty te meet this
fall for a similar study.

Since the Oriental Studies Collection was

asked to prepare an acquisitions policy, and since at the same time
a bo'k selection nolicy was prepared, these will be presented to the
Oriental Studies faculty as guides.

The Oriental Studies Department Library Committee plans to
become even more active in involving the faculty in hook selection in
their special fields.

The Oriental Studies Collection plans to acquire a visible
index

or periodicals and to get display shelves for them in the

lounge area.

APPENDIX
STATISTICAL PRESENTATION

(1972-1973)

1.

HOLDINGS AND NEW ACQUISITIONS
Old Holdings

New Acquisitions

Titles

Volumes

Chi ne se

29,511

Japanese

15,919

146,532
214,286

702
616

10,000
1,122

2,000

Arabi e

7,500

Urdu

1,000

P ersian
Hindi

2.

1,376
1,366
2,500

30,213
16,535
9,500

147,908

25,652
12,500
1,122

1,000

none

1439

923

1,836

2.O0O

none

217

2,287

1,836

15

35

232

2,000
2,322

56,1472

87,150

3,333

5,277

59,805

92,1427

Titles

CATALOG2NG

Vo1'nr

12(P1us 197
i

Arabi e

5.

Volumes

none

Japanese

14.

Titles

923

Chine se

3.

Volumes

1439

Ot h e r s

Total

Titles

Currentent Holdings

inicrof.)

2,896(p1us 7614

580

1,2314

569
66

658

Urdu
Persian
Hindi

none

Total

3,327(plus 197

reels)

9O

none
microf.)

6,178(plus 7614

reels)

TOTAL CARDS ADDED TO THE CATALOG
Chine se

Japanese

Arabic

Urdu

Persian

9,608

2,900

5,500

2,6145

250

Chinese

Japanese

Arabic

Urdu

Persian

1,396

1,0140

3140

31

3

Total

21,103

CIRCULATION

REFERENCE QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Avrage 3

questions ans'ered per dey.

Hindi
not
available

Total
2,810

PHOTOGRAPHiC SERVICES DEPARThENT

UNIVERSITY OF AflIZO

ANNUTL REPORT OP THE

CHIEF, PHOTOCOPY SERVICES

TO W. DAVID LAIRD, UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN

FOR THE 1972-1973 YEAR

LIBRARY

of the

The Report

Chief of Photocopy Services will again be divided into

two parts.

PHOTOCOPY SECTION - This section produced S8,L8 copies during the year,
some 330,000 fewer
full year

than the

in which we

However, this was the first

previous year.

machine, and for much of the time we had
that frequently broke d»n. Since more Uni.

had but one

to make do with sii old Xerox

copy machines were available elsewhere in

the

Library, they got more busi-.

ness and our breakdowns often sent patrons to these pay copiers.

seririce, we

neiger machine and our extended hours of

will ircre.se. However if our
be enough) so serious

advice of

This system allows us to

the Business Office.

vide beter srvìce
could get Xerox copies

given to adding a second machine.

ffeot Tauary lt w1t! thr hJo and

r:

ing of ail transactions.

We ìithüducod t:o

in April, w

and/or

keep a daily

account-

other irnovatirs o we could pro-.
o t!t patrons

extended our weekday hours

change as long as the Library was

began, or May ist, to offer Rush svico

changes seem to be popuJ.ar;

expect our production

workload does i.ncreae, one copier may not

thought should be

:j.:g

A new bc

With a

hencver we

had

open; and

backlog.

we

These

the first especially, since it also allows us to

process th iss of materia], which f&quent].y builds up during tho day. We
will re-assess these innovations later in the year after polling our users
to

learn their reactions.

PHOTO LAB - This year for the first time, an agreement was made With the Uni-

versity of Sonora, in which

they hand delivered approximately 168 roles of

microfilm to us for processing.

their university for safe keeping.
film for the

taken back to
We processed approximately lO roles of

They were then picked up and

lart OffIce along with microfilming 7,199 matriculation

records for them.

College of Earth Sciences gave a colloquy and we prepared

than a week for them.

iSS

slides in less

PHOTOCOPY SERVICES SECTION STATISTICAL REPORT

JULY i, 1972--JUNE

30, 1973

Number of Campus Departmental Accounts
Number of Off-Campus

Interlibrary Loan

286

Accounts - 1203

TOTAL NUMBER OF COPIES RUN T)URING THE MONTH OF:
Fiscal Year 1971-1972

Fiscal Year 1972-1973

July 1971 72,8S4
59,219
93,657

July 1972 33,8O

Aug.

Aug.

Sept. "

t48,109

92,51t6

Oct.

82,855
73,830
60,552
66,369
76,66I88,573
62,671

Nov.
Dec.

38,772
32,333
35,055

Sept.
Oct. "
Nov.
Dec.

"
"

Jan. 1972

"
March "

Feb.

April "
May
June

"
"

Jan.

'

April "

"

May

Jüne
TOTAL

J2,390

"
"
1973
"

Feb.
March "

60966
890,756

"

I2,011

60,888
61-,785
5t, 357

t8,775

57.223

558,5i8 TOTAL

Net Amount of Money Deposited 1971-1972

$23,397.08

Net Amount of

$19,67LL65

Money Deposited

1972-1973

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSI T1 O

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

cHIEF, PHOTOCOPY SERVI C

TO W. DAVID rÀIRD, UNIVERSITY

FOR:THE 19721973 YEAF

CZONi, LIBRARY

PhOTOCOPY SERVICES SECTION STATISTICAL REPORT
JULY 1, 1972--JUNE 30, 1973

Number of Campus Departmental Accounts - 286
Number of Off-Campus Interlibrary Loan Accounts - 1203

TOTAL NUMBER OF COPIES RUN DURING THE MONTH OF:
Fiscal Year 1971-1972

Fiscal Year 1972-1973

July 1971 72,85
59,219
Aug. ."
93,657
Sept.

July 1972 33,850
"
14.2,390
Aug.
Sept. "
4.8,109
38,772
Oct.
"
32,333
Nov.
"
35,055
Dec.
Jan. 1973 4.2,011
"
60,888
Feb.

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

"

92,5t.I.6

82,855
73,830
Jan. 1972 60,552
"
66,369
Feb.
March "
76,66'l
April "
88,573
62,671
May
60,966
June
"

"

'

'

890,756 TOTAL

March
April
May
Jüne

'

6'T,785
4.8,775

"

5L223
558,54.8

TOTAL

Net Amount of Money Deposited 1971-1972

$23,397.08

Net Amount of Noney Deposited 1972-1973

$19,674.. 65

The last annual Report of the Chief of Photocopy Services
in the University of Arizona Library, will again be divided into
two sections.

First, the Photocopy Section.
copies.

This section produced Xerox

This is some 300)000 copies less than the year before.

However, considering the fact they only had one machine, this
is a yeoman effort on their part and they should be congratulated
for it.

A new bookkeeping system was put into effect January 1

with the help and advice of the Business Office.

This system

allows us to keep a day by day accounting of all traisactoìs.
Night hours were started May 1; this has helped cut down on the
sometimes large backlog of work to be done during the daytime.
It is highly recommended that serious thought be given to
a backup machine.

If the work load increases, one machine will

not be enough.

Secondly, the Photo Lab.

This year for the first time, an

agreement was made with the University of Sonora, in which they
hand delivered approximately 168 roles of microfilm to us for
processing.

They were then picked up and taken back to their

university for safe keeping.

We processed approximately 150 roles

7,199
of film for the RegistrarS Office along with microfiLning

matriculation records for them.
College of Earth Sciences gave a colloquy and we prepared
155 slides in less than a week for them.

Respectfully submitted,

James B. Babb (,/)
J
Chief, Photocopy Services

SCIENCE DIVISION

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA. LIBRARY

ANNWL REPORT OF THE
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FOR THE 1972-73 YEAR

A1'ThIUAL REP.T 0F TEtE SCIENCE DIVISION

This has been a year of "little" innovations in contrast to the major
changes of the previous year.

During the past twelve months a nuner of

relatively small, but often irrrportant improvements were made in our pro-

and in our card catalogs.

cedures and job assignments

Science now has

its oun union list of periodicals, one which incorporates the holdings of
the Nedical Library as well as other units in the University Library.

In

additioi we began double-staffing the reference desk during our busier
hours so we could offer better service.

The reference bibliographies were

rearraeged and consulting tables were in3tallcd
facilitate use of this collection.

in

the refrnce room to

Nore and clearer siìs were added to

make Science, and the building as a whole, more intelligible to patrons;
and along this line, in cooperation with Humanities and Orientai Studies,

we began offering "on demand" tours of the building four times a day.
For the second year

in

a row, the reference staff answered more questions

than ever before; this was
Loan work.

in

addition to a heaV load of Interlibrary

Our collection continues to grow of course; books and journals

at a steady, unspectacular pace, government documents at a greater rate,
and microforms increased at the rate of fifteen per cent.

Science1s hold-

ings are now well past the 600,000 mark.

A number of subject areas were strengbhened through the acquisition of peri-

odical

backfiles and

older

monographs.

Forestry, Paleontolor and the His-

tory of Science were the disciplines most improved; Speech Sciences received
a good deal of attention also.

In addition to adding about 8LOO volumes of

books and bound periodicals, Science began subscriptions to an additional
180 journals.

n
MAJOR STRENGTHS OF THE SCIENCE DIVISION

The Library possesses a good collection of science materials, much better

in fact than the "Swank Survey would lead one to expect.

One indication

of this comes from faculty new to the campus who have been asked, to point

out weaknesses and suggest specific titles if possible.

ority of cases, tI;y rep1e

that we

In the

eat rna-

avc U, o' atst all, the ma..

1C'.

tenais they wanted and that the volumes we lacked were not important; they
seldom reported finding serious lacunae.

Sciences parLicular strengths lie in iìe areas of Lgricuiture, Astronomy,

Dendrochronology, Earth and Physical Sciences, Nathematics and Pharmacy.
Our cros-disciplìnary collections in Arid Lands, Gerontology, Optical Sciaus, ueh
encei and ktr Resources are also wUiy of ment.ion. L
as Life Scienes and Engineering, our collections are generally not as
goodlt at the very least.

strong, but they are

Another strength of

Science is the service provided by its reference team.

This may appear to be a biased view, but the comments I have received over
the years have almost invariably been complimentary.

As an indication of

their attitude, Decause they felt studts needed reference service on Sunday night,

the

ar school year.

staff volunteered

to work

until 10:00 P.M. during the regul-

III

MAJOR LIMITATIONS OF THE SCIENCE DiVISION

1hile it is gratifying to feel that Science,
we can not be complacent.

in most respects, is

Although our holdings

in

strong,

Forestry, Ornithology,

Paleontology and the History of Sciences have been improved to the

point

where they meet our immediate needs, they need to be bolstered further.
In fact, before we can consider it adequate for a major research library,
our collection as a whole needs to be made stronger.

it is the older monographs, series and back

Almost invariably,

runs of journals

that we are

in want of, not only for the few disciplines just listed, but for almost

aU fields.
We have employed, and will continue to employ, several methods to help us

identify our weaknesses and spot gaps in the collection. We have enlisted
the aid of the teacMng and research faculty, soliciting their aOvice and
asking them to tell us whenever they discovered something we lacked.

Wet ve

examined our ILL requests to see if there were several requests for the
same title.

The various indexes have been checked

tles they list which

we might not have.

to

see

'what useful

ti-

Advertisements, brochures, pub-

lication lists, etc. have been perused and checked against our holdings.
We have also used several of the "what every good library should have"
sort of lists as standards against which to compare our collections and as
buying guides.

In addition, we are constantly examining our shelves -

this serves to keep u.s in

touch with the collection and enables us to lo-

cate gaps and identify problems which might otherwise escape us.

With

the retirement

of our agricultural specialist we will

lose a

However, he

member with a good deal of experience in an important field.
will be replaced by a librarian with expertise

ing

sciences and this should more than

make up

in

and engineer-

the physical

for the loss.

consultation with the Librarian, we have compiled a lïst of

staff

Further, in

our

staff's ape-

cialties, so that as vacancies arise, the Library can seek as repDcements
librarians with those academic backgrounds which we deem most desirable.

'J

FUTURE PLANS
Science's plans and goals are, of course, inseparable from those of the Library as a whole.

Our "mini-plans'1 are directed towards remedying weaiess-

al-.
es pointed out in the Swank Survey. As indicated in Section III, we are
ready building up the subject expertise of our reference staff. In addition,

one ot our refexence stafl wiLL horUy assuie reponsibiliLy Lcr coUectiO1
development; i.e., he will help focus and coordinate our efforts in achieving
a baaancod and strong collection.
Some years back, I polled the faculty to learn their preferences regarding
the sr -rìgernt of our periodiJ.. The ref te were so inconcliive it seemed wise not to change things, except to set up a current periodicals area.
is
When the new Main Líbrary is built and the Fourth Floor of this building

frood for

cionce1s u, wo m'ill porhap

changes in our shelving.

hr rn opportimity to introduce sorìe

To this end, I'd like to query our science faculty

from monographs
once more to learn if they would now like journals separated
and, if so, exactly how.

ADDENDA
APPROXflLtTE HOLDINGS1

610,000

Books and Bound Periodicals

As of July 1, 1972
As of July 1, 1973

Titles

Volumes

73,700
78,200

185,000
19L,0O0

Other Holdings

Micro forms

Documents3

Misc.

Total

As of July 1, 1972
As of July 1, 1973

232,000
278,599

126,500
13L,391

5,900
5,168

361i3O00

1971/72

1972/73

1L,829

15,i91.

1,93h
365
2,299

l,213

REFERENCE QUESTIONS

Li8,000

INTIRLIIARY LOANS
Requests Received from other Libraries
Materials requested by Scionce Library

NICROFORNS USE

Film

720

T

Fiche

Card

520

14)4

Total

LEO

NASA

Others

510

90

110

1900

Totals for books arid other materials have been rounded off to avoid
giving a false impression exactness.

Hicrocards
Microfiche Documents
ether Microfiche
Microfilm

91,000
178,296
7,883

1,L2O

Excludes documents on microfiche
It.

5.

Agricultural Pamphlet File
3,172
1t16
Pamphlet Collection
830
Paperback Collection
7O
eienific ¡merican Offpriiits
out 1,300 itens, is
R& D Reports . . . This collection numbering
The material will either be inbeing disbanded.
corporated in our documents arid cataloged collection or it will be discarded.
Out-of-state requests only.

SERIALS DEFARTNT

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF TUE
CHIEF SERIALS LIBRARIAN
TO TEE ASSISTAWL LIBRARIAN FOR
TECUNICAL SERVICES

FOR TRE 1972-1973 YEAR

1.

SUMMARY

The Serials Department is responsible for ordering the titles acted
upon by the Serials Committee and for cataloging and processing them.
The Serials Committee was reorganized and enlarged this fiscal year
giving it a wider scope of responsiblity. The titles include some
All
non-book materials: i. e. microfilm, microcards, and microfiche.
new titles and. backfiles titles acted upon by the Serials Committee
are current. claims are being sent for those not yet received.

2.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Serials Department had. very little change in personnel this year,
replacing one Catalog Librarian and two Library Clerks.
In July Mr.
Travis Leach joined the department as Catalog Librarian, working mainly dth scientific materials, his particular field of interest being
chemistry. Mr. Leach worked in the Catalog Department while attending
the University of Arizona Graduate Library School, then worked for the
University of California at Davis before joining our staff.
Mrs. Susan
Schaffer left in the summer to accompany nei hw3band. to California, and.
Mrs. Cheryl Kerry transferred to her position. Mrs. Ann Elliott joined
the staff in Mrs. Kerry's position. At the end of February Mrs. Lillian
Kai ish resigned because of pregnancy, and. we were able to acquire Mrs.
Sharon E'lis as her replacement.

The regular work of typing masters for new cataloging and headings on
sets of cards increased, partially due to the reclassification of many
monographie seriaLs; 85,616 cards were reproduced and. typed. Serials

additì, compri2d of continuatIons, second copies, and bound periodicls, totalled 26,600 bound and unbound volumes; 1,628 microfilm,
2,376 units of othcr microform.
Included in that total are 7,682 bound
periodical s which were added to shelf list records; this shows an increase nf 2,887 volumes,
Mrs. Frances Means O'Meara supervises this
section, and with the help of Mrs. Gloria Jackson, Mrs. Ann Elliott,
and our Student Assistant, Miss Betty Jane Olson, has done a good job.
This section does some preliminary cataloging, serials and periodicals
with Lb cards, anu this year adding a iaige group 01' company annual
reports to bring our holdings up to standard of the 'Fortune 500" list;
and some original copy for analytics, in addition to continual troubleshooting and solving of knotty problems for all departments. Mrs.
Cheryl Kerry continues the reclassifying of periodicals, checking all
records, seeing that the pieces are changed, and making the sets of
She now spends 10 hours a week working with Mr. Leach as part
cards.
of a special Reclassification Group. We also continue to submit entries
for all newly catalogued. periodicals, and serials in other categories
to the Intermountain Union List of Serials.

New titles catalogued totalled 3, 631 which showed an increase of about
The total number of subscriptions
248 over the tota.l for 1971/72.
placed was 595 of which 538 were for new titles, which is a 66 per cent
The other 57 subscriptions were
increase over the last fiscal year.
The
for titles which needed to be re-ordered for various reasons.
formation of the new Serials Committee with Mrs. Helen Maul as chairIt has
woman has greatly expanded the work of serials acquisitions.
become the resPonsibility of the department to act on ail requests, in
response to this, a new form was adopted to help expedite rejected reMuch of Mrs. Maul's time has been suent in organizing and. streamquests.
Many important,
lining the processes involved in acquìring a new title.
There was a concentrated
notable backfiles were bought for the Library.
effort to fill existing gaps in the Collection for those titles considered to be of top priority. This has been successful to a great extent.
In the Serials Receiving Section, Miss Cochrane examined 50 duplicate
exchange lists from other libraries, and about 439 items were received
bbc Un Lind, b ;atcs nook Exehunga was
tn;.
through hr checking

2.

MkJOR STRENGTHS, CONT.

the source for fill-ins which completed volumes for binding; about 865
pieces, sonic worth far more than we paid and many scarce items, especially foreign titles. Periodical loss has been greater this year than
last, and we have found it increasingly difficult to replace these
issues because they are so soon out of print. Of the replacements
ordered, 299 were for the Main Library and 26 for the Science Division.
A total o' l,27 tiicr vere added to th Revofiles this includes
Several procedural
serials and periodicals, gift and. subscription.
changes were implemented in this Section to facilitate smoother handThe volume of work continues to be pressing,
ling of incoming serials.
which is reflected in keeping up-to-date in the daily checking in of
The current
mail, and thc coninaing project of claiming m ssînG items..
periodicals and serials checked in the Revofiles now totals 16,408,
showing and increase of 762.

3.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The Serials Receiving Section needs another full-time clerk to help
keep up the routine work, thus releasing the other more experienced
The claiming should be done
staff members for more specialized work.
continually, before the material is out of print, so this is a fullThis year the current periodicals and serials checked in
time job.
on the Revofiles amounted to 16,408, an increase of 762 over the previous
The Serals Department personnel, under the supervision of Mrs.
year.
Maul, have begun the major task of going through the Revofiles on a one
by one basis to determine the exact status of all titles in the files.
This involves claiming, weeding titles no longer wanted, determining
This is continuing into
which titles need to be bound and how, etc.
become
a rey1iar rrcce(:':'e
the new fiscal year and is expected t
In the Serials Acquisitions Section a half-time clerk is needed for
bibliographic checking and verification of orders, Ijoth new titles and
backffl es.

The number of staff remained the sane with four professionals, seven
The department gained
non-professionals, and two student assistants.
much needed space when various departments were relocated, and Ghis has
made working conditions much more pleasant. We have spent much time in
ibr.ry,
planìning Lhe gaee atul equiiDrnefl neIcd wben Wt LìÖC inLc te nc.
and are eagerly looking forward to thattinue.

4.

FUTUTRE PLANS

The Serials Department will continue to keep the ordering, cataloging,
the processing of new materials current. We also hope to complete the
reclassifying of all periodicals, and serials still in the Dewey ClassThere will be continual search for ways to streamline and
ification.
reorganize various procedures to increase the efficiency of the departAlso our planned. move into the new Library building will make
ment.
some new procedures necessary in the future.

Respectfully submitted

.

Elinore E. Smith
Chief Serials Librarian
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LIST OF NOTABLE BACKFILE ACCESSIONS
1972 -1973

no. 1-18, 57, 58

Acta Geograhica.
Acta Theriologica.
Advertiser.

y. 1-16.

1856-1884

American Anti-Slavery Repprter.

no. 1-8

V. 1-2

American Imao.

Ameran .Iournal of Psychotherapy.

y. i

American Philological Association.
y. 1-47, 69

Transactions and Proceedings.

Anti-Slavery Tracts.

Series 1:
Serica 2:

no. 1-20 (1855-1856)

na. 125 (iCSCi9l)

Art & Archaeology Tech Abstracts.

y. 1-4

y. l-49

Art in America.
Art News.

y. 1-43

Artforum.

y. 1-6

Austral ian Journal of Experimental Biology and. Medical Science.

Bolletino Della Soc. Malacologica It,liana.

Bolletino Mlaco1ogica Italiana,
Botanische Jahrherichter.

y. 1-6, 13

y. l-20

y. l-7

y. l-55

Bookworm.
Brenner.

yrs. l-5 and "Folge" 6-18, 19101954

British Birds.

y. l-59

British School at Athens.

Annual.

a) y. 1-62 & Gen. Tndex (lacks 5 vols.)
b) y. 1-16 & Gen. Index (Bound)

Bulletin de Correspondance Ilellenique.

Burlington Rawke.ye.

1843-1851

a) y. 88-89
y. l-77

7

y. 1-17, 19-20

Cuì'ibridge Phil. Soc. Transactions.

y. l-12

Catholic Historical Review.
(H-0539)

Chelsea.

y. l-3
Journal.

London.

Chemical Society.

y. 73, no. 4

Chemische Berichte.

y. 1-25

China Review.

y. l-71

Chinese Recorder.

Chinese Recorder & Missionary.
Univ.

Coimbra.

y. l-63

Revista.

1871-1672

y. l-21
.

Cc11e

.f Ozechoslovak CLemi:a1

Colombia.

Dept. Admin. Hac. de Estadistica.

Anuario Gen. de Estad.

4

190u -1

1910-1940

Crisis; A record of the Darker Races.
y. 1-2

Critique.

Dialeetica.
Du.

2V-4, 319

y. l-19

y. 4-7

Economic Bulletin for Europe.
ELM.

y. 2-3,13,19

Enquirer.
Essex.

Ethics.

186 7-1878

Institute.

Salem, Mass.

Mist. Coil.

y. i-104

y. 1-25, 1891-1915

Etudes Classiques.
Folia BioloGica.

y. 1-28
y, 1-10

er e.

Folklore nnci yolkli terture
Series 2, 3 4 (60 vols.)

Forei cn Qiareri: Bevew.

no. 1-93

National Peking University

Complete oackf le

Fu5itive; Journal of Poetry.
Goya.

y. l-10

y. i-4

8

y. 1-14

Harvard Theological Review.

Hermes Zeitschrift f15r Klassische Philogie.

y. 1-79 & Gen. Index 1-25

y. 1-9

Humanist.

yrs. 1-16

Information Litteraire.

Tnterntionai Journal of Clinical an1 Ecaerimentai Hypnosis.
Jajiresverzeichnis der Deutschen Musik1 len und Musikschrlften.
y. 58-63, 68, 73, 77, 82
y. l-27

Journal.

American Academy of Religion.

Journal.

Texdle Institute, I4anciiester, England.

p1ied Psychology.

Journal of

y. 1-13

Journal of Experimental Psychology.
Journal of Roman Studies.

Kuang Mng Daiiy

y. 1-55, partly reprint

1953-19G7
y. 1-10G

Krasnyi Arkhiv.

Toyoshi kenbyu Buken Ruimoku Showa 9-28

Kyoto Uno.

Languase and Speech.

y. l-8

complete backfile

Mapocho.

1963-1970

Marsyas.

y. 1-10

Massachusetts Review.

y. l-5 clothbound

y. l-15

Metallurgia.

Meteorological Magazine.

y. 1-75

Min Kuo Jaih hiao Ts'ung Kan.
Mind,

y. 1-5

y. 28-40

Kant-Studien.

Look.

Ser. 1, no. 1-20

new series, y. l-28

Mnemosyne.

y. 1-13

y. l-25

Music Journal.

y. 1-9, 11, lb, 14, in

National Nero Voice.

1-il

unud.

V. 1-10

9

Negro Quarterly; a review of Negro life & culture.
Neophilologue.

1949-66

New China Monthly.

1852-1860

Kokotsugku, no. i-10

Niho. Kckotsu °aickai.

o Instituto.
Overland.

y. ii-40

(II-1675)

New York Herald.

y. 30-155

no. l-12 clothbound

(H-1719)

Pei Ching Ta Hsueh, Hsin Chao Tsa Chili.
(1919-1920)

Pei Chin

y. 1, no. 1; y. 2, no. 5

no. 1-150 (1922-1936)

Ta Hsueh, Ke Yao Chou Kan.
y. l-17

Philosophical Review.
Phyton.

no. 1-4

y. 5-28

Psychiatric Quarterly.

y. 1-20

Quarterly Checklist of Literary Histo,
Quarterly Cheeklist of Medievalia.

y. i-10

y. l-11

Quarterly Checklist of Renaissance Studies.
Quarterly Journal of Speech.

y. 18

Repertoire dtArt et dtArcheologie.
Revue de Metaphysique.

y. l-10

y. l-58

y. l-12

Revue des Etudes Latines.

y. 1-45, 1923-1967

Romanische Forschungen. Organ fuer Romanische Sprachen, Volks-und
Mittellatein. y. 1-50
Royal Aeronautical Society.

y. 1-15, 32-53

Royal Aeronautical Society.

Journ1. y. 1-15, bd.

Scor.

no. 1 17

Shakespeare Association: Bulletin,
Soil Science.

y. 14

y. 81

Southern Frontier.
Sports Illustrated,

y. 1-6 (1910-1945)
complete backfile

10

Min Pao.
Taiwan Chins Nien, Taiwan, Taiwan Min Rao, Taiwan lIsin
30 volumes
-

Theatre.

Transition,

fO. 1-6/7

W1 Street Journal.
Weekly Clarion.

Weekly Democrat.

1869-1890
1865-1876

Westminster Review,
Wiener Studien.

1938-47

complete backflle

y. 1-75

WycUfre,

JJL

The La;in Works.

y. i-34 clotU

bound set
Yen Chirig Ta Hsueh, Yen Thing lIsueh Fao.

Zeitschrift fuer KunstgeSChiChte.

no. 1-36 (1927-1949)

y. 1-26

Zeitschrift ftr KristallograPhie, Kristall-Geometrie, KristallphySik,
y. lOi, 102. Gen. Indexes to y. l-100; Index
Kristailcheleie.
places for y. i-55
Zeitschrift für KirchengeSChichte.

y. 1-49, ciothbound set

SERIALS DEPABI}flNT

Annual statistics 1972/73

New titles catsloged
Printed cards
Original cataloging

Titles

Volumes

3,631

*4,906

1,348
4,042
68
49

2,935
9,446

366

1,628

13

2,376

771
2,860

Additions
Continuations (Bound)
Continuations (Unbound)
Added copies (Bound)
Added copies (Unbound)

Microfilm reels added
Units of other microform added

152
869

7,682

Bound volumes of periodicals added
Discs

O

O

Total

9,517

30,594

Cards added
Printed cards
Original cataloging

New periodical titles
Other new serial titles

49,945
35,671
85,616
780
736

Reclassified
Periodicals
Serials
Total

*Of these 1,275 were bound volumes

118
220

2,496
2,911

338

5,407

SERIALS DEPARTMENT
1972/73 LC Statistics
(Shows proportion of titles falling in each class)

A

105

B

50

C

22

D

142

E

76

F

94

G

195

H

807

J

120

K

38

L

68

M

26

N

49

P

131

251

R

42

S

71

T

153

U

6

V

i

Z

161
2608

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
July

, 1973

Mr. W. David Laird, Librarian
University of Arizona
Campus

Dear lLr. Laird:

It is a pleasure to submit the annual report of the Social Science
Department for the fiscal year, 1972-73.

You will note that it is divided into two parts: part one may be
transmitted to President Schaefer, in accordance with his suggested
outline0 Part tto is for your information.
to a
I sin most grateful to you for :rour administrative support,
.frìo
made
this
a
most
productive
year.
cheerful and diligent staff

Respectfully submitted,

Lutie Higloy
Chief Social Science Librarian
Eric.

SOCIAL SCIP1WE DEPARiT

UNIVER

ANNUAL REFRT OF THE

CHIEF SOCIAL SCIENCE LIBPÀRa:!;
TO THE 1JNIVJRSITY LIBPARII

FOR THE 1972-73 YEAR

¡JOEZONA LIBRARY

I

SUMMARY

The Social Science Department is one of several subject areas directed
toward serving the inîormational needs of the students and faculty. Instruction in the use of sources is another important function of the
staff. The staff is very much aware of comimmity service which extends
into the state, and is concerned with the overall problems of the profession nationally.
For purposes of definition, the Department encompaes the fields of
anthropology, business and public administration, economics, education,
government, sociology, geography, and history. The staff is composed
of four professional reference librarians, one subprofessional, and
several graduate and undergraduate assistants. An information desk is
staffed almost continuously during the hours of opening in order to
questions were
handle both personal and telephone inquiries.
The
total
does
not
include
directional quesanswered during the year.
The
simule
to
most
complcx
tions, and represents topics rar ging from
academic
library,
to
an
large freshman class requires an introduction
faculty member engaged in a research Droject is likely to need
and
information on the most sophisticated level. The high standard of
.

staff has a wde
important,
a
dedicated and
variety of subject backgrounds, and equally
outgoing attitude toward service to the public.

refere arvic'r

hcld

o cmid. The reference

The reference collection is outstanding, including almost ali basic
It is constantly being updated by the staff who search for and
sources.
order new titles, and cooperate with the faculty in strengthening our
holdings. Collection development is the second most important activity
of the staff, and is a continuing task because of the nature of social
science data. Since so much information appears in periodical formi only,
this format receives concentrated attention. The literature is closely
related to federal documents, and cooperation is evident here.

Formal lectures to classes are
raphies are prepared for their
Divided between two buildings,
orientation is necessary on an

presented throughout the year. Biblioguse, and sessions often include tours.
the collection is difficult to use, and
individual and group basis.

Reference service, teachinr, and active participation in the acquisition
program describe the accomplishments of the Department.

II.

HLJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the Department lies in the
to work together for the conmion goal of serving
i)ortant is the expertise which each individua

L.y of the staff

biic. Equally
n to his job.

i which an

An exäellent reference collection, is the founda.
ination service is based. In addition to standa
Department has two significant research tools:
sources Information Center) and the HRLF files (Hunia
Files) in microfiche form. The ERIC collection is'
used with a circulation count of 333. Both are

in.for-

3d sources the
hicational Re-

lations Area

r

Upon the tragic death of Mr. John Thayer in May, 1972k
Rice assumed the acting headship of the Department, a
which she executed expertly. Hiss Rice indexes 6S ju.t
pilation of the Arizona Index. She directed the
library science student from theilniversity of a:
one of her major interests as reflected in her

Lore heavily
ently indexed.

ss Virginia
.ponsibility
in the corn-

'k of a graduate

History is
activities.

Mrs Edith Ferrefl coordinated a program with
ar.. znt of Special
Education. Financed by a grant, the purpose o;
is to augment the Libraryts holdings in this field. She a.'
octal study of
United Nations documents during the year, involving a
it to the UCLA
deposttory library. Mrs. Ferrefl worked cloe1'r r
t
Institute of
Government Research in çbtaining a printout of 1Jni+d N2. .ions voting
records, and taught a course for the Graduate
.brarv
¿:ool, Literaturc
i

:

of the Social Sciences.

Mr. Alan Stein served as liaison with the Coil:
Public Administration. In cooperation with De:'
mittee was organized in order to work with the L:....
He conducted many orientation sessions for claseb
oua bibliographies. The business reference co'i.ieci
under his direction.
Miss Dawn Wilson continued to assist admirably
rapport with students is noteworthy.
Mrs. Lutie Higley assumed the direction of the
She l.a concerned with teaching, reference service,
addition to administrative duties.

--:e

and

a faculty cornicre effectively.

repared numeras grown markedly

an

'ìirections.

-

Her

in September.
'ientation, in

3
III.

MAJOR Lfl4ITATIONS

More clerical assistance is needed so that the professional staff cari
accomplish more in the areas of orientation and collection development.

The major disadvantage of the present location of the Department is its
separation from the card catalog. Many patrons have not consulted this
basic tool which means a delay in finding the desired item.
More convenient space is needed for the display and consultation of
The new building
reference volumes, indexing and abstracting services.
will solve this problem.

IV.

FUTURE PLANS

The Department is looking forward to the era of the new building when
problems of inconvenience to the public will be resolved.
The staff plans to produce an orientation slide project of the Department,
with a taped narration.

Nore steps will be taken toward cooperation with the faculty, estecially
in fields not so intensively covered at present, i.e. sociology and
geography.
As a result of a meeting between the faculty of the Th-ìglish Deparnent
and Mr. Laird and Mrs. Higley, a coimrehensive orientation of the teaching
assistants will be held at the beginning of each tenn in the future.

SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARThENT

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

CHIEF SOCIAL SCIENCE LIBRkRIAN
TO THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN

FOR TElE 1972-73 YEAR

STATISTICS

The total number of reference inquiries answered as 79)48k a slight
decrease from the previous figure of 830. The use of ERIC microfiche
increased from 28).

to 3$3.

(For statistics see APPDIX I).

1h33 students received formal orientation in the forni of lectures.

(For

outline see APPENDIX II).

STAFF

Upon th unt.ineiy death of Mr Jchn Thayer in. May, 1972V, M -s Virçinia
Rice assumed the acting headshin of the Department, in which position
she served until September. Her sense of responsibility and sincere
interest in serving the public are always evident. In this capacity,
she supervised the move of the Department from the first to the second
floor, and coordinated various procedures for the acquisition of serial
and monographie materials. The Library is very grateful to her for this
assumption of additional administrative duties.

Miss Rice served in the newly-appointed role of liaison with the Office
of Special Services. That office requested the nomination of one librariam
who ould function in relationship with the handicapped students on campus.
She continued to supervise exhibits for the main lobby, a focal point of'
the building.

Miss Rice acted as coordinator of a training program for two stu1ents in
the Advanced Reference class taught by Dr. Dickinson. Mrs. Bail4y and
Mrs. Coppin found the practical experience to be of great value in their
professional training.
She assumed full responsibility for the four-week study program of Rebecca
Burch, University of Washington Library School student, who served as an
intern here under the Directed Field Program during March and Jpril, 1973.
A former teacher, Miss Burch demonstrated real promise as a future professional librarian..

At the request of Mr. Donald Powell, Miss Rice took over the indexing for
the Arizona Index.
Inaugurated in l9O by Hr. Powell, this tool has become one of the most fruitful sources of information on the state available anywhere. It is an index in card form to materials not otherwise
covered.
The index has been in compilation continuously since its inception, and currently 6 journals are included regularly-. A dozen or so
other journals are indexeo selectively. Several libraries have photocopies of the basic index, and eleven libraries now receive copies of
cards as they are completed, about 1,000 per year. As a natural result
of this work, the copllar has hecoie an ecpert on irizona topics.

She serves as a subject speialist in history.
The faculty of the History
Department is most enthusiastic about her ork.

2

In the acquisitions area, Miss Rice compiled, with the staff of the
Humanities Department, a bibliography on radio and television. She compiled a list of books on Arizona history for a college library in New
Jersey, and a listing of materials on ranching and pioneer days in the
West for an inquirer in Oregon.
Committees:

ThIC Acquisitions Policy Committee
Encyclopedia Committee
Collection Deolopment Committee

Member:

Library Staff Association
Thcson Area Library Council (TALC)
Arizona State Library- Association
Beta Phi Mu

It was a distinct honor for M s. Edith Ferrell to be invited to teach
Seventeen
Library Science 373 during the first simmer session, 1973.
students were enrolled. Her excellent experience in various branches
of the social sciences, plus a genuine interest in teaching, will be
a credit to the Graduate Library School.
Mrs. Ferrell studied the United Nations documents field comprehensively.
She worked earnestly on communications with the Department of Government,
the Acquisitions Department, and the Model United Nations. She visited
the superb depository library at UCLA, and arranged to borrc materials
not available in our collection. With the assistance of the government
faculty, we obtained computer printouts oÍ' voting records, which are
The Interalmost impossible to retrieve from the official publications.
University Consortium for Political Research at Ann Arbor was also very
helpful.
She coordinated a three-month crash program to spend grant money obtained
by the Department of Special Education to improve the Libraryts holdings
in the areas of mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, physically handicapped, deaf, blind, and learning disabilities. The grant fund also proThe
vided. two half-time professional librarians to implement the proect
team met with the departmental faculty to acquire bibliographies, suggestions, and publishers' lists. Fortunately the effort will continue into
the next fiscal year, and will be expanded to include the gifted.
As a community service, Mrs. Ferrell continued as a volunteer consultant
to the Arizona Department of Mental Health Training Program at Thesen,
in the development of a library of Applied Practices in Mental RetardaThis is an ongoing project.
tion.
She began to act as reader' s adviser for CLEP (students studying indivi-

dually to pass College Level Examinaion Program tcts), with four
students in process. She sat on an Honors Program review panel, participated in a panel appearing before the doctoral club, College of Education, and conducted a tour for a group of American Indian students.
Mrs. Ferrell prepared an excellent bibliography on anthropological sources,
and a list on blacks, with the Humant ties Dapartai.ent.

3
She submitted a letter to RQ on ERIC, which appeared in the Spring, 1973,
issue.

Conferences:

American Library Association
Library Automation Re search and Consulting
Services (LAnG), Phoenix, 1973

Member:

American Library Association
Arizona State Library Association
American Association of University Professors

Committees:

Services, Systems and Facilities Committee

Mr. Alan Stein worked seriously with the College of Business and Public
Administration throughout the year. Dean Manes and the faculty have been
most cooperative. The Dean appointed a faculty committee representing
all departments of the Collège. Each committee member has submitted to
Mr. Stein a list of desired materials in his specific field. In addition to rounding out the collection, this type of cooperation will of
necessity bring the faculty into closer touch with the Library' s current
holdings and services.
The Library has for soene years been collecting annual reports of corporaThere is now presently available in rnicrotions as a basic resource.
fiche form a much more complete collection of reports from companies
listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Negotiations are under way for
the possible purchase of this irnportant tool.

Mr. Stein has conducted many orientation sessions in his special field.
In addition to a presentation and description of the sources, he provides
Both students
a special bibliography, and a tour through the Department.
and faculty are grateful for this service.
He is working toward a second Master's degree in Public Administration,
and is currently at the midway point. His coursework is valuable as a
personal achievement, and equally beneficial to the Library.

Mr. Stein has written an article for the Tucson Marketing Index, of
which he is Associate Editor.
He worked closel:r with Mr. McCracken of the Tucson Public Library in
order to coordinate service to the community. The public Library has
a very active business reference service, and alose cooperation in
order to avoid too much duplication i a necessity.
Conference:

Library Automation Research and Consulting
Services (LAnG), Phoenix, 1973

Member:

Arizona State Library Association

Committee:

Serials Committee, University of Arizona Library

Mrs. Lutie Higley assumed supervision of the Department in September,

1972.
The fourth and final Interlibrary Loan Workshop was held in Miami,
The series was initiated
Arizona, on November 30 and December 1, l972
during the previous fiscal year under a grant from Title III, LSCA funds,
in cooperation with the Library Extension Service. Mrs. Higley and Mrs.
The priMaureen Hibbs reoresented the University of Arizona Library.
mary purpose of the workshop was to acquaint librarians in the eastern
part of the state with the possibilities of cooperation, specifically
CHAIN (Channeled Arizona Information Network). Mrs. Higley coordinated
the program.
She continued to work with the local group, Books for the Blind,, in
The media center in the Science
assisting blind university students.
Library is deeply appreciated.

Mrs. Higley conducted an intensive tour of both libraries for the seven
Because
staff merabers of labe News Bureau, directed by Mr. Hal Marshall.
of the various changes, particularly in the Main Library, this introduction gave the staff a better approach to reference facilities, in
particular.
For a number of years, she has been invited to speak to the Winter School
participants about resources in general. The School is comprised of extension workers from around the world, carries graduate credit, and lasts
three weeks.
Mrs. Higley conducted a tour of the Social Science Department for several
members of the Thcson Public Library staff.
Conference:

Fourth Interlibrary Loan Workshop,. Miami, Arizona,
November 30 - December 1, 1972, Coordinator

Committees:

Reference Curriculum Committee)
Graduate Library School
Public Services Committee

Member:

.merican Library Association
Arizona State Library Association
Southwestern Library Association
Phi Beta Kappa, Secretary
Phi Kappa Phi
Faculty Women's Club, University of Arizona

No discussion of the staff would be complete without the proper recognition of Miss Dawn Wilsonts contribution. She has had a fine background in library work, and her willingness is always apparent. Her
manner with the public s superb. Wo were also fortunate in having on
a temporary basis Mrs Barbara Hannum and Mrs. Dorothy Lee, both professional librarians
Invaluable student assistants were George
Rek hart, Sharon Kurtz, Betsy Melius, Kathy Hubbard and C3mthia
Bourbouse. The staff of the documents department has been most helpful

at all times.

It is a great pleasure to work with such a cooperative

team.

TEACHING

Members of the Social Science staff taught two formal courses during the
year. Mrs. Ferrell was invited by Dr. Dickinson to teach Literature of
the Social Sciences - 373, and Mrs. Higley continued her offering of
Library Techniques for Rsearch - 289, iuring the second semester.

SLIDE PROJECT
An innovation which proved most successful was the slide-tape project,
again produced by cooperative effort. The impetus came from Mr. William
Foster, Assistant Dean of Students, who invited the Library to participate in an all-university freshman orientation program last summer.
A
TJriverity Rnurce Center was set np in the Student 1Jnion with nthibits
from various departments.
Five groups of freshmen, in two-day sessions,
came to the campus for pre-registration and an introduction to available
resources. Freshmen are directed around the campus in groups by 30
upper division and graduate students. Mrs. Higley spoke to the hosts
well in advance of the formal orientation. Mr. Foster reported later
that i,SOO freshmen enrolled in the program. As groups gathered in the
Resource Center, the slides were shown. Public service librarians
rotated duty for the ten-day period. The slides were taken by Mr. Bruce
Fowler, then on the staff of the Radio-TV Bureau. Mr. Paul Barton wrote
the script, and Dr. David Williams of the Speech Depari3uent narrated.
The Library was asked to contribute again this summer. It was felt that
a videotape would be much more convenient than the earlier format, and
since various changes had occurred in the building, Mr. Steve Bahre updated the slides, Mr. Barton revised the script, and Dr. Williams
retaped the narration. while attendance at the Center was entirely
voluntary, we were pleased at the number of students who visited the
exhibits.
The slide-tape project as shown several times during the year for
specific purrosus. It is especially valuable in work with foreign
students0
Ir. Barton introduced tho program to Dr. Arnulfo Trejo's
class in Mexican-American Literature.
He also presented it to a
Landscape Architecture class, and to the Library staff as a whole.

SERVICE TO

E FACULTY

It is always rewarding to work closely with the faculty in order to satisí'y specific and usually urgent needs. Miss Rice and Mr. Stein worked
4th two graduate students in the Geography Department in the compilation
of a list of geographical serials to which the Library subscribes.
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of the subject, the bibliography
Dr.
w-iii ho hîghy useful for reference and acquisitions purposes.
Richard Krebs of the Education faculty was in critical need of literature
search on student activities, and Mrs. Ferrell, Miss Rice and Miss Barch
compiled an impressive list of sources. Mrs. Higley worked closely with
the education faculty during the year in preparation for the spring visit
of the accreditation team from NCATh (National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education). Reference staffs frOEn all subject areas contributed significantly to the bibliographic guide edited by Mr. John Nerren
of the English Department. Mr. Toni Cooper of the journalism faculty was
most enthusiastic about his reception throughout the system as he worked
on his thesis concerning the history of Arizona Highways. Miss Rice
assisted Dr. William D. Barnes, Education, on numerous occasions, including a request for information ori the teacher renewal center. Dr. Carl
Kepplers long-awaited book, The Literature of the Second Self, appeared,
again with a tribute in the preface to the reference staff of the
University of Arizona Library.

SERVICE TO THE UNIVERSITY ALt4ISTRATIC

The reference staff is proud of its service to the administrative
officers of the University. Miss Rice assisted the Vice President for
University Relations by locating some pertinent information on career
education.
The Dean of Continuing Education was grateful for some data
on the Virgin Islands. Mrs. Higley had a conference with one of the new'est university officials, Mr. Roger O'Mara, who offered to advertise CHAD
in his state travels. Miss Rice was later able to assist him by finding
facts concerning Chase Creek. Dr. Andres Onate of the Liberal Arts
College werks c1oseiy with the staff in assisting students with individual
library problems.

SERVICE TO T1

C-tJNITY

The staff is constantly on the alert to assist non-university patrons
in their use of the Library. Mr. Alan Stein did an outstanding job on the
topic of the price of gold for Mr. Lewis Douglas. A local writer, Ann
It was
Nolan Clark, received special help on the Basques fran Miss Rice.

a distinct pleasure to meet Judge Samuel Irving Rosenman and Mrs.
Rosenman who borrowed substantial material on the World War I period to
work with during their brief stay in Tucson. Judge Molloy referred a
gentlemen to our Depariment with a need for business reference service,
and Mr. Stein assisted him acbnirably. Mrs. Higley received a note of
acknowledgement in the preface to a new children1s book, The Land and
People of Japan, by Mrs. Josephine Vaughn, a winter visitor and a
library patron.

FOREIGN STUDENTS

Mrs. Higley continued her long association with the office of the Foreign
Student Advisor. Mr. Paul Barton helped with the slide-taoe presentation
given to the incoming foreign students in August. Â similar nrocram was
repeated for the new arrivals in January. As individual student problems
arise during the year, special assistance is offered by the appropriate
subject departznent.

UNIVERSITY PUBLIC RE1TICS
A formal effort was made this year to reach the faculty wives of the
University. The Faculty Women's Club meets each month during the academic
year, and last September a note was included in the program to the effect
The staff attended
that the Library's resources are open to the group.
the open house held by the Office of the Dean of Students. Mrs. Higley
attended the Matrix Table, a banquet sponsored by the journalism honorary.

GRkDUATE LIBRARY SCHOOL

Dr. Dickinson is most generous in including the University Library staff
It was a
in the various colloquia which are held throughout the year.
special pleasure to hear Dr. Jesse Shera. The lecture on the Social
Science Citation Index was especially lucid and exciting. whenever possible, we offer graduate students part-time work, and this year we were
most fortiuiate in hav1ng with us Betsy Mellus, Shron Kurtz, and Dana
The entire reference
Cole, whose enthusiaism is an inspiration to us all.
staff worked with two students in Advanced Reference, Mrs. Bailey and Mrs.
Coppin. Mr. Stein assisted Dr. Lawrence Clark Powell in reproducing some
information from the Arizona Republic on Ross Santee.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

During the fall season departmental staff meetings were held almost
weekly, aL which various nembers reported on special activities, new
services and acquisitions. In the spring the frequency was reduced to
a biweekly schedule, but it seemed to be the consensus that regularity
is important and that the discussions are fruitful. As a segment of our
staff developient program within the Department, we visited three other
libraries on the campus: Arizona State Museum, Arizona Historical
We epect
Society, and the Division of Economic and Business Research.
to continue this activity during the coming year

COLLECTION ND COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

Perhaps the most notable development of the year was the receipt of
Indians of the Southextensive bibliographies on the following subjects:
west, Blacks, iíeiean-uericans, and Deaf Education. The iistc were compiled through "PROBE" searches of ERIC materials, a computer searching
service at the College of Education, University of Indiana. We are now
beginnirg te see meaningful ajplications in the field of computer
technology.
The staff consistently checks the book evaluation media for new acquisitions. It is probably safe to say that few important titles are missed.
While the ABEL plan is a most effective time-saver for the usual trade
item, unusual sources such as association publications are necessarily
more elusive, but of equal importance. A cooperative acquisitions statement was prepared by the Social Science staff, a contribution to the
(For a list of major
overall Library policy which is forthcoming.
reference acquisitions, see AFPENDIX III).
The reference collection was reclassified into the Library of Congress
scheme, which makes a much more manageable unit. Dr. Travis Leach and
his staff are to be congratulated upon an efficient and smooth operation.
It is recommended that the Library join the Center for Research Libraries
in order to gain access to its collectiona of archives, foreign dissartations, and foreign government documents.

COOPERATIVE STAFF PROJECTS

As the size of the University grows, it is inevitable that more and more
cooperative staff projects must be undertaken. An example of this trend
is the contribution the Library makes to the registration procedure by
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supplying manpower for the validation of plastic badge cards.
This year
Mr. Stein and Mrs. Ferrell worked with other members of the staff. For
ions were planned
the first time in the Library, f oniial orientation
ads and senior
for new full-time staff members, wherein department
librarians explain the work of their respective areas. Miss Rice and
Mrs. Higley served in this way during the past summer, fall and spring.
A happy experience occurred last July when nineteen Spanish-speaking
librarians from Mexico arrived for a visit through the whole library
system, instigated by Dr Ja'nes Officer. Since several s1aff nembers
are fluent in Spanish, we were able to furnish expert advice and iní'onnal
hospitality. Misses Araujo and Cordova, Lírs. Sonntag and Mr. Makuch are
to be commended for their performance.

APPENDIX I

STATISTICS

1971-72

1972-73

Reference Inquiries Answered

83O

791j8

Use of ERIC microfiche

281

33S3

Use of HRAF microfiche

22

70

ERIC microfiche received

1767g

16087

HRAF microfiche received

)102

14830

APPENDIX II

FORMAL CLASS PRESENTATIS

Cour se

Advanced Reference

Anthropology
Collective Bargaining 289
Economics l9I
Introduction to Educational Research

Eliìentary Education
Finance 2Lj1

Finance 357
Finance 2)i)t

Historiography

History of the Americas 20a
Public Administration 2h
Secondary Education

Slow Learning Child in the
Regular Classroom
Sociology 390
Urban Planning La
Writing for the Children's Book Market

Professor

Librarian

Dickinson
Dickinson
Dickinson
Baker

Ferrell
Ferrell
Stein

Mc Brear by

Steiìi

Higley

Stein
An der , on
Rice
Anderson
Ferrell
Anderson
Ferrell
Rice
Blake
Brisco
Rice
Brisco
Ferreil
Brown
Ferrell
Brown
Ferrell
Claridge
Rice
Claridge
Rice
Claridge
Ferrell
Claridge
Ferrell
Letson
Stein
Letson
Ferrell
Logan
Higley
Logan
Ferrefl
Nicholson
Ferrell
Roberts
Higley
Brown
Ferrell
Adams
Stein
Emery
Stein
Emery
Stein
Corson
Rice
Corson
Ferrell
Corson
Rice
Day is
Rice
Davis
Rice
Dinnerstein Rice
Gaines
Rice
Pace
Stein
Pace
Ferrell
Price
Stein
Price
Stein
Letson
Ferrell
Letson
Ferrell
Billings

Ham il ton

Bowers
Martin
Gray

Ferrell
Higley
Stein
Higley

Total Number of Students

Number
12
20
20
25

120

60
30
30
30

35
35
30

35
35
35
35
35
35
60

35
60

60

35
60

30
30
30
30

16
15
16
16
16

15
15
20
20

30
30

30
12
21

1h
I5

15
1h33

APPITDIX III

NOTABLE ACQUISITIONS

American Foundation for the Blind.

Dictionary Catalf the M. C. MieI Memorial
G. K. Ilali, 1966. 2 V.

Boston,

Conmierce Clearing House.

Econic Controls.

1971-

New York.

Conmerce Clearing House.

1971-

Erriployment Safety and Health Guide.

Environment Renorter.

1970-

Chicago.

)ashington, D. C., Bureau of National

ERIC Descriptors (RIE edition) ... Bethesda, Md., ERIC Provessing and
Reference Facility, 1972.
ERIC Identifiers (RIE edition) ... Bethesda, Md., ERIC Processing and
Reference Facility, 1972.
Financial Summary.
Sciences.

1972-

tienver, Colorado, Investors Managmìent

The Foreign Affairs 0-Year Bibliography: New Evaluations of Significant
Books on International Relations, 1920-1970. New York, R. R. Bowker,

1972.
Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C.
Dictionary Catalog on Deafness and the Deaf.

1970.

Boston, G. K. Hall,

2 y.

Graduate School of Business Administration. Baker
Library. Sject Catalog of the Baker Library... Boston, G. K. Hall,

Harvard University.

1971.

10 v

Index to Current Urban Documents.
Los Angeles.
Catalo

1972-

Westport, Conn., Greenwood Press.

Police Library.
Public Library.
Boston, G, K. Hall, 1972e 2 V.

Naroll, Raoul.
Index to the Human Relations Area Files.

Public Affairs Infoxnation Service
Index.
Foreicn Innua
1968/71Standard and Poorts Corporation.
Standard & Poor's Stock Renorts:
New fork.

New Haven, }mAF,

1972. 8 y.

New York.

American Stock Exchange.

1973-

Standard and Poor's Corporation
Standard & Poor's Stock Reports:
New York.

New York Stock Exchange.

1973-

United Nations. General Assembly.
Roll Call Votes, 19)46-1970
Printout obtained with the assistance of the Institute of
Government Research and membwrship in the Inter-University
Consortium for Political Reoaîeh, An Arbor, Michigan.
United States. Dartment of Housing and Urban Development. Library and
Information Division.
The Dictionary Catalog ... Boston, G. K. Hall, 1972. 19 V.
The Wall Street Transcript.

1972-

New York.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
CHIEF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARIAN
TO THE UNÏVERSITY LIBRARIAN

FOR THE 1912--1973 YEAR

Summary

During the past year the total use of the collections
continued to increase although the number of patrons using the
(Appendix I)
materials has decreased slightly.
In general all collections have been added to bringing our
total holdings to 35,216. All of the book collections have been
enhanced by the addition of notable titles (Appendix II). One
incunabulum was added to the Rare Book Collection.
An important source of History of Science materials has been
Through him we have added many notable
President Schaefer.
Included in this group are six
scientific items (Appendix iii).
incunahula which include:
Compendium theologicae veritatis. Ulm,
Albertus Magnus.
Johann Zainer [not after 1)481]
[Nuremberg,
Guilliermus, Epiccopis Parisiensis. Opera.
Georg Stuchs, after 31 March 1)496]
Priscianus. Opera. Venice. Johannes de Colonia and
Johannes Manthem, 1)415-16.
Tatura1e Historia...
PUnius Secundus, Gaius Caedilius.
tradotta i lingua Fiorentina per Christophoro Landino. Venice,
Filippodi Pietro, 143i.
Martialis, Marcus Valerius. Epigrammata. Milan, Uldericus
Scinzenzeler, 1)490.
Satyrae.
Juvenalis, Decimus Junius.
Benedictis and Jacobinus Suigus, 1)49)4.

Turin, Nicolas de

The Department further received on deposit a group of legal
works from the U. S. Park Department. (Appendix V). Additions to
(Appendices
the Archives and Manuscript Collections were also made.
VI and vii).

Major Strengths

The Arizona Collection maintains itself as the one broad
in depth collection. The author collections of Lord Byron,
W. H. Auden, Bret Harte and Jack London are on the rise.
Although
the History of Science area has been consistently added to, this
The Science Fiction
year shows a marked activity in this field.
collection is continuing to grow, but needs to grow much more,
particularly in the serials area.
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Major Limitation

The department is still unable to support as fully as it should
Continuing work
the graduate programs of the English Department.
with the English Department faculty has closed some of the more glarHowever, a great deal more must be done.
Ing gaps.

Future Plans
If the recommendations of the Special Collections Commission
are followed, we will continue to over balance the collecting in
It is hoped that
the Southwestern and History of Science areas.
these recommendations will be kept in perspective so that the
Departmental strengths continue as strengths and that the serious
re3kncss i:i

trtn'e hoJd5ns nry he strengthenecL

Appendix I
Patron/Collection Use Statistics

By collection*
Arizona Collection
Rare Book Collection
Science Fiction
Western & Campbell Coils.
Holme
Vertical File
Photo
A M.s.
Ms Mss.
Misc.
Total

Je-Je

Jy-Je

1971/12

1972/73

)4754

243
720

i6

4756
985
298
6iÒ
29

31

21

f08

6

9l
73

i48
7651

397
501
142
125
7870

By month

July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
Total

783
341
275
476
834
463
533
465
806
825
731
626

706
663
66
659
778
501
557
584
912
923
452
369

i58

78O

1667
2855
924

1886
2006
967
1028

By tTe of patroP*
Undergraduate
Graduabe
Faculty/Staff
Special Borrorer
Total

*

1971-72

1O5

69i

figures based on a J-ime-June count

5887

Appendix II

Collection Groh Statistics
Vols
Added

Titles

Added
Arizona Collection
Books
Serials
Theses & Diss.
Rare Book Collection
New Acquisitions
Reclassed from Stacks
Science Fiction
Serials
Western Collection
New Acquisitions
Reclassed from Stacks
Serials
Manuscript Collections

Az.
Ms.

18
100
358

51

357

io8t

y62
245

590

)433

4i2

86

107

201

209

2
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No. of Colls.

iii

35,276

Total Holdings
Arizona Collection
Rare Book Collection
Western Collection

18086
11532
5658
No. of Colis.

Az. Manuscripts
Ms. Manuscripts

Linear feet

83
9

33

317
113

Linear feet

732
132

Appendix III
Notable Acquisitions for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30,

1973

FIFTEENTH CENTURY
Diogenes Laert jus.

Vitae e

ententiae philosophorum.

Philippus i:incíus.

Venice.

l497.
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
Aelianus, Claudius
Variae historine libri XIV.

Rome.

Baldo. 15)45.

Cataneo, Pietro
Le Pratiche della due prime Mathematiche libro d'alboco e
geometria. Venice.
15)46.
Doni, Antonio Francesco, 1513-157)4
La Zucca en spanol. Venice.

1551.

Guicciardini, Francesco, 1)483-15)40
London.
The Historie.
1579.
Lavater, Ludwig, 1527-1586
De Spectris, lemuribus et magnus atque insolitis fragonibus.
Geneva.
Vignon.
1575.

Rivadeneira, Pedro de, 1527-1611
Vida del P. Ignacio de Loyola y de los Padres Maestro Diego
Laynes, y Francisco de Borja. Madrid. Pedro Madrigal.
159)4.

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
Allestree, Richard, 1619-1681
The Gentleman's calling.

london.

Barclay, John, 1582-1621
. in sex partes.
Satyricon.
.

Davenant, Charles, 1656-171)4
London.
Circe, a tragedy.
First edition.

Lugd.

Tonson.

Norton.

1667.

Batavorum.

167)4.

1677.

Descartes, Ren6, 1596-1650
Tractatus de homme, et de forniatione foetus.
Blaeu.

Hack.

Amsterdam.

1686.

Gerarde, John, 151i5_1612
ruhe Herh1.1.
London.

I1ip, Norton, and Wh.i.takers.

1636.

Hale, Sir Matthew, 1609-1676
The Primitive origination of mankind.

Godbid/Shrowsbury.

London.

1677.

First edition.
Kirchner, Athanas lus
Roma.

Magnes sive de arte magnetica opus tripartitum.
l65.
Mosotti.

Deversia &

Phot jus

Bibliotheca, sive lectorum a Photio librorum recensio.

Augsburg.

i6o6,

Snape, A.
Anatomy of the horse.

Flesher.

London.

1683.

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Bel1aiy, Daniel, b. 1687
Surry.
Ethic Amusements.

1770.

First editou.
Berenger, Jean Pierre, l710-l807
Raccolta di tutti i viaggi fatti intorno al mondo.
Merande. l790-94.

Buckingham, John Sheffield, duke of, 1618_l72l
Barber.
The works of John Sheffield. London.
First edition.
Broome, William, 1689-1745
The oak end. the dunghill.
First edition.

London.

Roberts.

Naples.

1723.

1728.

Case, Thomas, 1598-1682
Gibbs.
1655.
London.
The morning exercibe.
Only example in collection.
Embroidered binding, 18th century
Cork and Orrery, John Boyle, 5th earl of, 1707-1762
Letters from Italy, in the eais 1754 and 1755.
1773.

Dedekind, Friedrich, d. 1598
Cooper.
London.
Grobianus.
Edda Saemundar
Icelandic poetry.

Bristol.

Goudnr. Anre, 1720-1791
Dublin.
The Chinese spy.
First Irish edition.

1739.

l3iggs/Cottie.

Wilson.

1766.

1797.

Londcn.

B.

Thite.

i66i-io8

Gregory, David,
Astronomiae physicae & geometricae elementa.
First edition.

Oxford.

1102.

Hayley, William, 17)45-1820
A philosophical, historical and moral essay on old maids.
Caddeli. 1185.
First edition.
Hayley, William, l7145l820
Plays of three acts written for a private theatre.
Caddeil.
178)4.
First edition.
Laplace, Pierre-Simon, 17)49-1827
Exposition du systeme du monde.
Second edition.

Paris.

London.

1799.

Duprat.

Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779
El viajoro universal o noticia dei mundo antiguo y nuevo.

1796-1801.
Lavoisier, Antoine Laurent, 17)43-179)4
Elements of chemistry. Edinburgh.
Third edition.

Creech.

Mercati, Michele
Metallotheca, opus posthumum. Rome.
First issue of the first edition.

Sheffield, John, Duke of Buckingham
The works of John Sheffield. London.
First edition.
Tilli, Michel Angelo.
Catalogus plantarum horti pisani.

1799.

Salvioni.

1717-19.

J. Barber.

Florence.

1723.

1723.

NINETEENTH CENTURY
Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, ist Earl of, 180)4-1881
Endymion.
London.
Lonman's Green. 1880.
First edition.
Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, ist Earl of, i8o)4-i88i
Sybil; or the two nations.
London.
Colburn.
18)45.
First edition.
Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, ist Earl of, 180)4-1881
Vivian Grey.
London.
Coiburn.
1826-27.
First edition.

London.
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Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, ist Earl of, i8O4-i88l
Saunders/Otley.
London.
Wondrous tale of Airoy.
First edition.

1833.

Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, ist Earl of, 180)4-1881
Colburn/Bentley. 1831.
London.
The young duke.
First edition.
Browning, Robert, 1812-1889
London.
Ferishtah's fancies.
First edition.

Smith/Elder.

l8]2-I89

BrowniThg, Tcbrt,
The Inn album.
First edition.

London.

Smith/Elder.

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889
the two poets of Croisic.
La Saisaz:

188)4.

1875.

London.

Smith/Elder.

1878.
First edition.

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889
London. Wilson.
Paraclesus.
First edition.

1335.

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889
Parleyings with certain people of importance in their day.
Smith/Elder.
1887.
First edition.
Browning, Robert, 1812-1889
Red cotton night-cap country.
First edition.

London.

Carleton, William, 179)4-1869
Valentine McClutchy, the Irish agent.
First edition.

DeQuincey, Thomas, 1785-1859
Confessions of an English opium eater.

Smith/Elder.

Dublin.

London.

1873.

fluffy.

i8)45.

London.

Taylor/Hessey.

London.

Hunter.

1822.
First edition.

Edgeworth, Maria, 1767-18)49
Harrington, a tale and Ormond, a tale.
First edftion.
Edgeworth, Maria, 1767-18)49
Htrry and lucy concTh1ed.
First edition.

Lo'iclon.

Hunter.

1825.

1817.
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Edgeworth, Richard Lovell,
Essay on Irish bulls.
First edition.

i71-l8l7
London.

Eliot, George, 1819-1880
London/Edinburgh.
Adam Bede.
First edition.
Figueroa, Jose, 1792-1835
The Manifesto. San Francisco.
First edition in English.
Galt, John, 1779-1839
The last of the lairds.

1802.

Johnson.

1859.

Blackwood.

Herald.

1855.

Edinburgh/London.

Blackwood/Caddell.

1826.
First edition.

Gaskeil, Elizabeth Cleghorn (Stevenson), 1810-1865
Chapman/Hall. 1855.
North and South. London.

Fìst edition.
Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn (Stevenson), 1810-1865
York.
Harpers.
Cranford.
185 3.
First American edition.
Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn (Stevenson), 1810-1865
Chapman/Hall.
London.
Cranford.
1853.
First edition.

Gaskell,Elizabeth Cleghorn (Stevenson), 1810-1865
London. Smith/Elder.
The life of Charlotte Bronte.
First edition.
Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn (Stevenson), 1810-1865
The life of Charlotte Bronte. New York. Appleton.
First American edition.

1857.

1857.

Harte, Bret, 1839-1902
Lothaw, or the adventures of a young man in search of a religion.
18(1.
London.
First edition.

Hayley, William, l75-1820
Life of George Romney.
First edition.

hichester.

Humphreville, J. Lee
20 years among our savage Indians.

1897.
First edition.

Mason T. Payne.

Hartford.

1809.

Hartford Pub.
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Legge, William Vincent.
A history of the birds of Ceylon.
First edition.

London.

Author.

1880.

Marsh-Caldweil, Anne (Caidwell), 1791-1874
Chapman.
Mount Sorel. London.
1845.
First edition.

Melbourne, Caroline (Ponsonby), lady, 1785-1828
1816.
Colburn.
Glenarvon.
London.
First edition.
Pike, Zebulon Montgomery, 1779-1813
Exploratory travels through the Western territories of North
America.
ondoí.
Longan.
First English edition.

Southey, Robert, 1174l8113
Thalaba the Destroyer.
iirst edition.

1811.

London.

1801.

Troliope, Anthony, 1815-1882
London.
The last chronicle of Barset.
flrst edition, in 32 or5ginal parts.
Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882
Miss MacKenzie. London.

Chapman.

Smith, Elder.

1867.

1865.

Senate.
2nd session.
42nd.
U. S. Congress, 1871-1812.
Washington,
D.C.
Report.. .in regard to the Sutro Thnnel.

Whitman, Walt, 1819-1892
Specimen days and collect.

Philadelphia.

Rees/Welsh/Co.

1882-3.

First edition.

WnchoneJ :,

exn3e' rrse:
lo:rd, 1747-l13
Edinburgh.
Memoirs of the Honourable Henry Home of Kames.
1807.
First edition.

Creech.

TWENTIETH CENTURY
Auden, Wystan Hugh, 1901The common life. Darmstadt.
Auden, Wystan Hugh, 1901The orators. New York.

Blaschke.

Random House.

1964.

1967.

1872.
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Auden, Wystan Ilugh, 1907Per il tempo presente.

All' Insegna dei Pesce d'Oro.

Milan.

19614.

Blake, William, 1756-1827
Water colours illustrating the poems of Gray.
1972?
Bresdin, Rodoiphe, 1825-1885
Six letters from Bresdin to Bedon.

Trianon.

London.

New Gehenna Press.

Brown, Louise Norton
Block printing & book illustration in Japan.

London.

1971.

Routiedge.

19214.

otcjue royale de 3oigicue. Ms
(9511)
Le Breviaire de Philippe LeBon, breviaire parisien du XV siede.
Bruxelles. 1929.

Brussc1. Bi

Einstein, Albert, 1879-1955
etìAer UÙL reiativitats-theorie.

J. Bpringei.

Berlin.

1920.

Einstein, Albert, 1879-1955
Zur eirfleitlichen

Akad. der Wissenschaften.

Berlin.

eLItheor ie.

1929.

Farquhar, Francis Peloubet, 1887San Francisco.

Flight to the North Pole, 214 Aug., 19149.
1950.

Farquhar, Francis Peloubet, 1887San Francisco.
Nova Albion.

Grabhorn.

19148.

Hemingway, Ernest, 1889-1961
Scribners.
A farewell to arms. New York.
First edition, "2nd" first issue.
Jack, 3876-1916
Before Adam. New York.
First edition.

1929.

Lonc1on

Macmillan.

London, Jack, 1876-1916
The iron heel. New York.
First edition.

London, Jack, 1876-1916
Jerry of the islands.
First edition.

New York.

London, Jack, 1876-1916
The Kempton-Wace letters.

Fit edition.

Macmillan.

1907.

1908.

Macmillan.

New York.

1917.

Macmillan.

1903.

Grabhorn.

London, Jack, 1876-1916
The little lady of the big house.
First edition.
London, Jack, 1816-1916
The mutiny of the Elsinore.
First edition.
London, Jack, 1876-1916
The road. New York.
First edition.

New York.

Macmillan.

London, Jack, 1876-1916
New York.
WhIte Fang.
First edition.

New York.

Macmillan.

1916.

l9l4.

Macmillan.

1907.

Macmillan.

1906.

McGovern, Melvin P.
Speciman pages of Korean movable types.

Tokyo.

Voyagers Press Ltd.

1966.
First edition.

Millais, John Guille, 1865-1931
The natural history of British game birds.

London.

Longmans.

1909.
First edition.

The tale of Genji Scroll.

Tokyo.

Kodansha Intern'l.

Nm, Anais
New York.
This hunger.
Signed by the author.

Gemor Pr.

Smith, David Eugene, 1860Rara arithmetica. Boston.

Ginn.

l95.
1908.

Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, baron, 1809-1892
New Gehenna Press.
1971.
Tiresias.
Wild, Peter
New York.
Peligros.
First edition.

Ithaca House.

1911.

1971.
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Appendix IV
Notable Acquisitions Via President Schaefer

Auda, Domenico 17th cent.
Breve compendio di Maravigliosi secreti.
a S. Steffano. 1686.

Venetia.

A. Baron

Bauderon, Brice, l540(ca.)-1623
Paraphrase sur la pharmacopee. & Catelan, Lavrens, Ensemble un.
Rouen.
M. de la Motte.
1627.
Bayen, Pierre, 1725-1798
Recherches chimiques sur l'etain, ... par NM. Bayen & Charlard.
Paris. P-D Pierres.
1781.
Berthollet, Claude Louis, oiue, lyl8-.L622
Elements de l'art de la teinture, arec une description du
blanchiment. Paris. Firmin Didot. 1801f.
Second edition.

Bertrand, Joseph Louis Français, 1822-1900
Gauthier-Villars.
Thermodynamique. Paris.

1881.

Biringuccio, Vanuccio, lL80-l539?
Il diece libri della pirotechnia.
Pirotechnia.
da
trino
di
Monferrato.
Comm
1559.

Vinegia.

Boltzmann, Ludwig, 1811906
Vorlesungen über gastheorie.

Leipzig.

J. A. Barth.

1896-98.

, pater
Bonani,
Neuer tractat vom Firmiss-Laquir-und Mabler - Idinsten, nach
dem original des beriihmten Pater Bonani. Berlin & Leipzig.
J. J. Reinhold. 1730.

Boyle, Robert, 1627-1691
Tentamina quaedam physiologica...

Geneva.

Samuel de Tournes.

1680.
Breislak, Scipione, 17)48-1826
Del salnitro e dell 'arte del salnitrajo istruzione...
Pirrotta e Maspero.
1805.

Brugnatelli, Luigi Vincenzo, 1761-1818
Farmacopea ad uso degli speziali.

Cortese, Isabel1, 16th cent.
Secreti ne quali si contegono.

Napoli.

Venice.

Milano.

D. Savgiacomo.

L. Spineda.

Davy, Sir Humphrey, bart., 1778-1829
Six discourses delivered before the Royal Society.
J. Murray. 1828.

1625.

London.

1803.

De Loeches, J
Tyrocinium pharmaceuticum, theorio-practicum, Galeno-Chymicum.
Barcinone, Joannis Jolis. 1751.

De magni lapidis sive benedicte compositione & operatione aliquot
Strassbourg (Argentorati). Lazan Zetzners. 1613.
capita.

iïi-l800

Ehrmann, Friedrich Ludwig,
Description et usage de quelques lampes a air inflammable.
1780.
J. H. Heitz.
Strasbourg.
Fallopius, Gabriel, 1523-1562
Secreti diversi & Miracolosi.

Venetia.

Alessandro Gardano.

1578.
Faraday, Michael, 1791-1867
The subject matter of a course of six lectures on the non-metallic
Longman, Brown, Green, and Lonians. 1853.
elemer..ts.
London.
Fourcroy, Antoine François de, comte, 1755-1809
Philosophie chimique, ou ventes fondamentales de la chimie
Chez Du Pont, itan III de la Republique.
1795.
moderne. Paris.
Second edition.
Foureroy, Antoine François de, comte, 1755-1809
Systeme des connaissances chimiques, et de leurs applications.
an IX-X.
Baudouin.
Paris.
Fresenius, Karl Remigius, 1818-1897
Anleitung zur qualitativen chemischen analyse...
l846.
F. Vieweg & Sohn.

Braunschweig.

Gassendi, Pierre, 1592-1655
[Opera omnia in sex tomos divisa] Epistolae, quibus accesserunt
clanissimorum quorumdam ad ipsum epistolae et responsa ... Lugduni.
Laurentio Anisson. 1658.
Gay-Lussac, Joseph Louis, 1778-1850
Recherches physico-chimiques, faites sur la pile...
1811.
Deterville.
Girod-Chantrans, Justin, l750-l811
Recherches chimiques et microscopiques.

Paris.

Paris.

Chez Bernard.

1802.

Glauber, Johann Rudolf, 1604?-1668
Amstelodami.
Consolatio navigantium...

J. Janssonium.

1657.

Grasshoff, Johann, d. 1623
Aperta arca arcani artificiossimi oderi des grossen und kleinen
bawers eroffneter und offenstechender kasten.
Hamburg. Friedrich
Conrad Greslinger. 1705.
Grimaux, Edouard, 1835-1900
Lavoisier, 17)43-17914 d'ares sa correspodence, ses manuscrits.
Paris.
Ancienne Libraire Germer Baillier et Cic.
1888.

Guyton de Morveau, Louis Bernard, baron, 1737-1816
Methode de nomenclature chimique. Paris.
Cuchet.
Hellot, Jean, 1685-1776
Lart de la teniture des laines, ...

Paris.

1787.

J-T Herissant.

1772.
Hennicke Gottfried, fi. 17??
Gottofredi Hennickii. . .de panaceis tractatio medicochymica.
Francofurti ad Moenum. sumptibus C. Genschii. 1689.

Higgins, Bryan, 1737?-1820
Experiments and observations made with tte view of improving
the art of composing and applying calcareous cements.
London.
T. Cadell.
1780.
Hill, Daniel, M.D.
Practical observations on the use of oxygen, or vital air, in
the cure of diseases.
London. F. C. & J. Rivington.
1820.
Second edition.

Ittershagen, Georg Christian
Geheimi scheidung der metallen und derselben nutzbarkett.

177)4.

Kobell, Franz, ritter von, 1803-1882
Grundzilge der minerologie zum gebrauche bey vorlesungen.
Nilrnberg.
Johann Leonhard Schreg. 1838.
Kobell, Franz, ritter von, 1808-1882
Les mineraux: Guide pratique pour leur determination.
J. Rothschild. 1812.
Kraütermann, Valentin, pseud.
Der curiewse und vernünsstige zauber-artzt.
Ernst Ludwig Niedt. 1726.

Paris.

Frankfurt & Leipzeig.

La Faye, Polycarpe de
Recherches sur la preparation que les Romanins donnoient a la
chaux.
Paris.
deltimprimerie Roayie. 1777.
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Lancillotti, Carlo
Farmaceutica antimoniale overo trinofo dell'antimonio.
E. Soliani Stampator Ducali.
1683.

Modona.

Lavoisier, Antoine Laurent, l73_l791
Opuscules physiques et chymiques.
Second edition.

1801.

Le Roy, Charles, M.D.
Quaestiones chemical duodecim...
Rochard.
1759.

Paris.

Deterville.

Monspelii.

Augustinum-Franciseum

Leslie, Sir John, Ï766-1832
Kurzer Bericht von Versuchen und instrumenten die sich auf das
verbalten.
Leipzig. P. Gotthelf Kummer. 1823.
Maxwell, James
clerk,
Theorie der warme.

1831-1879
Breslau.

Maruschke & Berendt.

Maxwell, James
clerk, 1831-1879
London. Longinans, Green & Co.
Theory of heat.
Ninth edition.

Mazzotta, Benedictus
...De trip1ii philosophia...

Bonaniae.

1877.

1880.

J. B. Ferronii.

1653.

Monte Raphaim, Johann de
Vorbothe der am philosophischen himmel hervorbrechenden
morgen-rothe. Frankfurt ammain. Stocks Erben Schilling und Weber.

1751.
Mus it anus, Carolus

Opera medica chymico-practica, seu trutina medico-chymica.
Allobrogum, Chouet, G. De Tournes.
1701.

Coloniae.

von, 1603-1638
Caes. et
vercrm... Theserus et armamentariu2o medico-chymicuin.
Lubecae.
A. J. Becken, H. Schmalhertzianorum. 1662.

Mynsicht, Adrian

Neumann, Kaspar, 1683-1739
The chemical works of ... with large additions. .by William Lewis.
London.
W. Johnstcn.
[et al] 1759.

Orschall, Johann Christian
Ars fusoria fundamentalis et expenimentalis.

Tassel.

J. B. Cramer.

-I

..L

Pajot-des-Charmes, C
Wart du blanchimentdes toiles, fils et cotons de tout genre.
Paris.
A. J. Dujour, 1800?
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Primerosi, Jacobi
Ars pharmaceutica methodus brevissima.
J. Janssoniuno.
1651.

Amsteledaini.

Quadramio, Evangelista
La vera dichiaratione di tvte la metafore, similitudini, &
1587.
Enimmi de. Roma. Apppresso V. Accolti.
Thoulet, Julien, 18)-3--

Theses presentee a la faculte des sciences de Paris...
1880.
Gautheir-Villars.
To11ius Jakobi, d. 1696
Sapientia insaniens, sive promissa chemica.
Janssonio-Waesbergios. 1689.

Paris.

Amstelaedami.

Tyndall, John, 1820-1893
Die warme betrachtet als fine art der Bewejung.
Friedrich Vieweg. l891.

Braunschweig.

Untzer, Matthias
Anatomia mercurri spagirica seu de hydrargyri natura, proprietate,
viribus at que usu. Hallaes-Saxonum. M. Oelsdìlegelii, P. Faber.
1620.

Wecker, Johann
Libri 17 ex varus ahtoribus collecti...
De secretis.
C. Waldkirchii.
1598.

Basilae.
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Appendix V
Permanent Deposit of the United States National Parks from
Tumacacori Mission.
Laws, statutes, etc., 1252-l28)- (Alfonso X)
Las siete partidas dei sabio rey Don el Nono, nuevcamente
glossades, por ei licenciado Gregorio Lopez, dei Consejo Real
de Indias de su Magestad. Valladolid, D. Fernandez do Cordova, 1587.
Castile.

Garcilago de la Vega, el Inca, 1539-1616
La Florida dei Inca. Historia dei adelantado, Hernando de Soto...
Madrid, N. Rodriguez Franco, 1723.
Laws, statutes, etc.
Novisima rocopilacion dc las leyes de Espafia. Dividida en
XII libros... Megico, Galvan; Paris, Rosa, 1831.
Spain.
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Appendix VI

Material received from University offices:
Alumni Office (photos, etc. of Louis Slonaker)
College of Liberal Arts (19 cartons of office files)
Dean of Students (3 transfer files of material from former
Dean of Men and Dean of Women)
Office of Co-Ordinator of Research (5 cartons)
President Emeritus Richard A. Harvill (3 transfer files of
former Pres. Homer LeRoy Shantz)

Other Gifts:

Assorted glass slides (subsequently printed) of various
campus scenes, discovered by Dr. Blitzer in Physics Dept.
Faculty Women's Club: 7 y. of club records (minutes, scrapbooks,
etc., 1930-1971)
R. B. Streets, formerly head of Plant Pathology Dept. and now
various negatives, slides, photograDhs, misceirt,ired:
laneous UA historical and personal items.
William J. Bryan, Jr. (through Vice-Pres. Marvin Johnson):
copy of his autobiographical reminiscences, "Family Lore."
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Appendix VII
Manuscript Collections Processed

Arizona Series
Adams, Ramon F.

PAPERS, 19141_1969.

14

boxes.

Various
Arizona. University. Agricultural Extension Service.
feet)
50
(9 different series,
REPORTS, 1918-1961.

1918.

Arizona. University. Army School for Special Training,
STUDENT RECORDS, July-August 1918. 3 boxes.

INAUGURATION OF RICHARD ANDERSON HARVILL
Arizona. University.
AS PRESIDENT OF ThE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, November 1951.
14 boxes.

BOOK 0F MEMORIES

University. Faculty Women's Club.
Arizona.
[scrapbooks], 193O-194l.
Arizona.

University.

PAPERS.

Burns, Walter Noble.
8 boxes.
Easton, Robert O.

HONORS ASSEMBLIES,

1927-1950.

[manùscriptS and related materials]

2 boxes.

BUFFALO JONES MATERIAL.

Ernenwein, Leslie. PAPERS.
3 boxes & 1 y.
Hereford, Francis Henry.

1 box.

[manuscripts and related materials]

PAPERS,

1888-1929.

3 boxes & 1 port-

folio.

LEGISLATIVE PAPERS, 19141_19514.

Kimball, William F.
Montezuma, Carlos.

PAPERS,

1899-1922.

PAPERS.

boxes.

3 boxes.

New England and Clifton Copper Company of Arizona.
1901-1910. 8 boxes.
Pickrell, Charles Ulen.

14

13 boxes

(6 ft.).

7 boxes &

2 y. (3

RECORDS,

Ms. Series

lodge Family PAPERS,

1752-1937.

Maximilian Collection, 18147-1967.

ft.)

2 boxes & 1 portfolio.
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Last April, the U.S. Government Documents Section of the Library
became a full department. Although the change in status did not
greatly affect internal workings, it did lead to some far-reaching
decisions concerning the relationship of this collection to the rest
of the system. As stated in last year's report, policies and guidelines were urgently needed before documents coii]d be efficiently
processed for other branches and departments within the library.
Official guidelines for the acquisition, processing, and location
of U.S. government documents have now been issued which, when fully
instituted, will reduce confusion and facilitate the work of the
documents staff.
Also, the relationship between the documents personnel in the Science Division and in the Nain Library has been
defined, thus relieving the uncertainty in the minds of the staff.
All
U.S. government documents within the library system will be the responsibility of the Chief Documents Librarian, but the physical location
of science documents and the work assignments of the science documents
specialist will. be the responsibility of the Chief Science Librarian.
In spite of proc3dural ii:provements, bh work load continued to expand.
Reference statisti es increased by 1 000 as did the circulation of
documents. Part of this increase was due to additional service offered
at night and on weekends. The Documents Department also received
more referrals from the General Reference Department than ever before.
The total number of received items also grew, and judging from past annual
reports, the collecticn has doubled in size during the past eight years.
(A summary of statistics is appended to this report.)

Although statistics on orders received have never been kept, the department is now processing hundreds of requests from the faculty and other
library departments, not to mention its own in-house requests.
Two
years ago this work was handled as a sideline by the Documents Library
Assistant. Now, this is practically a full-time job.
Conferences and committee meetings consumed a considerable amount of
time, but they have proved invaluable.
Two meetings in particular served
to enlarge staff expertise in the field of documents. All three members
of the department participated in the first state-wide Workshop on
Government Documents held in Flagstaff last July. The report on this
workshop has been distributed all over the country. Another important
meeting was a Census Users Conference held in January.
Over 125
librarians, educators, and businessmen attended this conference, which
was conducted by a member of the Census iBurcau at the request of documents
librarians within the State of Arizona.
The information gleaned at
this conference has vastly improved service relating to census materials.
During this past year, the documents service grew in quality as well
as in quantity.
Combined, the three full-time members of the department
can now draw on 12 years of experience with U.S. government publicaions.
Also, interlibrary cooperation has improved to such an extent that
a patron seldom departs without at least a partial answer. Considering
the complex nature of the questions and the inadequacy of reference
materials pertaining to documents, this refresents a considerable
achievement.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The primary objective of the U.S. Government Documents Department is
to offer maximum service. This objective requires a strong collection,
experienced personnel, and a capability for making the holdings
known to the public.
Each member of
Collection development is therefore a major concern.
the department endeavors to see that important material is acquired.
In addition, speciml purchases are made as funds permit. This year
the department acquired the microfilm version of the 197Q Census of
Population and Housing; Fourth Count Summary Tapes for Arizona. The
Fourth Count contains numerous statistical tables not published in the
printed Census volumes. In order for patrons to use the microfilm
easily, the Documents Librarian prepared a gwide and brief index to
the material. Also acquired this year was the last installment of the
Congressional Hearings from 1S69 to 1931+ on microfiche. The collection
of hearings for this period is now complete and offers a wealth of
historical material.

Although the staff learns more about the collection every day, special
seminars and conferences contribute to their overall understanding of
the nature and content of federal publications. As mentioned previously
the Documents Workshop in Flagstaff and the Census Users Conference in Tempe
For the Census Users Conference, the
proved to be valuable meetings.
Directory of 1970 Census Information
Documents Librarian prepared a
The
directory
has
been useful in leading
Available in Arizona."
patrons to more complete sources of Census results both on computer
The documents staff also strongly supports
tape and in printed form.
the Arizona State Library Association Government Documents Round
Table which was formed this year for the purpose of greater cooperation
among those working with government documents within the State of
Arizona.
The use of the U.S. government documents collection has grown measurably.
The staff's participation in the Documents Round Table has resulted in
the increased usage of the collection b those outside the University
Each
community. The department is also becoming better known on campus.
special
lectures
and
tours
of
member of the staff has participated in
the collection. The members of the General Reference Department,
Social Science Department, and Science Division have also promoted the
staff
use of documents. This year, each person on the General Reference
and
their
efforts
spent considerable time in the Documents Department
at night and on the weekends certainly expanded the documents reference
has inservice. During the past few months, the Catalog Department
creased its support of documents by providing guides to the collection
in the main card catalog. Steps have recently been taken to expand
this service further by filing author, title, and subject entries in
Since the government
the card catalog for major federal publications.
documents collection is largely uncataloged, these measures should
further enhance public awareness of these publications. As always, the
members of the U.S. Government Documents Department have endeavored to
promote the collection by providing courteous and efficient service.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

This year, the growing reference service demanded a reduction in time
spent on other operations within the department. Routine processing
The situation
came to a halt on busy days, producing a temporary backlog.
became alarming when the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, the biggest producer
of serial publications, was completely reorganized.
For every resulting change in classification, approximately one hour of staff time
was necessary. There simply were not enough people to do the job.
As a temporary solution, the University Librarian has provided special
funds to hire a new employee for one year.
Circulation records also became a problem. Because the number of
documents circulated in the last two years has doubled, it is now
necessary to institute regular procedures for recalling overdue publications. A new employee will also be helpful in this task.
Problems with stack maintenance are increasing. Due to the flimsy construction of most federal publications, special efforts must be made to
The growth
bind journals and to put other publications in boxes.
rate of the collection has been so rapid that the staff has fallen
behind in these chores. Again, a new staff member will probably
81]eviate this problem.

During the year, the department was the recipiet of an unusua1y large
number of gIfts. Most of the publications received from the donors were
duplicates, and the department lacked an efficient method of disposing
of the material. Since many of the gifts are valuable, it would be
a great waste to discard them. Other documents departments around the
country have solved this problem by mailing out lists of unwanted
documents. Any library may elect to receive these publications for the
If such a program were adopted here, it would
cost of postage.
eliminate the wasting of important materiRl.
This
Record-keeping within the department has also posed a problem.
year, while participating in a refiling project, the Documents Librarian
discovered that the Documents Office files lacked many records of
government publications listed in the public card catalog for other
parts of the system. The first step in correcting this inadequacy has
already been taken. A photocopy of every card in the U.S. section of the
author-title part of the public card cat1og was made. The next procedure will be to interfile these cards with the records already in the
Documents Office files. At the same time the Documents Librarian will
inform the Catalog Department of incorrect information found on the cards,
so that mistakes in the public card cataThg can be corrected.

As in other years, the major limitation is that most people do not
know that the U.S. government documents collection is almost unlimited
in scope. A better system for disseminating information about these
publications must be devised. Although the problem is very apparent,
a solution is yet to be found. This year the members of the department
will be seeking new ways to overcome this deficiency.

FUTURE PLANS

Although the move to a new library may not take place for some time,
plans for improved documents service within the new structure are
already being made.

Since the U.S. Government Documents Department will be on a different
floor from the General Reference Department, it is essential that the
documents area be equipped with the tools necessary for a sophisticated
reference service. This means that the reference collection should be
expanded to include more commercial reference works pertinent to the
field of documents, such as the Congressional Staff D:irectory,
Congressional quarterly, and the Dictionary of Report Series Codes.
As funds permit, these publications will be acquired for the department
during the next two years.
As mentioned on page 3, it will also be necessary to maintain a union
In spite of a
list of holdings of all documents within the system.
policy to the contrary, many documents are cataloged;and the documents
staff should be aware not only of their existence but also of their
location. Hopefully this record-keeping project will be completed
before the move to the new library.
It will be important for the documents staff to establish a current
awareness service in order to alert other members of the reference staff
as well as the general public of important acquisitions. This might be
accomplished by distributing a quarterly accessions list to. other
librarians and potential patrons. A display shelf for new documents
might also be advantageous. Special lectures and seminars might be
conducted periodically.
If the library undertakes the computerization of serial holdings,
documents periodicals should be included. Many patrons do not realize
ey of Current Business, Children Todas, Smithsonian Contributions
that
to Botany, etc. are government publications. Even if such an ambitious
project is not undertaken, major government serials should be listed
in the public "Visible Index" and in the card catalog. As mentioned on
page 2, this project has already begun.
*

Finally, it will be necessary to increase the size of the documents
staff so that the reference desk in the department will be covered at
nights and on weekends. A minimum of five full-time people will be
Considering the size and worth of the collection, this goal
needed.
does not seem unreasonable. By 1976, the collection in the Main Library
will comprise over 500,000 items on nearly every conceivable subject,
and wifl span 200 years of United States history.
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APPEIDIX --

U. S. GOVERNNENT DOCUMENTS STATISTICAL REPORT

1971/72

1972/73

Depository

26,009

29,249

AEC Microfiche

17,799

23,846

JPRS Microfiche

4,787

3,231

NASA Microfiche

10,869

10,958

Non-Dcpository
(printed documents)

10,136

8,943

69,600

76,227

10,812

8,249

Reference Questions
(Main Library)

3,282

4,357

Items Circulated
(Main Library)

1,570

2,508

530,415

568,607

Items Received

(est.)

(est.)

Items Sent to Science
(other than microfiche)

Depository and
Non-Depository

Estimated Number of Printed
Documents in Library
System

(est.)

